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PREFACE

This Checklist is a continuation of two previously published checklists: *Royal Commissions and Commissions of Inquiry under the “Public Inquiries Act” in British Columbia, 1872-1942*, by Marjorie Holmes, and *Royal Commissions and Commissions of Inquiry under the “Public Inquiries Act” in British Columbia, 1943-1980*, by Judith Antonik Bennett. It covers commissions held from 1981 to 2005.

Accompanying evidence, proceedings, and exhibits for these commissions and inquiries are generally held by the British Columbia Archives and are not listed in this volume, unless also held in the Legislative Library collection. Brief descriptions of the British Columbia Archives holdings are included.

Commissions are arranged chronologically by year of appointment, then alphabetically within each year. On a technical note, the Checklist was compiled using software which automatically extracted bibliographical data from the Legislative Library’s library catalogue and automatically generated the index. Consequently the numerical sequence used in the previous two Checklists has not been continued. The numbers preceding each entry apply to commission synopses as well as to individual report titles.

I wish to thank Linda Jackson, who typed part of this manuscript, and John MacEachern, Jane Taylor, and especially Wendy Carmichael, who edited the draft. Thanks also to Melody Wey for scanning and downloading assistance, and the Legislative Library cataloguing staff who assisted in creating the bibliographic records, in particular Horst Huelscher, Barbara Elford and Susan Paterson. I also wish to thank Jane Taylor, Legislative Librarian, and Wendy Carmichael, Manager of Technical Services, who made this publication possible.

This publication is dedicated to my mentor, John MacEachern, former Manager of the Legislative Library’s Government Documents Division.

JUDITH ANTONIK BENNETT HARVEY
Legislative Library
Victoria, British Columbia
INTRODUCTION

This Checklist is a continuation of two previously published checklists published by the British Columbia Legislative Library: *Royal Commissions and Commissions of Inquiry under the "Public Inquiries Act" in British Columbia, 1872-1942*, by Marjorie Holmes, and *Royal Commissions and Commissions of Inquiry under the "Public Inquiries Act" in British Columbia, 1943-1980*, by Judith Antonik Bennett. Coverage for this compilation is from 1981 to 2005. The arrangement of Checklist entries, primarily by commission date, is further outlined in the Preface. This work consists of material in the Legislative Library’s collection. Some of these publications were not produced for general distribution and are not readily available. Recent material is also available digitally via the Internet.

The title for this compilation varies slightly from the previous two Checklists. In 1979 the former Public Inquiries Act and the Ministerial Inquiries Act were consolidated into the Inquiry Act. Part 1 of the new Act outlines the criteria for ministers initiating inquiries. Part 2 outlines the legalities of conducting inquiries “under the Great Seal”, more commonly known as “royal” commissions. This Checklist includes primarily commissions appointed under Part 1, section 1 and Part 2, section 8 of the Inquiry Act. In this compilation, commissions are assumed to have been appointed under Part 2, unless Part 1 is specified.

The title change for this Checklist also reflects the broader criteria for inclusion of reports than the first two compilations. The purpose of this Checklist is to gather in one reference volume the important inquiries in our province’s history from 1981 to 2005. In reality, important inquiries are not always undertaken using the Inquiry Act. Circumstances occasionally arise where another Act is more suitable to the topic of investigation. This Checklist includes these significant inquiries whose terms of reference meet the requirements of public inquiries. As such, it includes several inquiries initiated by premiers, which are too significant in the history of the Province to be omitted from such a Checklist. These include, for example, the BC Unity Panel, the Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform and two inquiries by the Conflict of Interest Commissioner, one on Premier Vander Zalm and one on Premier Glen Clark. The Forest Resources Commission is also included. Although a departmental initiative under the Ministry of Forests, lasting for only three years, the Forest Resources Commission had the importance and scope of other major royal commissions on forestry.

Occasionally commissions are set-up and are disbanded prior to completing their work. These commissions are also included in this compilation. One example is the Commission of Inquiry into the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and Uses of Gaming Proceeds (also referred to as the Smith Inquiry) undertaken in 1996 and terminated in 2001. Also included is the Carrier Lumber Inquiry, which was contemplated, but due to ongoing litigation, was never formalized.

The latest commission in this compilation appointed under the Inquiry Act was in 2000. This was Judith Korbin’s Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia. The Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform was established in 2003 and completed in December 2004. The B.C. Children and Youth Review, established in November 2005, has also been included. Although reporting to the Minister for
Children and Family Development and not struck under the Inquiry Act, it followed up on the work of the 1994 Gove Commission, and thus, was too significant to be omitted. The Electoral Boundaries Commission brings this compilation up to the end of 2005. The Electoral Boundaries Commission was established in October 2005, and formalized by Order in Council December 13, 2005. On March 13, 2008 the Legislative Assembly unanimously passed a motion to adopt the Commission’s final report, with amendments. However this Checklist was published prior to the final adoption of enabling legislation, brought before the House in the 2008 Spring session. As such this Checklist does not list Commission reports and related reports of interest published after April 2008. For further information on the outcome of the Electoral Boundaries Commission please consult the Legislative Library’s catalogue.

Background papers, research reports, newsletters and related materials published by the commissions are listed. Although not publications of the commission, related government reports are included to provide context for the inquiries and to assist researchers and students locate relevant material. These include important submissions by British Columbia Government ministries and crown agencies and selective British Columbia Government and judicial reports in response to commission issues and findings. Non-governmental reports of relevance to the commissions are omitted from this work.

"Royal Commissions are well established in British parliamentary law. The first use of a royal commission to "inquire about problems of societal importance" may date back 900 years to the 11th century. The unique ability of a royal commission to "provide a substantial review" of "quasi-judicial" bodies ... independent of Government or political agendas, explains, in part, their long history. (Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia, 1996. Background information). In Canada royal commissions date from before confederation, and commence in British Columbia in 1872, the year after the Province joined confederation.

In British Columbia a royal commission is created by Cabinet on behalf of the Lieutenant Governor in Council and empowered by an Order in Council issued under the Inquiry Act. Terms of reference, reporting dates, and expenses are outlined in the Order in Council. This ensures that the commission mandate is clear and the boundaries of investigation are set, as mandates, time-lines and costs can be difficult to control once the commission is underway.

Royal commissions are usually chaired by one or more highly respected persons, and, because of their quasi-judicial powers, the commissioners are often retired judges. There are two types of royal commissions. They are either policy commissions struck to investigate matters of great societal importance or they are investigative commissions, often involving controversy. The former are mandated to develop policy options with public input. The latter are judicial inquiries set up to investigate individual or institutional misconduct. Although set up and reporting to government, royal commissions are legally autonomous from government and are given their own budget independent of government. They may be granted enormous investigatory powers, including summoning witnesses under oath, offering of indemnities, seizing documents and other evidence (sometimes including those normally protected, such as classified information), holding hearings in camera if necessary, and compelling reluctant government officials to aid in the execution of the commission.

Commissions usually hold province-wide hearings, receive many submissions, undertake their own research, and interview numerous witnesses and experts. For sweeping commissions, such as those on health, forestry and education issues, the process may take several years and continue through changes in government. The results are published in often large reports, detailing their findings and recommending legislative and policy changes. In British Columbia, reports are usually officially made public by tabling them in the Legislative Assembly. Under the Inquiry Act, s. 14.2: "A report made to the Lieutenant Governor in Council under this Part must be laid before the Legislative Assembly within 15 days after the report is made, if the Legislative Assembly is then sitting, or if not, then within 15 days after the opening of the next session of the
Occasionally this formality has "slipped through the cracks". Occasionally, too, reports have inadvertently been tabled twice. Commission reports are frequently referred to by the principle commissioner's name, such as the Gove report, the Oppal report, etc. This is due, in part, to the Commissioner's name becoming well-known during the course of the public inquiry. It is also due to the long official titles of some reports. While commission reports are often quite influential, with the government acting on some or all recommendations, governments are under no obligation to implement the recommendations. The work of some commissions may be almost completely ignored. In recent years, governments have been reluctant to initiate investigations under the Inquiry Act due to the enormous administrative and legal costs which can escalate unpredictably as the inquiry unfolds.

For further definitions of terms and for historical background on the formation and use of royal commissions of inquiry please refer to the introduction in: Royal Commissions and Commissions of Inquiry under the "Public Inquiries Act" in British Columbia, 1872-1942, by Marjorie Holmes. Also very useful is: "The inquiry process : uranium mining in British Columbia, by Tim Roberts, published by the Legal Services Society of British Columbia, Schools Program, in 1982.

On June 21, 2007 the British Columbia Government passed a new Public Inquiry Act (S.B.C. 2007, c. 9), with revised parameters for conducting royal commissions in British Columbia. The next checklist of royal commissions will cover commissions appointed under this new Act.
## Table of Contents

1981. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.**  
Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

1982. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT ON MEANS FOR STABILIZATION OF COMPENSATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR.**  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 281, February 18, 1982, the Commissioner was directed to inquire into and report on means for stabilization of compensation in the public sector. The Order in Council was rescinded July 29, 1982 by Order in Council no. 1492 under the Compensation Stabilization Act (S.B.C. 1982, c. 32) at which time Edward Peck was appointed Commissioner of the ongoing Compensation Stabilization Program. Orders in Council no. 574, March 25 1982, no. 802, April 22, 1982, and no. 988, May 19, 1982 set staffing and salaries for the Commission. These were all rescinded by Order in Council no. 1820, September 23, 1982.  
Commissioner: Edward R. Peck.

1982. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.**  
Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

1982. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL REPRESENTATION.**  
Commissioner: Derril T. Warren.

1984. **BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTORAL COMMISSION.**  
Appointed under the Constitution Amendment Act, 1984, S.B.C. 1984, c. 12, which came into force on May 1, 1984.  
Commissioners: D. Kennedy McAdam (Chairman), Ian M. Horne and Harry M. Goldberg.

1985. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON COMPENSATION FOR NORMAN FOX.**  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 570, March 26, 1985.  
Commissioner: M. M. McFarlane.
1986. **COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.**  
Commissioners: James C. Cosh (Chairman), Shelley Tratch, James Cutt.

1986. **ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE ALLEGED INJURIES SUSTAINED BY MICHAEL ALBERT JACOBSEN DURING HIS DETENTION IN THE VANCOUVER CITY POLICE JAIL (B.C.)**  
Commissioners: Malcolm A. Matheson, Mary E. Saunders, J. David N. Edgar.

1987. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY INTO THE COQUIHALLA AND RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS.**  
Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.

1987. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.**  
Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

Commissioner: Barry Martin Sullivan.

1987. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES.**  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 690, April 9, 1987; amended by Order in Council no. 1893, September 17, 1987 (broadening the scope of the inquiry to include examination of all 52 ridings rather than just the 17 dual member ridings).  
Commissioner: Thomas Kemp Fisher.
1988. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ESCAPE FROM L.M.R.C.C.

Commissioner: Ian L. Drost.

1988. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY, STATION SQUARE DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Commissioner: Dan J. Closkey.

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION.

Appointed June 29, 1989 under the Ministry of Forests Act (R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 272, s. 2 (3)); terms of reference November 1989, revised March 7, 1990, reporting to the Minister of Forests.
Commission Chair: A. L. (Sandy) Peel.
Although established as a special commission by the Minister of Forests, "the Commission or its members may be vested powers of inquiry under the Inquiry Act by the Lieutenant Governor in Council". (Appendix 2 of Report, Terms of Reference). The Commission was established as an ongoing commission. It concluded three years later, in July 1992.

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LIQUOR LICENSING REVIEW.

Commissioner: Peter Bazowski.

1989. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY-BRITISH COLUMBIA TREE FRUIT INDUSTRY.

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1786, December 6, 1989.
Commissioner: Peter A. Lusztig.

1989. COQUITLAM WATERSHED PIPELINE INQUIRY (B.C.)

Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.


Commissioners: J. David N. Edgar, Mary E. Saunders, Audrey L. Moore.

1990. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. DISCRETION TO PROSECUTE INQUIRY.**

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 621, April 18, 1990, Order in Council no. 1015, June 28, 1990 (extending the reporting date to June 30, 1990) and Order in Council no. 1276, August 27, 1990 broadening the terms of reference.

Commissioner: Stephen Douglas Owen.

1990. **BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS.**

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 370, March 8, 1990, amended by Order in Council no. 1697, November 1, 1990 (adding Webber as Commissioner), and amended again by Order in Council no. 1190, August 31, 1991 (extending report deadline to November 1, 1991).

Commissioners: Peter D. Seaton (Chair), Robert G. Evans, Marguerite Ford, Kenneth J. Fyke, David Sinclair, William A. Webber.

1990. **COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.)**

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 695, May 2, 1990.

Commissioner: David Anderson.

1991. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION.**

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 2, Section 8 by Order in Council no. 1632, December 19, 1991.

Commissioners: George Watts and Garth L. Langford.

1991. **HUGHES INQUIRY ON THE SALE OF FANTASY GARDEN WORLD INC.**


Commissioner: E.N. Hughes.
1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO COMPENSATION FOR THE TAKING OF RESOURCE INTERESTS.  
Commissioner: Richard Schwindt.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR.  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 388, March 6, 1992.
Commissioner: Judith Korbin.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. REVIEW OF MLA REMUNERATION.  
Appointed by a resolution, adopted unanimously on June 23, 1992, by the Members of the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.
Commissioner: C.J. Connaghan.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WASTE REDUCTION COMMISSION.  
Commissioner: Dorothy Caddell.

1992. CARIBOO-CHILCOTIN JUSTICE INQUIRY (B.C.)  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1508, October 1, 1992; amended by Order in Council no. 134, February 10, 1993, extending the reporting date to May 31, 1993. Order in Council no. 714, May 28, 1993 amended the reporting date to "on or before 93 JUL 31". Order in Council no. 967, July 23, 1993 further amended the report delivery date to "on or before 93 SEP 15."
Commissioner: Anthony Sarich.
Commission also referred to as Commission of Inquiry Respecting Fair Treatment of Aboriginals.

1992. INQUIRY INTO SAFETY OF LOADING PROCEDURES USED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRIES.  
Commissioner: Nathan T. Nemetz.
1992. POLICING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY.

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 897, June 4, 1992; amended by Order in Council no. 1624, October 28, 1992 by adding "to inquire into and make recommendations concerning the arming of and use of force by armoured car guards and other security personnel"; further amended by Order in Council no. 1681, December 15, 1993, changing the reporting date from December 31, 1993 to May 31, 1994; and further amended by Order in Council no. 696, May 25, 1994 by striking out "May 31, 1994" and substituting "July 31, 1994".

Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.

1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. INQUIRY INTO WHETHER THERE WAS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF SHARES BY THE INVESTMENT BRANCH OF PROVINCIAL TREASURY AND LAND USE POLICY ANNOUNCED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 500, April 28, 1993.

Commissioner: Peter D. Seaton.

1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. MCKENZIE INQUIRY.

Appointed by Order in Council no. 910, dated July 9, 1993.

Commissioner: Lloyd G. McKenzie.

1993. VANCOUVER STOCK EXCHANGE & SECURITIES REGULATION COMMISSION (B.C.)

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 638, May 13, 1993, and amended by Order in Council no. 1502, October 28, 1993 and Order in Council no. 53, January 10, 1994, which extended the reporting date.

Commissioner: James G. Matkin.

1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.)


Commissioner: Thomas J. Gove

1994. PROWSE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY (B.C.)

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 506, April 27, 1994; amended by Order in Council no. 772, June 15, 1994, to postpone the reporting date, and Order in Council no. 523, April 27, 1994, giving Commission staff the right to inspect records and conduct inquiries.

Commissioner: Jo-Ann E. Prowse.
1996. B.C. HYDRO - IPC INTERNATIONAL POWER CORPORATION REVIEW.  

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 1 by Order in Council no. 1078, September 26, 1996.  
Commissioners: Christopher Considine and Neil de Gelder. Brian Smith appointed B.C. Hydro Chair by Premier on February 23, 1996.

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CHILDREN'S COMMISSIONER.  

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 1 by Order in Council no. 1073, September 23, 1996.  
Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.  
Commission name supplied by compiler for purposes of this Checklist.  
The Children's Commission Act (S.B.C. 1997, c.11) came into force in July 1997. The Children’s Commissioner appointed under the above Order in Council continued to serve as commissioner under this new Act. Under the Order in Council Morton was appointed "as a commissioner to inquire into and report to the Attorney General on the cause of death of any child that dies in British Columbia and to ascertain whether further or better action by or on behalf of the Ministry of Children and Families or any other branch or institution of the executive arm of the government of British Columbia should have [been] taken". (Order in Council). In this Checklist the term "Children's Commissioner" is used to distinguish the Commissioner's work under the Inquiry Act from her work after the passage of the new Children's Commission Act. This Checklist does not include the publications of the ongoing British Columbia Children's Commission, which was created in 1997 and ceased in July 2002, when its functions were absorbed into the newly created Office of Children and Youth and the provincial Coroners Services (see Office for Children and Youth Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 50, s. 22).

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS.  

After Smith was appointed the Inquiry was also known as the Smith Inquiry.

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA INQUIRY INTO GASOLINE PRICING.  

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 0624, May 16, 1996.  
Commissioner: Mark K. Jaccard.
1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS’ COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.  

Commissioners: Gurmail S. Gill (Chair), Oksana Exell and G.A. Stoney.

1997. BC UNITY PANEL.  
Appointed October 25, 1997 by Premier Glen Clark.

Commissioners: Jake Kerr and Alice McQuade.

1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA, ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION.  

Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.

1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA, LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.  
Appointed under the Legislative Procedure Review Act (R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 231).

Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA, PECKFORD INQUIRY.  
Appointed by the Premier Glen Clark August 27, 1998.

Commissioner: Brian Peckford.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA, PERRY COMMISSION.  
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 47, dated January 16, 1998. Also appointed pursuant to the Agricultural Land Commission Act (R.S.B.C 1996, c. 10, s. 43(1)).

Commissioner: David Perry.

Commission also known as Inquiry Into Six Mile Ranch, Kamloops on the Lake Resort.
1998. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION.**


Commissioner: Derek Thompson.

1997. **COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.**


Commissioner: David Barrett.

1999. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY.**

Appointed under the Members’ Conflict of Interest Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 287), March 17, 1999 at the request of the Executive Council.

Commissioner: H.A.D. Oliver.

Commission name established by Compiler for purpose of this Checklist.

1998. **COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA (1999).**


Commissioner: David Barrett.

1999. **COMMISSION ON THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND DOCTORS IN THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.**

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1384, dated October 5, 2000.

Commissioner: Judith Korbin.

2001. **CARRIER LUMBER INQUIRY.**

Commission name supplied by Compiler for purposes of this checklist. No official report was issued.

No Order in Council was made to officially appoint Chief Justice Bryan Williams as commissioner, although Premier Ujjal Dosanjh announced on February 29, 2001 that he had asked former Chief Justice Bryan Williams to undertake an inquiry into a Carrier Lumber controversy. On February 6, 2001 the Government announced an agreement to resolve the long-standing dispute through mediation.
2003. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM.**

p. 144-150

Appointed by Premier Gordon Campbell, assisted by Attorney General Geoffrey Plant, by a Motion unanimously passed in the Legislative Assembly, April 30, 2003. A special committee of the Legislative Assembly was established to review the Citizens’ Assembly staffing and mandate. The Special Committee on the Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform refined the Premier’s initial terms of reference on May 16, 2003. The Electoral Reform Referendum Act (S.B.C. 2004, c. 7) assented to May 20, 2004 further established electoral reform procedures.

Commissioners: 161 citizens of British Columbia randomly selected, using the British Columbia voters list. The initial selection was balanced as to gender, age and geographical make-up. Two members, one man and one woman, were selected from every electoral district. The full list of Assembly members is printed in the final report of the Assembly.

---

2005. **BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW.**

p. 150-165

Appointed November 2, 2005, reporting to Minister of Children and Family Development. On November 18, 2005 the Panel was reconstituted to a single member. On November 30, 2005 the terms of reference and reporting dates were revised.

Commissioners: E. N. (Ted) Hughes, former Judge and Conflict of Interest Commissioner (Chair); Tl’az’t’en Nation Grand Chief Ed John, former Minister of Children and Families; Jane Morley, Child and Youth Officer; Terry Smith, Chief Coroner; Joyce Preston, former Child and Youth Advocate; and Maureen Nicholls, a former commissioner of the Public Service Employee Relations Commission, chair of the Workers’ Compensation Board and a former deputy minister. Judge Thomas Gove, Commissioner of the 1994 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection, was to be available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process. On November 18, 2005 this original panel was reconstituted with Chair Ted Hughes as its single member. He was to consult with and seek the expert advice of the other five previously announced panel members mentioned above. The Honourable Thomas Gove would remain available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process. The inquiry’s name then changed from the Child and Youth Review Panel to the BC Children and Youth Review.

---

2005. **BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION.**

p. 165-183


Commissioners: Bruce Cohen, Stewart Ladyman and Harry Neufeld.
### Commissions Listing By Date

**Note -** Numbers refer to the number of the entry, not page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>British Columbia. Legislative Procedure Review Act.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>British Columbia. Legislative Procedure Review Act.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Columbia. Legislative Procedure Review Act. Reports. 6-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>British Columbia. Royal Commission on Electoral Representation.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>British Columbia Electoral Commission.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>British Columbia. Royal Commission on Compensation for Norman Fox.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia. Reports. 19-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia. Reports. Related Reports. 21-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Injuries Sustained by Michael Albert Jacobsen During His Detention in the Vancouver City Police Jail (B.C.).</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Injuries Sustained by Michael Albert Jacobsen During His Detention in the Vancouver City Police Jail (B.C.). Report.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>British Columbia. Commissioner Inquiry into the Coquihalla and Related Highway Projects.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>British Columbia. Legislative Procedure Review Act.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>British Columbia. Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>British Columbia. Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries. Reports. 49-51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>British Columbia. Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries. Reports. Related Reports. 52-55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Commissioner Inquiry, Station Square Development, Burnaby, British Columbia.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission. Reports. 67-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission. Reports. Background Papers. 76-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission. Reports. Related Reports. 81-96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>British Columbia. Liquor Licensing Review.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Commission of Inquiry-British Columbia Tree Fruit Industry.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Coquitlam Watershed Pipeline Inquiry (B.C.).</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Coquitlam Watershed Pipeline Inquiry (B.C.). Report.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1989. Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Improper Treatment of Robert and Francine Fullerton by Members of the Matsqui Police Department on or about July 15, 1985 (B.C.). 104
1990. British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs. 119
1990. British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs. Reports. 120-122
1992. Inquiry into Safety of Loading Procedures Used by British Columbia Ferries. 181
1998. Commission of Inquiry into the Quality of Condominium Construction in British Columbia. 512
2000. Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia. 544
2000. Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia. Reports. 545-546
2001. Carrier Lumber Inquiry. 547
2005. BC Children and Youth Review. 569
2005. BC Children and Youth Review. Reports. 570-577
2005. BC Children and Youth Review. Reports. Related Reports. 578-614
1981. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.

1 History and mandate:


Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

Chapter 1, section 1 of the Act stated: "The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly is appointed, and subject to this Act continues to act as a special commissioner to investigate, inquire into and, if considered advisable, make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly respecting the usages, customs, practices and procedures of the Legislative Assembly, the rules, Standing Orders and the conduct of business of the Legislative Assembly, the Parliaments of the United Kingdom and of Canada and other legislative bodies the Speaker considers advisable."

1981. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. REPORT


An annotation of the Standing Orders of the British Columbia Legislative Assembly together with rules of practice, prepared for the Office of the Speaker under the Legislative Procedure Review Act.

Includes index.

Not tabled.


ISBN: 0771882467


1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT ON MEANS FOR STABILIZATION OF COMPENSATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR.

3 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 281, February 18, 1982, the Commissioner was directed to inquire into and report on means for stabilization of compensation in the public sector. The Order in Council was rescinded July 29, 1982 by Order in Council no. 1492 under the Compensation Stabilization Act (S.B.C. 1982, c. 32) at which time Edward Peck was appointed Commissioner of the ongoing Compensation Stabilization Program. Orders in Council no. 574, March 25 1982, no. 802, April 22, 1982, and no. 988, May 19, 1982 set staffing and salaries for the Commission. These were all rescinded by Order in Council no. 1820, September 23, 1982.

Commissioner: Edward R. Peck.

1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT ON MEANS FOR STABILIZATION OF COMPENSATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR. REPORT


Commissioner: Edward R. Peck.

No report was issued under the Inquiry's mandate pursuant to the Inquiry Act. Commissioner Peck did issue reports in his capacity as the ongoing Commissioner of the Compensation Stabilization Program.

This record is for information only.

1. British Columbia -- Officials and employees -- Salaries, etc. 2. Civil service -- British Columbia -- Salaries, etc. I. Peck, Edward R.
1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.

5 History and mandate:


Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

Chapter 1, section 1 of the Act stated: "The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly is appointed, and subject to this Act continues to act as a special commissioner to investigate, inquire into and, if considered advisable, make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly respecting the usages, customs, practices and procedures of the Legislative Assembly, the rules, Standing Orders and the conduct of business of the Legislative Assembly, the Parliaments of the United Kingdom and of Canada and other legislative bodies the Speaker considers advisable."

1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. REPORTS

6 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly.

At head of title: Legislative Procedure and Practice Inquiry Act.
Unpublished manuscript. Photocopied.
Tabled: June 28, 1979.

This unpublished report by George MacMinn, Clerk of the House, was followed by report no. 2, published in 1982.


Transcript of evidence / E. George MacMinn, Commissioner. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Legislative Assembly, 1982] 2 v. (various pagings) ; 30 cm.

Typescript.

8 British Columbia. Legislative Procedure Review Act.
Written submissions / E. George MacMinn, Commissioner. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Legislative Assembly, 1982] 1 v. (various pagings) ; 30 cm.

Typescript.

9 MacMinn, E. George.

At head of title: Legislative Procedure Review Act.
Updating of the report (unpublished) tabled in June of 1979. (f. leaf [1])
Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.
Tabled: July 28, 1982.

"This Report is essentially an up-dating of the Report tabled in June of 1979, adapted to current (or increased) numbers in the House, the concept of a Board of Internal Economy and the necessity of including Ministers of the Crown within the composition of the Standing Committees." (p. 1).

Clerk of the House, George MacMinn, produced the report. After publication of his report the British Columbia Legislative Assembly adopted a more active and expanded Committee structure,
1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. REPORTS - Continued

overseen by a new Clerk of Committees.
ISBN: 0771990049


10 MacMinn, E. George.

At head of title: Legislative Procedure Review Act.

George MacMinn, Clerk of the House, was requested to "define the historical and statutory authority of the Speaker as the administrator of the affairs of the Legislative Assembly with a view to defining areas where changes may be required...". (p. 1). Draft legislation was submitted to create a Board of Internal Economy to manage the administration of the Legislative Assembly. The Board of Internal Economy became operational in June 1987 with the passage of the Legislative Assembly Board of Internal Economy Act (S.B.C. 1987, c. 75). In July 1992 this Act was repealed and replaced by the Legislative Assembly Management Committee Act (S.B.C. 1992, c. 26; R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 257).

ISBN: 0771989814


1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL REPRESENTATION.

11 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Derril T. Warren.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-1322. The unit consists of briefs presented at hearings, Commission correspondence, financial records (accounts payable files) and a proof copy of the Commissioner's report in which he recommended increased representation and the establishment, by the Legislative Assembly, of a permanent Electoral Commission. Also included are newspaper advertising files and copies of 1965 and 1975 reports of the Commission of Inquiry into Redefinition of Electoral Districts as well as a copy of the report of the 1978 Royal Commission on Electoral Reform.

1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL REPRESENTATION. REPORT


"September, 1982"
At head of title: British Columbia, Public inquiry under the Inquiry Act, chapter 198, R.S.B.C. 1979, into electoral representation in the Province of British Columbia.
Commissioner: Derril T. Warren.
Tabled: September 14, 1982.

The Commissioner, Derril T. Warren, was appointed to inquire into the need, if any, for amendment to the Constitution Act to ensure fair representation in the Legislative Assembly for all the people of British Columbia. Warren, a lawyer, was the leader of the British Columbia Progressive Conservative Party from 1971 to 1973. The application of a mathematical formula based on population and geography resulted in the recommendation that seven new seats be added to the
1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL REPRESENTATION. REPORT - Continued

Legislative Assembly. This increased representation should be viewed as interim only, pending the creation of a permanent Electoral Commission which would deal "with the ever-changing needs for equitable and effective representation of the people of British Columbia." (p. 42). The Constitution Amendment Act (S.B.C. 1984, c. 12) established the permanent 3-person British Columbia Electoral Commission, which published its first report in September 1984. Rather than the seven new seats that Warren had initially recommended in his report, the Electoral Commission proposed twelve new seats. The Legislature accepted this latter proposal. The Constitution Amendment Act (S.B.C. 1985, c. 3) increased the number of members from 52 to 69 and altered the boundaries for Surrey.

ISBN: 0771883331


1982. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL REPRESENTATION. REPORT. RELATED REPORT


1984. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTORAL COMMISSION.

14 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Constitution Amendment Act, 1984, S.B.C. 1984, c. 12, which came into force on May 1, 1984.

Commissioners: D. Kennedy McAdam (Chairman), Ian M. Horne and Harry M. Goldberg.

The Act established a permanent three-person commission to review electoral districts of the Province. Commissioners must include the current Chief Electoral Officer, the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly and a Provincial Court Judge to be appointed by the Chief Judge of the Provincial Court. Reports must be issued every six years or after every two general elections. The new Commission held its first meeting on June 26, 1984.

1984. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTORAL COMMISSION. REPORT


The Commission was established by the Constitution Amendment Act, 1984, to conduct a review of the electoral districts of the Province. The Commissioners were asked to review Statistics
1984. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTORAL COMMISSION. REPORT - Continued

Canada population figures to determine which electoral districts exceeded the electoral district base by more than 50%. The electoral districts identified as being under-represented were to have their number of members increased by one additional member. The report recommended that eleven electoral districts be represented by two members, instead of the current one member and that Surrey be divided into three electoral districts, each represented by one member. The Constitution Amendment Act (S.B.C. 1985, c. 3) increased the Legislative Assembly from 57 members to 69 members. This Act also divided Surrey into three electoral districts: Surrey-Guildford-Whalley, Surrey-Newton and Surrey-White Rock-Cloverdale.


1985. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON COMPENSATION FOR NORMAN FOX.

16 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 570, March 26, 1985.

Commissioner: M. M. McFarlane.

1985. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON COMPENSATION FOR NORMAN FOX. REPORT


Cover title.
Commissioner: M. M. McFarlane.
"July 25, 1985"
Typescript.
Photocopied from British Columbia Archives collection.
Not tabled.

Kenneth Norman Warwick, otherwise known as Norman Fox, as a previously convicted rapist, was wrongfully imprisoned for eight years for a rape he did not commit. The Commissioner recommended a lump sum compensation payment. The sum of $275,000 was agreed to, a portion of which would be given to a previous rape victim of Mr. Fox. Disagreements arose over how much the share should be. The Attorney General, Brian Smith, appointed retired Appeal Court Judge Meredith McFarlane to mediate the dispute. McFarlane recommended the rape victim receive $35,000. The Attorney General rejected this recommendation, saying the victim's share was too low, and set Mr. Fox's share at $175,000 and the victim's share at $100,000. Fox "said it was inconceivable that the attorney general would completely ignore the recommendations of the commissioner but he would not pursue the matter." (Times Colonist, January 10, 1986, p. A1: Third of Fox payout going to victim, by Les Leyne).


1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

18 History and mandate:


Commissioners: James C. Cosh (Chairman), Shelley Tratch, James Cutt.

1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS

19 Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia. An inquiry into social housing for British Columbia : common ground in meeting core need. --
1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS - Continued

[Vancover, B.C.: Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia], 1986. 2 v. ; 28 cm.

"Chairman: James C. Cosh"
"August 11, 1986"
Not tabled.

The Commission was established March 27, 1986 under the Inquiry Act, Part 2, to inquire into the effectiveness of the delivery of social housing in British Columbia. The Commission Chairman, James Cosh, was a chartered accountant and managing partner of the Vancouver office of Thorne Riddell; the Vice-Chairman, Shelley Tratch, was a barrister and solicitor with the Vancouver law firm of Ladner Downs; and James Cutt was a professor of public administration at the University of Victoria. The background "situation facing the Commission on its appointment were these: a number of studies of social housing and related subjects had been completed in the past few years. Some of these studies were designed and carried out by those who delivered the services being evaluated. Some have been criticized for a lack of objectivity or other reasons; and concerns had been expressed by individuals and groups by letter and in the media about the efficiency and effectiveness of current social and cooperative housing programs. These included allegations concerning the inappropriate use of public funds." (Preliminary report, p. 5). The objectives of the inquiry were: "to identify the nature of and need for social housing; to describe and assess the current delivery system; to estimate the extent of unmet needs for social housing; [and] to generate a set of policy options whereby social housing could be provided more cost-effectively to those most in need of it." (Preliminary report, p. 6). The Commission's major recommendation was to create and maintain a system for the coordinated management of planning, policy and social housing delivery. This recommendation, as well as the recommendation that all funds for housing service be administered within one budget, were addressed by the Government with the establishment of the Ministry of Social Services and Housing in August 1986. The Government also established a Cabinet Committee on Social Policy to facilitate consultation and to ensure public accountability. A review of legislation regulating housing co-operatives, landlord/tenant relations and municipal housing construction was suggested. The establishment of a province-wide social needs registry and a social housing advisory council were also called for by the Commission.


1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS

20 Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia.
An inquiry into social housing in British Columbia : the search for common ground : preliminary report. -- [Vancover : Commission of Inquiry into Social Housing in British Columbia], 1986. 77 p. ; 28 cm.

"Chairman: James Cosh"
"April 21, 1986"
Not tabled.

The objective of the Commission was "to inquire into the effectiveness of the delivery of social housing in British Columbia in serving those most in need of assistance in obtaining affordable housing." (p. 1). In their preliminary report, the Commissioners recommended the implementation of a management system to rigorously define social housing need, to establish a social housing advisory committee to objectively allocate available social housing resources, and to periodically evaluate social housing delivery and policy compliance. They also recommended better coordination of planning and delivery of social housing between federal, provincial, regional and municipal levels of government.


1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS

21 British Columbia Housing Management Commission.

"Some 26 interest groups contributed to a report on social housing published in January 1986 by the British Columbia Housing Management Committee ... Their assistance would be important. It was felt they should have the opportunity to revise or update the work they had recently
1986. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

completed for this study." (Preliminary report of Commission, p. 5).


22  British Columbia. Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"Honourable Jack J. Kempf, Minister of Lands, Parks and Housing"
"Release: April 22, 1986"
"No. 86-25"
Available on the Internet.


1986. ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE ALLEGED INJURIES SUSTAINED BY MICHAEL ALBERT JACOBSEN DURING HIS DETENTION IN THE VANCOUVER CITY POLICE JAIL (B.C.)

23  History and mandate:


Commissioners: Malcolm A. Matheson, Mary E. Saunders, J. David N. Edgar.

1986. ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE ALLEGED INJURIES SUSTAINED BY MICHAEL ALBERT JACOBSEN DURING HIS DETENTION IN THE VANCOUVER CITY POLICE JAIL (B.C.). REPORT

24  Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Injuries Sustained by Michael Albert Jacobsen During His Detention in the Vancouver City Police Jail (B.C.)


Commissioners: Malcolm A. Matheson, Mary E. Saunders, J. David N. Edgar.


Jacobsen suffered a fractured kneecap resulting in permanent disability in 1983 while incarcerated for intoxication in the Vancouver City Police Jail. The Commissioners, members of the British Columbia Police Commission, concluded that Mr. Jacobsen was assaulted by one or more officers on duty at the time. "Subsequently, there was collusion, suppression of evidence and lies on the part of those involved to avoid the truth of the incident." (p. ii). It was recommended that the matter be referred again to Crown Counsel; that disciplinary authority under the Police Act review the conduct of the officers involved; that video monitoring and recording equipment be installed to cover jail bookings; that the viability of discontinuing operation of a jail by the Vancouver Police Department be studied; and that a program be developed for the enhancement and maintenance of police ethics. Jacobsen was awarded $75,000 plus court costs. Police Corporal Brian Nixon, the duty officer in charge of the jail the night of the beating, was subsequently charged with aggravated assault and sentenced in November 1989 by Madame Justice Patricia Proudfoot of the British Columbia Supreme Court, to nine months in jail. In March 1992 Jacobsen was found dead, apparently of natural causes. (Vancouver Sun, March 14, 1992, p. E14; Police beating victim, 32, dies, by Gerry Bellett).

1. Jacobsen, Michael Albert.  2. Police -- Complaints against -- British Columbia -- Vancouver.  I. Matheson, Malcolm A.  II. Saunders, Mary E.  III. Edgar, J. David N.  IV. Title.  V. Title:
1986. ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE ALLEGED INJURIES SUSTAINED BY MICHAEL ALBERT JACOBSEN DURING HIS DETENTION IN THE VANCOUVER CITY POLICE JAIL (B.C.). REPORT - Continued

Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Injuries Sustained by Michael Albert Jacobsen During His Detention in the Vancouver City Police Jail.

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY INTO THE COQUIHALLA AND RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS.

History and mandate:

Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-1736. Collection includes proceedings, exhibits, briefs and submissions, research consultants' files, secretary's files, and reports.

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY INTO THE COQUIHALLA AND RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS. REPORT

To ensure completion of the Coquihalla Highway in time for Expo 86, construction was fast-tracked over difficult terrain and during adverse weather conditions. The government insisted the project was completed within its budget, but this increasingly seemed not to be the case. Douglas MacKay, a professional engineer, was appointed "to compare the estimates and costs of the Coquihalla Highway; to find reasons and justification for differences between estimates and costs; to examine other recent highway projects where costs may have differed from estimates; to investigate the procedures for costing, administering, and reporting highway projects; [and] to make recommendations." (p. vii). The reporting date was twice extended by Order in Council amendments.

The Commissioner concluded that the Legislature and the public were deliberately misled about the cost of the Coquihalla Highway Project. The true costs were disguised by falsifying documents and expense account transfers. "These manipulations were directed as well as authorized by those in political authority." (p. xii). The Ministry of Transportation and Highways failed to provide adequate budgeting, cost-control monitoring and reporting systems. The Commissioner could "find no justification for such failures" and observed "that in the matter of the Coquihalla Highway, the legislature lost effective control of the public purse." (p. xiv). Changes in standards and procedures for estimating, budgeting, cost control, project management, contract administration, management organization and contract documentation were recommended. Attributing direct blame for wrong doing and recommending political accountability and retribution were beyond the scope of the Commissioner's inquiry.

ISBN: 0772607435

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY INTO THE COQUIHALLA AND RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.
Volume 5 issued in 2 volumes.


Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.


1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.

30 History and mandate:


Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

Chapter 1, section 1 of the Act stated: "The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly is appointed, and subject to this Act continues to act as a special commissioner to investigate, inquire into and, if considered advisable, make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly respecting the usages, customs, practices and procedures of the Legislative Assembly, the rules, Standing Orders and the conduct of business of the Legislative Assembly, the Parliaments of the United Kingdom and of Canada and other legislative bodies the Speaker considers advisable."

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. REPORT


An annotation of the Standing orders of the British Columbia Legislative Assembly together with rules of practice, prepared for the Office of the Speaker under the Legislative Procedure Review Act.
Includes index.
Not tabled.


32 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Barry Martin Sullivan.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-1917. Collection contains written submissions, taped public hearings, student interviews, clipping scrapbooks, research papers and some administrative files.


A legacy for learners : summary of findings. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Education], 1988. 68 p. : 28 cm.

At head of title: Province of British Columbia.
Commissioner: Barry M. Sullivan.
ISBN: 0772608474


At head of title: Province of British Columbia.
Commissioner: Barry Martin Sullivan.

The Royal Commission was instructed to "inquire into and ... report on education in the Province from kindergarten through grade 12". (Order in Council no. 446, 1987). With this mandate the Commissioner, Vancouver lawyer Barry M. Sullivan, reported on the current state of British Columbia's public and independent schools, identified areas of present concern and assessed the programs and administrative processes required to ensure that the population of British Columbia would be "well prepared to meet the rapidly changing challenges of everyday life in the 21st century". (Order in Council no. 446, 1987). The recommendations, which were comprehensive, far-reaching and, at times, controversial, guided educational reform in the succeeding years. The Government committed to development of a new provincial curriculum structure to be phased in over the next ten years. The new curriculum would place greater emphasis on problem solving and creative thinking, as well as basic literacy skills. A Provincial Education Policy Advisory Committee was created to advise the Government on the implementation of the Royal Commission report. A new School Act (S.B.C. 1989, c. 61) was enacted July 17, 1989 and an Education Advisory Council, with broad community representation, was established to provide ongoing advice to Government.
ISBN: 0772608385


35 Calam, John.

"May 1988"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 0772608393


36 Marx, Ronald W.

"May 1988"
ISBN 0772608407 used for 2 different items.
Includes bibliographical references.


"May 1988"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 0772608415


38 Tuinman, Jaap.

"June 1988"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 0772608423


39 Support systems for learning, finance / James Cutt, James McRae, Peter Adams ; with the assistance of Eric Clemens ... [et al.]. -- Victoria, B.C. : British Columbia Royal Commission on Education, 1988. iii, 104 p. ; 29 cm.

"June 1988"
Bibliography: p. 71.
ISBN: 0772608431


"May 1988"
Bibliography: p. 44-45.
ISBN: 077260844X


"April 1988"
ISBN 0772608458 also used for a different publication.
Includes bibliographies.


42 British Columbia. Ministry of Education.
Education Minister Tony Brummet today announced the appointment of Vancouver lawyer Barry Sullivan, Q.C., to undertake a Royal Commission on Education in British Columbia's schools. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Education, 1987. 4 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For release: March 9, 1987"
Available on the Internet.


43 British Columbia. Ministry of Education.
Major changes to education announced. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Education, 1989. 3 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"For immediate release. News release #06-89. Date: January 27, 1989"


44 British Columbia. Ministry of Education.
We're putting the you into education. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Education, [1989] 1 portfolio (4 pieces) ; 31 cm.

Portfolio title.
Contents: Mandate for the school system, Province of British Columbia / Anthony J. Brummet -- News release : major changes to education announced -- Policy directions : a response to the Sullivan Royal Commission on Education by the Government of British Columbia / Anthony J. Brummet -- Presentation by the Honourable A.J. Brummet to the British Columbia School Trustees


British Columbia. Ministry of Education.

At head of title: Enabling learners.
"September 1989"

British Columbia. Ministry of Education.

At head of title: Enabling learners.
"March 1990"

British Columbia. Ministry of Education.

At head of title: Enabling learners.
"November 1990"

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES.

48

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 690, April 9, 1987; amended by Order in Council no. 1893, September 17, 1987 (broadening the scope of the inquiry to include examination of all 52 ridings rather than just the 17 dual member ridings).

Commissioner: Thomas Kemp Fisher.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-2984. The collection contains hearing transcripts, exhibits, submissions, research materials, maps, the preliminary and final reports, and a map of the proposed new districts.

1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES. REPORTS

49

British Columbia. Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries.
1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES. REPORTS - Continued


Commissioner: Thomas K. Fisher.
"May, 1988"
Errata laid in.
Available on the Internet.

Acting on a initiative announced in the 1987 Throne Speech, the Government asked Judge Fisher to determine how the boundaries for the current 17 dual-member ridings could be redrawn to become single-member constituencies. After several months of investigation and public hearings Fisher requested that the scope of the Commission be broadened to include examination of all 52 ridings, rather than just the 17 dual-member ridings. A new Order in Council authorized expansion of the Commission's original mandate.

Judge Fisher proposed 75 legislative districts and the elimination of dual-member ridings. To ensure quality of representation he recommended adoption of a province-wide standard for the population of electoral districts. The boundaries of most existing constituencies were redrawn such that no constituency population varied by more than plus or minus 25% from the provincial average of 38,523 based on the 1986 census. On June 22, 1988 the Legislative Assembly appointed a Special Committee on Electoral Boundaries "to examine, inquire into and make recommendations to the House, unanimously, respecting the Preliminary Report of the British Columbia Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries: May 1988, so as to assist the Commissioner of Electoral Boundaries in making his Final Report." (British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Journals. 1988. p. 96). The Committee's report was presented to the House March 29, 1989 and adopted. The Committee reported on its series of public hearings and its investigative approach as one parallel to the Royal Commission's, so as not to impinge on any aspect of the Commission. As the Legislative Assembly did not sit from June 29, 1988 to March 16, 1989 the Committee was not able to make recommendations prior to the preparation of Judge Fisher's final report.

ISBN: 0771887205


Commissioner: Thomas K. Fisher.
Available on the Internet.
"December, 1988"

Judge Fisher reaffirmed the reasoning and two basic recommendations of his Preliminary report: "the size of the Legislature should be increased to 75 members; the extent to which electoral district populations can be permitted to deviate from a common provincial electoral quota is plus or minus 25%". (p. 4). Minor boundary adjustments and changes in the names of proposed electoral districts were also recommended.

On March 29, 1989 the House authorized the Select Standing Committee on Labour, Justice and Intergovernmental Relations to examine, inquire into and make recommendations, unanimously, with respect to Judge Fisher's final report. In its First report, dated July 14, 1989, the Committee recommended that the size of the Legislature be increased to 75 members and that dual-member ridings be abolished. It also recommended the establishment of an independent non-partisan Electoral Boundaries Commission to regularly review electoral boundaries and suggested guidelines for the Commission's mandate. Order in Council 1071/89, dated July 10, 1989, authorized Judge Fisher to receive and consider questions arising out of his report. Order in Council no. 156, January 24, 1990, officially accepted Fisher's reforms, to take effect on the date the Parliament dissolved and the Government called the next election. The Committee's second report was presented to the Legislative Assembly on April 24, 1990 as the Third Report of the Select Standing Committee. The new electoral boundaries map drawn by Judge Fisher was accepted and names for the new constituencies established by the Committee were adopted. The new Election
District Act (S.B.C. 1990, c. 39) received royal assent July 27, 1990. The recommendations were brought into force on September 19, 1991 with the dissolution of the 34th Legislative Assembly. ISBN: 0771887205


Commissioner: Thomas K. Fisher.


British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Select Standing Committee on Labour, Justice and Intergovernmental Relations. First report / Select Standing Committee on Labour, Justice and Intergovernmental Relations. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Committee, 1989. 4 p. ; 28 cm.

"July 14, 1989"
Tabled: July 14, 1989.


British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Select Standing Committee on Labour, Justice and Intergovernmental Relations. Third report / Select Standing Committee on Labour, Justice and Intergovernmental Relations. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Committee, 1989. 1 p. ; 28 cm.

"October 31, 1989"
Manuscript, unpublished.
Photocopied from British Columbia Clerk's Papers, 1990, file no. 33.
Tabled: April 24, 1990.


Title on added t.p.: Report of the Special Committee on Electoral Boundaries.
1987. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

Chairman: Jim Rabbitt.
Bibliography: p. 7.
ISBN: 077260942X

I. Rabbitt, Jim.  II. Title.  III. Title: Report of the Special Committee on Electoral Boundaries.

1988. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ESCAPE FROM L.M.R.C.C.

56 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Ian L. Drost.

1988. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ESCAPE FROM L.M.R.C.C. REPORT


Commissioner: Ian L. Drost.
"September 29, 1988"

On January 1, 1988 thirteen prisoners escaped from the normally unused old segregation unit of the Lower Mainland Regional Correctional Centre (Oakalla). The Commissioner, Judge Ian Drost, was asked to examine the causes of the incident including the events leading up to it; the inmates' preparation for the escape; the physical security of the Correctional Centre; and the adequacy of staffing and policies to ensure that measures would be taken to prevent recurrence of such an incident. The Commissioner attributed the escapes to human error and was critical of Oakalla management and staff decisions and actions. Drost recommended the earliest possible closure of Oakalla; the closure of the old segregation unit; improved training for staff; maintaining additional security staff; improved programming for inmates; developing a specially selected and trained tactical team unit; and numerous policy changes. The Solicitor General immediately acted on or committed himself to implementation of every recommendation, including the earliest possible closure of Oakalla. Oakalla was formally closed July 13, 1991. The 77-year-old facility was replaced by two pre-trial centres, in addition to the Burnaby Women's Correctional Centre and the Fraser Regional Correctional Centre at Maple Ridge.


1988. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ESCAPE FROM L.M.R.C.C. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
Contents: Lower Mainland Regional Correctional Centre Inquiry order.

I. Title.  II. Title: Lower Mainland Regional Correctional Centre Inquiry order.
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For immediate release. 1991-JUL-13."
Available on the Internet.

1. Lower Mainland Regional Correctional Centre. 2. Prisons -- British Columbia. I. Title.

Solicitor General makes public the report of the royal commission of inquiry into the escape of thirteen prisoners from Oakalla. -- Victoria : British Columbia, Ministry of Solicitor General, 1988. 3, 7 leaves ; 28 cm.

Available on the Internet.


1988. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY, STATION SQUARE DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

62 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Dan J. Closkey.

1988. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY, STATION SQUARE DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORT

63 Commissioner Inquiry, Station Square Development, Burnaby, British Columbia.

Inquiry Commissioner: Dan J. Closkey.
"August, 1988"
Bibliography: p. 93.

The newly-built Save-on-Foods Store at Station Square in the Burnaby Metrotown development collapsed on opening day, April 23, 1988. Dan Closkey, former Surrey municipal manager experienced in the field of municipal building regulation, was appointed to report on the circumstances surrounding the collapse and to recommend measures to prevent similar occurrences in the future. Evidence showed that a major roof beam was greatly under-designed and lacked essential lateral supports, due to miscalculation by structural engineers. The Commissioner found "a definite lapse of communication and instruction between the various parties involved in the building process." (p. iii). He recommended that municipalities assume the responsibility of auditing structural engineering drawings and calculations for major buildings and that the province develop a manual of recommended construction practices and procedures to clarify
1988. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY, STATION SQUARE DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORT - Continued

responsibilities of owners, architects, engineers, contractors and suppliers in construction projects.
ISBN: 0772608547


1988. COMMISSIONER INQUIRY, STATION SQUARE DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS


"December 1989"
Unpublished.
Not tabled.

In accordance with Recommendation no. 18 of the Closkey Commission report, an Implementation Task Force was appointed to oversee implementation of the Commission's recommendations. The Task Force received submissions and recommended a program of action for improving procedures for building design, construction, permits and inspection in the construction industry. The Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recreation and Culture endorsed this report and retained the Task Force to monitor the progress of implementation of the recommendations.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"Released: Dec. 21/89. File: MARC 89-106."
Available on the Internet.


1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION.

66        History and mandate:

Appointed June 29, 1989 under the Ministry of Forests Act (R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 272, s. 2 (3)); terms of reference November 1989, revised March 7, 1990, reporting to the Minister of Forests.

Commission Chair: A. L. (Sandy) Peel.

Although established as a special commission by the Minister of Forests, "the Commission or its members may be vested powers of inquiry under the Inquiry Act by the Lieutenant Governor in Council". (Appendix 2 of Report, Terms of Reference). The Commission was established as an ongoing commission. It concluded three years later, in July 1992.

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION. REPORTS

1899. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION. REPORTS - Continued

p.; 28 cm.

Limited distribution.


http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/51304/Rc001.pdf

The Forest Resources Commission was created on June 29, 1989, as a permanent, independent commission to advise the Minister of Forests on matters relating to his duties, powers and functions. The Commission was given a mandate "to provide the Minister of Forests and through him, the Government, with a comprehensive view of what the forests of British Columbia should represent." In examining this subject, the Commission was directed to "take into account the full range of forest values: how the forest might be managed to protect and enhance those values and the total economic impact of the forests to the Province." The Commission undertook public hearings and published numerous special studies and investigations. "It soon became apparent to all Commissioners that the way the Government and industry were currently managing the forests was significantly out of step with what the public expected and, indeed, was demanding. The historical practices of managing the forests primarily for their timber values must give way to managing the forests, in an integrated way, for all values. The Commission recommended that Government move to adopt a series of policies that would ensure the intensive, integrated management for all forest values on the largest forest land base possible. This concept was called Enhanced Stewardship." (Concluding comments, July 1992, p. 1-2). The Commission's major report, The Future of Our Forests, was released in April 1991. "The report provided a vision statement of what British Columbians want from their forests, advice on the need for land use planning, improved management and financial structures, tenure reform, the need for improved inventories, the need for improved forest practices, the need for better education about our forests and forest practices at all levels, and the need for more meaningful public participation in forest planning and management". (Concluding comments, July 1992, p. 2). In July 1992 the Commission outlined the framework for a Forest Practices Code, including the legislative and administrative processes needed to implement the code. In July 1992 the Forest Resources Commission was disbanded. Throughout 1993 and 1994 the Government undertook a public process to implement the Forest Practices Code, which came into effect in 1995. ISBN: 0772613303

1. Forest management -- British Columbia. 2. Forest policy -- British Columbia. 3. Forests and forestry -- Multiple use -- British Columbia. 1. Peel, A. L. II. Title.


The Interim report was released July 26, 1990. The report responded to four issues arising from public input. These were the need for good, standardized inventories for all forest values; the need to include information about our forest resources industries in our school curriculum; and the need to restructure and make more effective the Timber Supply Area Steering Committees. The
1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION. REPORTS - Continued

Commission noted the land claim issue was raised in many briefs and presentations; however this fourth issue was beyond the Commission's mandate.

1. Forest policy -- British Columbia.  2. Forest management -- British Columbia.  I. Title.

71  British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.
Land use planning for British Columbia. -- Victoria, B.C.: Forest Resources Commission, 1991 [i.e. 1992] 3, iii, 31 leaves ; 28 cm.

ISBN: 0772614865


72  British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.

Cover title.  Includes bibliography.  ISBN: 0772612110

1. Forest management -- British Columbia.  2. Forest policy -- British Columbia.  I. Title.

73  British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.

ISBN not printed in publication.
ISBN: 0772672369

1. Forest management -- British Columbia.  2. Forest policy -- British Columbia.  I. Title.

74  British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.

Includes bibliographical references: p. 39-43.  ISBN: 0771892454


75  British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.

Limited paper distribution.


1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION. REPORTS. BACKGROUND PAPERS


On cover: Background paper.
Background studies to the April 1991 Report of the Commissioner to the Minister of Forests entitled The future of our forests.

Chairman: A.L. (Sandy) Peel.

Available on the Internet.

http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/pubs/Mr.htm#RC
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/51316/index.htm

1. Forest management -- British Columbia. 2. Forest policy -- British Columbia. 3. Forests and forestry -- Multiple use -- British Columbia. 4. Forests and forestry -- Economic aspects -- British Columbia. I. Peel, A. L. II. Title. III. Title: The future of our forests. IV. Title: Reforming the decision making process for forest land planning in British Columbia / Thomas Gunton and Ilan Vertinsky. V. Title: Methods of analysis for forest land use allocation in British Columbia : options and recommendations / Thomas Gunton and Ilan Vertinsky. VI. Title: The use of environmental impact assessment for forest planning and management / Julian A. Dunster. VII. Title: Multiple use of forest lands : the role of rangelands / G.C. Van Kooten. VIII. Title: An evaluation of public participation in the British Columbia Ministry of Forests / Kim Brenneis. IX. Title: Organization and structures of crown land planning in selected jurisdictions / Michael M'Gonigle [et. al.]. X. Title: Biophysical analysis in forest land planning : an overview and evaluation / Chris Fletcher. XI. Title: Gaining insight into forest land use conflicts with decision analysis / T. McDaniel. XII. Title: The use of cost benefit analysis to allocate forest lands among alternative uses / W.T. Stanbury, Ilan Vertinsky, and H. Thistle. XIII. Title: A review of the British Columbia crown land allocation and management planning process / Dorri M. Duffy. XIV. Title: Multiple accounts analysis and evaluation of forest land use conflicts / Thomas Gunton, G.C. Van Kooten, and S. Flynn. XV. Title: Economic valuation of non-market values for forest planning / Thomas Gunton. XVI. Title: Toward sustainable water planning and management in British Columbia / J.C. Day and J.A. Affum. XVII. Title: Managing British Columbia's forest resources : structural alternatives, financial considerations and valuation estimates / CWC Canadian Western Capital Ltd. XVIII. Title: Local employment impacts of the forest industry / Garry Home and Charlotte Penner. XIX. Title: The provincial economic impacts of a supply reduction in the British Columbia forest sector / Garry Horne, Nick Paul, and David Riley. XX. Title: Management performance on forest tenure, summary of findings. XXI. Title: Review of forest tenure in British Columbia / Sterling Wood Group Inc. XXII. Title: A history of forest tenure policy in British Columbia, 1858-1978. XXIII. Title: Data on the corporate concentration of harvesting rights, managing capacity and ownership in the B.C. forest industry / Nawnita Resource Consultants. XXIV. Title: Forest resource management alternatives study / Fortrends Consulting, Clayton Resources Ltd., Robinson Consulting & Associates Ltd. XXV. Title: Preliminary assessment of forest related tourism values / Woodbay Consulting Group Limited. XXVI. Title: Adventure travel and land use / Pacific North Consulting. XXVII. Title: Report on the current status of forest resource inventories of British Columbia. XXVIII. Title: A summary of technical reviews of forest inventories and allowable annual cut determinations in British Columbia / HST Consortium. XXIX. Title: Timber harvesting / J.P. (Hamish) Kimmings. XXX. Title: Computer searches of major themes and related issues for the Issue/Options paper, Future of Our Forests ... / Praxis and Salasan Inc. XXXI. Title: Options Workshop summary / Salasan Associates Inc. and Praxis.

Bibliography: appendix B-1.
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http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/102332/RC019.pdf
Limited paper distribution.


British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/102336/Rc020.pdf
Limited paper distribution.

1. Forests and forestry -- British Columbia. 2. Land use, Rural -- British Columbia. I. Title. II. Title: Background papers : forest land ownership. III. Title: Forestry potential on crown granted agricultural leases / Regency Consultants Ltd. IV. Title: Ownership status of land in B.C. by forest region / T.M. Thomson & Associates. V. Title: Ownership status of land on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands / T.M. Thomson & Associates.

British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission.
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Limited paper distribution.

1. Forests and forestry -- Economic aspects -- British Columbia. 2. Forest policy -- British Columbia. 3. Lumber trade -- British Columbia. 4. Timber -- British Columbia -- Marketing. I. Title. II. Title: Background papers : forest land ownership. III. Title: Markets and management / CCG Consulting Group Ltd. IV. Title: Critiques on timber and log markets. V. Title: Impact of the British Columbia Forest Resources Commission's recommendations on the structure and product mix of the solid wood sector / D. Haley and J. Leitch. VI. Title: The future use and value of the British Columbian forests / SRI International.

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS

81  Backhouse, Frances.
Wildlife trees : their role in British Columbia's forests : submission to the B.C. Forest Resources Commission / prepared by Frances Backhouse for the Wildlife Tree Committee. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Wildlife Tree Committee], 1990. 6 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.

Cover title.
Running title: WTC submission to the B.C. Forest Resources Commission.
"November 14, 1990."--Footers.
Available on the Internet.
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82 British Columbia. Ministry of Forests.

Accompanied by: Backgrounder on the public information sessions on the proposed policy and procedures for the replacement of major-volume-based tenures with tree farm licences.

1. British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission. 2. Forest policy -- British Columbia. 3. Forest management -- British Columbia. I. Title. II. Title: Backgrounder on the public information sessions on the proposed policy and procedures for the replacement of major-volume-based tenures with tree farm licences.

83 British Columbia. Ministry of Forests.

"This report reviews Section VII of the study "Managing British Columbia's Forest Resources: Structural Alternatives, Financial Considerations and Valuation Estimates", written by CWC Canadian Western Capital Ltd. (CWC) and contained in "Background Papers - Volume 4" of the Forest Resources Commission (FRC)." --p.2.
Available on the Internet.

1. Forest management -- British Columbia. 2. Forests and forestry -- Valuation -- British Columbia. 3. Forest policy -- British Columbia. I. Title. II. Title: Managing British Columbia's forest resources: structural alternatives, financial considerations and valuation estimates. V. Title: Background papers.

84 British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy.
Methods of analysis for forest land use allocation in British Columbia : options and recommendations / T. Gunton and I. Vertinsky ; prepared for the British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Round Table, 1990. 23 p. ; 28 cm.


85 British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy.
Reforming the decision making process for forest land planning in British Columbia / T. Gunton and I. Vertinsky ; prepared for the British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Round Table, 1990. 23 p. ; 28 cm.


86 British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy.
Toward sustainable water planning and management in British Columbia / J.C. Day and J.A. Affum ; prepared for the British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and the Economy. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Round Table, 1990. ii, 46 p. ; 28 cm.

Jointly funded by the British Columbia Forest Resources Commission. Cf. Pref.
Bibliography: p. 43-46.

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LIQUOR LICENSING REVIEW.

87 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Peter Bazowski.

Order in Council no. 1006, July 7, 1989 stated: "may appoint Peter Bazowski or Donald D. Cliffe".

1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LIQUOR LICENSING REVIEW. REPORT


The Minister of Labour and Consumer Services appointed Peter Bazowski "to inquire into and report ... re matters of granting and rejecting of licencees, permits or approvals under the Liquor Control and Licensing Act or regulations under that Act." (Order in Council no. 1006, 1989).

Bazowski was the former deputy minister responsible for the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch and a former Ombudsman. The review was prompted by public concern over perceived political interference in granting of marine and pub licences, notably the licensing of the Knight Street Pub. The General Manager of the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch had sole discretionary powers to grant liquor licenses. The Commissioner recommended that this concentration of decision making power with one individual should be changed to a committee system, composed of the General Manager and other senior officials of the Ministry. A comprehensive written policy manual was also recommended. On November 17, 1989 Labour and Consumer Minister Norman Jacobsen announced the implementation of a new liquor appeal board and a new liquor licensing committee designed to improve the provincial liquor licensing process.

ISBN: 0772609977


1989. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LIQUOR LICENSING REVIEW. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS

New liquor licensing bodies and process announced. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services, 1989. 3 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"November 17, 1989"

Available on the Internet.


"Ombudsman, fairness for all in British Columbia."--Cover.

Available on the Internet.
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Cover title. 
Available on the Internet. 
Bibliography: p. 51-52. 
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/207354/Public_Report_No_06.pdf


1989. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY-BRITISH COLUMBIA TREE FRUIT INDUSTRY.

92 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1786, December 6, 1989. 
Commissioner: Peter A. Lusztig.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 91-1761-1>4. Unit consists of records of the Commission.

1989. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY-BRITISH COLUMBIA TREE FRUIT INDUSTRY. REPORT

93 Commission of Inquiry-British Columbia Tree Fruit Industry. 

Commissioner: Peter A. Lusztig. 
"May 31, 1990" 
Includes bibliographical references. 
Tabled: June 18, 1990.

Peter Lusztig, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration at the University of British Columbia, was appointed to prepare a detailed financial analysis of the British Columbia tree fruit industry, including production, packing, processing and marketing. The "constraints and opportunities affecting both the short term and long term viability" of the industry, "actions and policy options necessary to improve industry self-reliance" and "strategies for the growth and development of the industry" were to be examined. (Order in Council). The Commissioner recommended that government subsidies in the fruit industry be phased out, that unmarketable varieties be replanted and the packaging and marketing be decentralized. The Government created the Okanagan Valley Tree Fruit Authority to oversee this restructuring and revitalization of the province's tree fruit industry. The Authority was established July 26, 1990 with the passage of the Okanagan Valley Tree Fruit Authority Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 339). It continued until March 31, 2003 when the responsibility for the Orchard Replant Program was transferred by a trust agreement to the Investment Agriculture Foundation of British Columbia, as of April 1, 2003. 
ISBN: 0772611459
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94 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
$2.1 million announced for Okanagan Orchard Replant Program. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1991. 3 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title. 
At head of title: News release. 
Available on the Internet.
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95 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Commissioner to recommend tree fruit strategy. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1989. 3 leaves ; 29 cm.

"For immediate release. Nov. 30/89."
"89-26."--Leaf 3.
Available on the Internet.


96 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Pro-active program for B.C. tree fruit industry. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1989. 2 leaves ; 29 cm.

"For immediate release. Nov. 23/89."
"89-24."--Leaf 2.
Available on the Internet.


97 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

"For immediate release. June 18, 1990."
Available on the Internet.


98 Okanagan Valley Tree Fruit Authority (B.C.)

"This document takes into account considerations brought forward by the Commission of Inquiry, by industry, and by government, and it identifies strategic priorities and actions that should be adopted to improve industry growth and development over the next decade." (Introd., p. 7)

1989. COQUITLAM WATERSHED PIPELINE INQUIRY (B.C.)

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 759, May 18, 1989.

Commissioner: Douglas L. MacKay.

1989. COQUITLAM WATERSHED PIPELINE INQUIRY (B.C.). REPORT.


Not tabled.

MacKay, formerly the Greater Vancouver Water District Commissioner and Chief Engineer, was retained to examine and make recommendations on the Vancouver Island Natural Gas Pipeline's route options through and around the Coquitlam watershed, as well as to address public concern over potential impacts on public health, water quality and the environment. Six possible pipeline routes were analyzed for length, pipeline construction feasibility, environmental impacts and cost. The Coquitlam Watershed route was recommended, with the proviso that stringent water quality protection and construction standards and procedures were implemented to prevent contamination of the water supply during construction, operation and maintenance of the pipeline by Pacific Coast Energy Corporation. The priority of the watershed was to be the long-term production of ample clean water and proposals for other activities in the watershed should be evaluated against this priority.

ISBN: 0772610002
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
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103 Coquitlam Watershed Pipeline Inquiry (B.C.)
MacKay inquiry begins work. -- Vancouver, B.C. : Inquiry into Pipeline Routes In and Around Coquitlam Watershed, 1989. 3 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
"29 May 1989"


1989. ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE ALLEGED IMPROPER TREATMENT OF ROBERT AND FRANCINE FULLERTON BY MEMBERS OF THE MATSQUI POLICE DEPARTMENT ON OR ABOUT JULY 15, 1985 (B.C.)

104 History and mandate:


Commissioners: J. David N. Edgar, Mary E. Saunders, Audrey L. Moore.


105 Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Alleged Improper Treatment of Robert and Francine Fullerton by Members of the Matsqui Police Department on or about July 15, 1985 (B.C.)

At head of title: In the Province of British Columbia.
"May 29, 1990"
Commissioners: J. David N. Edgar, Mary E. Saunders, Audrey L. Moore.
Tabled: June 14, 1990.

On recommendations of the Ombudsman, in his report: "Police complaint process, the Fullerton complaint," the British Columbia Police Commission (chair, David Edgar, and Police Commission members Mary Saunders and Audrey Moore, were appointed "to enquire into and report on all matters associated with alleged improper treatment of Robert or Francine Fullerton by members of the Matsqui police force on or about July 15, 1985 ...; and upon the internal police inquiry, investigations and hearings following complaint by Robert and Francine Fullerton". (Order in Council no. 118, 1989). After the Commission was established, the Fullertons' civil action claiming damages for assault by members of the Matsqui Police Department came to trial and a jury verdict dismissed the action on May 4, 1989. The Commissioners accepted the jury's findings that the alleged assault did not occur. They concluded that as the trial had fully and justly determined and evaluated the facts and evidence, that no further consideration of the complaints and allegations was warranted. Since the jury trial fulfilled part of the Commission's mandate, the Commission focused on "the process used by the Matsqui Police Department in exploring and investigating the Fullertons' allegations of criminal assault at the gravel pit and their broader citizen's complaints against the Department for alleged rough treatment at the jail, improper medical treatment and lack of a breathalyzer test. The Commission criticized Matsqui Deputy Chief Constable Vander Hoek's handling of the complaints and suggested that his actions be reviewed by the appropriate disciplinary authority within the

Matsqui Police Department. The Commission recommended against financial compensation for the time, effort and expense of the Fullertons in pursuit of their complaints. Their complaints were not substantiated and compensation would set a precedent of compensation for future complaints against municipal police departments.


Inquiry ordered into Fullerton complaint against Matsqui Police. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Solicitor General, 1989. 2 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For immediate release. Date: February 2, 1989. 98:09."
Available on the Internet.


Police complaint process, the Fullerton complaint. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ombudsman, 1989. 6 leaves ; 28 cm. --

Cover title.
Available on the Internet.


1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA. DISCRETION TO PROSECUTE INQUIRY.

108 History and mandate:
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 621, April 18, 1990, Order in Council no. 1015, June 28, 1990 (extending the reporting date to June 30, 1990) and Order in Council no. 1276, August 27, 1990 broadening the terms of reference.

Commissioner: Stephen Douglas Owen.

1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA. DISCRETION TO PROSECUTE INQUIRY. REPORTS

109 British Columbia. Discretion to Prosecute Inquiry.

Inquiry Commissioner: Stephen Owen.
"November 1990"
Not tabled.

Commissioner Stephen Owen, Provincial Ombudsman, conducted an in-depth investigation into "the process and procedure followed by the Ministry of Attorney General in deciding that William E. [Bill] Reid [Minister of Tourism and Provincial Secretary] would not be prosecuted with respect to the awarding of a grant under the Growth and Opportunities B.C. Grant Program to the Semiahmoo House Society." (Order in Council no. 621, 1990). Owen determined that everyone in the Ministry of Attorney General, as well as the police and the private lawyers hired by the Ministry to review the Reid case, acted with integrity, independence and professionalism. Owen confirmed that the decision not to prosecute Mr. Reid was made by former Deputy Attorney General Ted Hughes
without any political or improper influence. Allegations of interference in the process of justice were unfounded. To ensure the separation of politics from the administration of justice in future, the Government introduced a special prosecutor system for deciding whether or not to lay charges against politicians or senior officials. To increase public confidence in the integrity of the criminal justice system with regard to prosecution of politicians, clear procedures with mandatory public disclosure were implemented.

ISBN: 0771889860 (v. 1)
0771889879 (v. 2)


1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA. DISCRETION TO PROSECUTE INQUIRY. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


Commissioner: Stephen Owen.
"September 12, 1990"
Not tabled.
Limited distribution; photocopied.

The report states: "the evidence is clear, uncontradicted and acknowledged by all directly interested parties, including Mr. Sihota and the RCMP, that the final decision not to prosecute Mr. Reid was made by Hughes without any political or improper influence or interference at any stage." (p. 6). Commissioner Stephen Owen concluded that "the system worked fairly, effectively and as intended" (p. 7) and the public can have confidence in the justice system.
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Composed of comments by Attorney General, Russell G. Fraser.
Available on the Internet.


Changes to justice system in response to Commissioner Stephen Owen's report on Discretion to Prosecute Inquiry. Cf. p. 1
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For immediate release. November 21, 1990. 90:76"
Available on the Internet.


Title supplied by cataloger.
"August 23, 1990"


115 British Columbia. Ministry of Attorney General. Report as to possible charges that might result from an R.C.M.P. investigation into allegations that the former Attorney General of British Columbia, Bud Smith had interfered with the administration of justice in the William E. Reid matter. -- Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Attorney General, 1990. 23 leaves ; 28 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
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Cover title. Submitted to Provincial Secretary. Cf. Letter of transmittal.


1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS.

119 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 370, March 8, 1990, amended by Order in Council no. 1697, November 1, 1990 (adding Webber as Commissioner), and amended again by Order in Council no. 1190, August 31, 1991 (extending report deadline to November 1, 1991).

Commissioners: Peter D. Seaton (Chair), Robert G. Evans, Marguerite Ford, Kenneth J. Fyke, David Sinclair, William A. Webber.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-2801. Collection consists of submissions, records of hearings, executive summaries, staff files, administrative files, press clippings, and contract research reports which were transferred from the Commissioner's office in 1991. Confidential submissions were not transferred.

1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS. REPORTS


Commission Chair: Peter D. Seaton.


The Commissioners appointed to this inquiry were: the Honourable Mr. Justice Peter Seaton (Chairman), former Vancouver alderman Marguerite Ford, University of British Columbia health economics professor Dr. Robert G. Evans, Greater Victoria Hospital Society President Ken Fykes, and management consultant David Sinclair. In November 1990 Dr. William A. Webber, long-time Dean of Medicine at the University of British Columbia, was also appointed to the Commission. The Commission received a broad mandate to examine the structure, management and funding of British Columbia's health care services, and to identify possible options to improve both the cost-effectiveness and quality of care. Requirements for professional personnel, the use of advanced technology, the promotion of good health, and the use of prescription drugs were also investigated. The Commission's comprehensive report contained over 350 recommendations. Expanded community-based care and a greater emphasis on preventative care, home care and extended care were recommended. The Government established an Advisory Committee and a Royal Commission Response Office to assist in the development of a strategic plan and a detailed response to the Royal Commission's recommendations.

ISBN: 0772614261

1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS. REPORTS - Continued

121 British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs.
Closer to home: a briefing kit for the report of the British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs. -- Victoria, B.C.: The Commission, 1991. 1 portfolio (8 pieces); 31 cm.

Commission Chair: Peter D. Seaton.


122 British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs.

Commission Chair: Peter D. Seaton.
Not tabled.


1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


Cover title: Ministry presentations submitted to the British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs.

"June 20-22, 1990"


Royal Commission to look at health care and costs. -- Victoria: Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Health, 1990. 2, [1], 3 leaves; 28 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.

"1990:030"
"Feb. 22, 1990"
Available on the Internet.

"Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs"
Library's copies include: Terms of reference for the British Columbia Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs [1 p.]; News release March 7, 1990: Royal Health Commissioners named [3 p.].


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.

"1992:057"
"March 12, 1992"
Available on the Internet.
1990. BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

"Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs"
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377353/index.htm


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"Nov. 12, 1991"
Available on the Internet.
"Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs"
Report has at head of title: Ministry of Health. For this period, and for Minister Cull, the correct name was: Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for Seniors.


1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.)

130 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 695, May 2, 1990.

Commissioner: David Anderson.

1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.). REPORTS

131 Commission of Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration (B.C.)
1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.). REPORTS - Continued

Commissioner: David Anderson.
Not tabled.

The Commissioner David Anderson, former MP and MLA, and oil-spill advisor, reviewed "all matters concerning exploration for and development of petroleum, natural gas or natural gas storage in the Fraser Valley, and the areas, if any, that should be excluded from petroleum or natural gas exploration, development or storage ..." (Order in Council). The public's concern over impacts on human health, private property, and air and water quality were investigated. Anderson concluded the risks of exploratory drilling were slight and the gains could be great. More geological information on the Fraser Valley was necessary before an evaluation could be made regarding underground storage.
ISBN: 0772612560


1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.). REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS

132 Commission of Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration (B.C.)
Commissioner: David Anderson.
"November 1990"
Not tabled.

A Langley group, Friends of the Fraser Valley, made allegations that potential witnesses from Wyoming, Illinois, Washington or Michigan had been pressured into remaining silent by companies wanting to drill in the Fraser Valley and that technical witnesses had not given their honest opinions to the Inquiry. The Commissioner concluded that no evidence to support these charges was provided by the Friends of the Fraser Valley, or by any other individuals or groups.
ISBN: 0772612250 (v.1)
ISBN: 0772612277 (appendices) (v.2)


1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.). REPORTS.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.

1990. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION (B.C.). REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

Available on the Internet.
Contents: News release: Davis launches Fraser Valley drilling probe -- David Anderson: biography -- Schedule, Fraser Valley petroleum or gas exploration.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377325/bcempr_nr_may_3_1990.pdf


Includes: Summary of well approval process, proposed Delta drilling location.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.


137 Commission of Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration (B.C.)
No evidence of witness tampering at Valley drilling hearings. -- Victoria, B.C.: Commission of Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, 1990. 2 leaves; 29 cm.
Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Commissioner: David Anderson.
"For immediate release. November 27, 1990."
Available on the Internet.


1991. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION.

138 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 2, Section 8 by Order in Council no. 1632, December 19, 1991.
Commissioners: George Watts and Garth L. Langford.
1991. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION. REPORT

Report of the Westar Timber Ltd. (Northwest Operations) Commission / submitted to ... Minister of 
Forests, Province of British Columbia by Commissioner Garth Langford, Commissioner George Watts.

Report by Job Protection Commission.

In March 1991 Commissioners George Watts and Garth Langford of the British Columbia Job 
Protection Commission were appointed under Section 8 of the Inquiry Act to inquire into and 
report "on the interests in the Hazelton-Kitwanga area of Westar Timber Ltd." and to "make 
recommendations to the Minister of Forests concerning possible options for the sale of Westar's 
assets and the transfer of associated tenures". (Order in Council). "Their recommendations 
formed a set of general guidelines for considering the proposal of Repap Carnaby for acquiring 
Westar's assets and tenures." (Ramsey report to the Honourable Dan Miller, Minister of Forests, 
on the proposed transfer of forest licence #A16831, p. 2).
Limited distribution.

6. Forests and forestry -- British Columbia -- Kispiox.  7. Logging -- Licenses -- British
Columbia.  8. Tree farms -- Licenses -- British Columbia.  I. Langford, Garth.  II. Watts,
Commission.  V. Title.

1991. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS

140 British Columbia. Ministry of Forests.
Westar Northwest Operations : forest licence transfer public meetings : transcript of 
proceedings. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Forests], 1992. 3 v. ; 28 cm.

Paul Ramsey, Chair.
June 2, 3, and 4, 1992.
Public meetings held by Ministry of Forests.
Limited distribution.

4. Tree farms -- Licenses -- British Columbia -- Citizen participation.  5. Logging -- Licenses
-- British Columbia -- Citizen participation.  6. Forests and forestry -- British Columbia --
Kitwanga.  7. Forests and forestry -- British Columbia -- Kispiox.  8. Forest policy -- British
Columbia -- Kitwanga.  I. Ramsey, Paul.  II. Title.

141 Ramsey, Paul.
Report to the Honourable Dan Miller, Minister of Forests, on the proposed transfer of forest 

Prepared by Paul Ramsey.
"June, 1992"
Includes news release 1992:069, July 16, 1992 outlining terms for transfer of forest licence in 
northwest B.C. held by Westshore Terminals Ltd. to Repap Carnaby Ltd.
Not tabled.

Paul Ramsey, Ministry of Forests Parliamentary Secretary and Member of the Legislative Assembly 
for Prince George North, was appointed "to gather and assess public reaction to the proposed 
transfer of forest licence #A16831 from Westar Timber Ltd. (now known as Westshore Terminals 
Ltd.) to Repap Carnaby Inc." (Report, p. [1]). Repap also had an agreement in principle with 
Ammalghun Forest Products which provided for the purchase of 15% of Repap Carnaby. Through 
public hearings and submissions Ramsey discovered that the local community was strongly opposed 
to the transfer. He recommended that the licence transfer be denied unless Repap Carnaby Ltd. 
submitted a revised proposal that met the approval of the Kitwanga Hazelton community. On July 
16, 1992 Forests Minister Dan Miller conditionally approved the licence transfer. The approval 
included the sale of the Carnaby sawmill complex and a whole-log chipper at New Hazelton, 
reserved a 15 percent buy-in for aboriginal interests, and required Repap to provide the Minister 
with a comprehensive plan for aboriginal consultation and employment.

Limited distribution.
1991. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


1991. HUGHES INQUIRY ON THE SALE OF FANTASY GARDEN WORLD INC.

142      History and mandate:


Commissioner:  E.N. Hughes.

Commission name supplied by compiler for purposes of this Checklist.

1991. HUGHES INQUIRY ON THE SALE OF FANTASY GARDEN WORLD INC. REPORT


Includes appendices, ca. 50 leaves.

Running title: Hughes inquiry.
"April 2, 1991"
Review requested by the Premier. Cf.[p. 1]
Not tabled.

Premier William N. Vander Zalm appointed E.N. (Ted) Hughes "to conduct a review for the purpose of determining whether he was in a conflict of interest situation "past, present or future" with respect to his role, if any, in the sale of Fantasy Gardens." (p. [1]). Hughes, as Acting Conflict of Interest Commissioner, undertook this assignment without statute authority as the Members' Conflict of Interest Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 286) was proclaimed in December 1990, after the sale of Fantasy Gardens had occurred. On April 2, 1991 Hughes concluded as follows: "1. The Premier played the primary and dominant role in the 1990 sale of Fantasy Gardens; 2. By the Premier's participation in the events that led to the sale of Fantasy Gardens and the sale itself, the Premier was in breach of his Conflict of Interest Guidelines." (p. 61). Upon release of the Hughes report the Premier resigned. After further investigation by Special Prosecutor Peter C. M. Freeman, the Attorney-General charged Vander Zalm on September 12, 1991 with breach of trust for accepting $20,000 U.S. from Tan Yu, of AsiaWorld Development Corporation, contrary to Section 122 of the Criminal Code of Canada. In June 1992 Vander Zalm was acquitted of criminal charges.


1991. HUGHES INQUIRY ON THE SALE OF FANTASY GARDEN WORLD INC. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS


"October 5, 1990"
1991. HUGHES INQUIRY ON THE SALE OF FANTASY GARDEN WORLD INC. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia : Her Majesty the Queen against William Vander Zalm : reasons for judgment of the Honourable Associate Chief Justice Campbell. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court, British Columbia, 1992. 37 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"No. CC920074"
"Date of Release: June 25, 1992"
Phocopy.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/101275/S92_0818.htm


1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO COMPENSATION FOR THE TAKING OF RESOURCE INTERESTS.

History and mandate:

Commissioner: Richard Schwindt.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO COMPENSATION FOR THE TAKING OF RESOURCE INTERESTS. REPORT


"August 21, 1992"
Commissioner: Richard Schwindt.
Includes bibliographical references.
Tabled: November 12, 1992.

The Commission was established to review the principles used in determining compensation when mining or logging rights are reduced or cancelled by the Provincial government. The Commissioner, Richard Schwindt, held joint appointments in the Department of Economics and the Faculty of Business Administration at Simon Fraser University and was a specialist in the industrial economics of resource industries. The issues considered were: when was compensation warranted? How should compensation be calculated? How should disputes be resolved? The Commission concluded that "owners of mineral and timber interests should be compensated when these interests are taken for a public purpose." (p. [147]). Also, "no useful purpose would be served by legislating a comprehensive definition of "taking" .... Therefore the issue should be dealt with on a case by case basis by legislators, or in the final instance, by courts. General principles are suggested to guide legislators and policy makers in determining whether an interference amounts to a compensable taking." (p. [147]).


1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR.

History and mandate:
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 388, March 6, 1992.

Commissioner: Judith Korbin.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 92-0228-1>61; 92-4540-1>9; 92-5384-1.  Collection
1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. - Continued

consists of 71 boxes of Commission files and administration records.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. REPORTS

150 British Columbia. Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector.


151 British Columbia. Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector.

Cover title.
"Judi Korbin, Commissioner"
"December 1992"

The Commissioner recommended that long-term contract workers for the British Columbia Government be reclassified as full-time employees and be required to join the B.C. Government Employees' Union. She also recommended the establishment of a single agency responsible for human resources and labour management issues in the health care sector. The Government responded by appointing a special 13-member committee to develop the model for a new organization to represent all health care employers. The new management organization would be responsible for coordinating all human resource issues, such as collective bargaining, training and staffing. (News release 1992:221 dated December 18, 1992 by Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for Seniors).
ISBN: 0771893191


152 British Columbia. Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector.

Judith Korbin, Commissioner.
"October 27, 1992"
Photocopied from British Columbia Clerk's Papers.


"June 1993"
"Judi Korbin, Commissioner"
Includes bibliographical references.
Contents: v. 1. The public service in British Columbia -- v. 2. The public sector in British Columbia.
Tabled: June 29, 1993 and July 9, 1993.
The Commission was mandated to review recruiting, hiring and promotion policies, contracting out, to define collective bargaining structures, to standardize employee benefits and to advise on cost efficient and effective personnel policies. The report resulted in a new Public Service Act (S.B.C. 1993, c. 66 ; R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 385). A Public Service Employee Relations Commission was established to direct and coordinate human resource matters throughout the public service, replacing the existing Government Personnel Services Division. A new Public Service Appeal Board replaced the Public Service Commission.

ISBN: 0771893728


Background paper: contracted community social services. -- [Vancouver] : Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector, 1993. 1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm.

Judi Korbin, Commissioner.


"Background paper." --Cover.
Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
ISBN: 0771893698


"Background paper." --Cover.
Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
"December 31, 1992"
ISBN: 0771893671

1. British Columbia -- Officials and employees -- Salaries, etc. 2. Civil service -- British Columbia -- Salaries, etc. I. Korbin, Judith. II. British Columbia. Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector. III. Title.
1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. REPORTS. 
BACKGROUND PAPERS - Continued


Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
ISBN: 0772618674


159  Overview : College & Institute Conference, February 28 and March 1, 1993 / Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector. -- [Vancouver, B.C. : Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector, 1993] 1 v. (various pagings) ; 23 x 29 cm.

Cover title.
Added t.p. title: Reality in British Columbia.


Cover title: Background paper : overview of economic issues in B.C. : slide presentations.
Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
ISBN: 0771893701


"Background paper." -- Cover.
Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
"June 1993"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 0771893809


"Background paper." --Cover.
Judi Korbin, Commissioner.
"February 8, 1993"
ISBN: 077189368X

1. British Columbia -- Officials and employees -- Salaries, etc. 2. Employee fringe benefits -- British Columbia. I. Korbin, Judith. II. Coles Group. III. William M. Mercer Limited. IV.
1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. REPORTS. BACKGROUND PAPERS - Continued

Towers Perrin Inc. V. British Columbia. Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and Public Sector.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"June 29, 1993"
Includes: Executive summary [2 leaves].
New legislation a result of the report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service and the Public Sector, Judith Korbin, Commissioner.
Available on the Internet.


1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. REVIEW OF MLA REMUNERATION.

165 History and mandate:

Appointed by a resolution, adopted unanimously on June 23, 1992, by the Members of the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.

Commissioner: C.J. Connaghan.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. REVIEW OF MLA REMUNERATION. REPORT


Submitted to the Speaker.
Appendix A: Profile of the job of a Member of the Legislative Assembly, was considered the Preliminary report (according to the press).
Includes bibliographical references: Appendix H.

C. J. (Chuck) Connaghan, an industrial relations consultant and former chairman of the Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, was appointed on June 23, 1992, by a unanimous resolution of the British Columbia Legislative Assembly to conduct an independent review of what Members of the Legislative Assembly should be paid and how future pay raises should be set. Terms of Reference included an assessment and recommendations on present salary levels; the utilization of a formula to adjust remuneration levels from time to time; and the appointment of an independent body to recommend or set those levels from time to time. The public was asked for written submissions "to address such questions as: What is the primary job of an MLA? In terms of pay and benefits, what other jobs in our society would rank with the job of an MLA? Should the Legislative Assembly or an independent commission decide how much to pay an MLA? Should a
formula, perhaps related to the Consumer Price Index, be used to determine future increases?".
(Times Colonist, September 1, 1992, p. A2: "How should pay levels be set for MLAs?", advertisement by Commission). Salaries were previously set by the MLAs through a Board of Internal Economy. On June 23, 1992 the Legislative Assembly Management Committee Act was introduced to repeal the Legislative Assembly Board of Internal Economy Act. The new Committee would not set MLA pay. The new Act received royal assent on July 3, 1992. Connaghan's report, released on December 15, 1992, noted that being a Member of the Legislative Assembly had become a full-time job and Members were entitled to fair and adequate compensation for their public service, including an expense allowance, pension plan and benefits package. However this compensation should follow, and not lead, the private sector. A formula was suggested for determining salary increases and Connaghan recommended that remuneration should be reviewed every three years by a Commissioner on MLA Remuneration. Running parallel to this inquiry was a Constituency Allowance Review, by E. N. (Ted) Hughes, the Conflict of Interest Commissioner. This Constituency Allowance Review was partially prompted by issues arising from the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holdings Society management of Members' constituency allowances.

Very limited distribution.


1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. REVIEW OF MLA REMUNERATION. REPORT - Continued


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
"Immediate release. June 23, 1992"

1. British Columbia. Legislative Assembly -- Salaries, etc. 2. British Columbia. Legislative Assembly -- Pensions, etc. 3. Legislators -- Salaries, etc -- British Columbia. 4. Legislators. I. Boone, Lois. II. Title.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WASTE REDUCTION COMMISSION.

168 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Dorothy Caddell.

1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WASTE REDUCTION COMMISSION. REPORTS


Commissioner: Dorothy Caddell.


Commissioner Dorothy Caddell was appointed to inquire into toxic waste reduction and hazardous waste management. As part of its commitment to public consultation, the Waste Reduction Commission held open houses, roundtable discussions, think tank sessions and stakeholder meetings throughout the province to obtain feedback on various product stewardship strategies. The Commission contacted over 7,000 individuals, companies, agencies and organizations, and received 75 written submissions. In her final report Caddell concluded that British Columbians were ready to accept responsibility for the consumption of household hazardous wastes. Her proposal emphasized reduction, reuse, and reformulation before recovery and disposal. She outlined a framework for the development of economic opportunities through the emergence of new home-grown industries and products for "green" technology.


"A newsletter about hazardous waste reduction"
Limited distribution.


Cover title.
Alternate title: Recommendations for a provincial strategy to reduce and manage biomedical waste.
Commissioner: Dorothy Caddell.
Report to Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks.


1992. BRITISH COLUMBIA. WASTE REDUCTION COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


174 Household hazardous waste strategy : discussion paper / Toxics Reduction Branch, Environmental Protection Division, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks ; prepared for Waste Reduction
The Waste Reduction Commission released this Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks' discussion paper in April of 1993. This discussion paper focused consultation on options the Government was considering for the reduction and management of household hazardous waste. The options outlined in the discussion paper were on three systems of product stewardship - deposit, green tax and industry funded and operated (IFO). All three systems addressed the question "Who is going to pay for the collection and disposal of household hazardous waste and how should the system be managed?" (Greener homes, cleaner communities, Transmittal letter).


1992. CARIBOO-CHILcotin justICE INQUIRY (B.C.)

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1508, October 1, 1992: amended by Order in Council no. 134, February 10, 1993, extending the reporting date to May 31, 1993. Order in Council no. 714, May 28, 1993 amended the reporting date to "on or before 93 JUL 31". Order in Council no. 967, July 23, 1993 further amended the report delivery date to "on or before 93 SEP 15."

Commissioner: Anthony Sarich.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 92-1228-1>19. Collection consists of incident files, hearing records and exhibits. Commission also referred to as Commission of Inquiry Respecting Fair Treatment of Aboriginals.

1992. CARIBOO-CHILcotIN justICE INQUIRY (B.C.). REPORTS


Judge Sarich was asked to investigate the relationship between the Cariboo-Chilcotin First Nations peoples and the justice community. The First Nations peoples had alleged that they were subject to prejudice and unfair treatment. "The purpose of this Inquiry [was] not to initiate disciplinary action against any individual or group. Rather, the Commissioner [was to] ascertain the factors which gave rise to such allegations of unfair treatment, prejudice, or the use of unnecessary or excessive force, determine the extent to which such problems [existed] in the administration of justice in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, and make recommendations for their rectification." (Order in Council no. 1508/92, Schedule: Terms of Reference). The entire justice system, including police, crown prosecutors, courts, probation officers and family court counsellors, was to be scrutinized. The Commission concluded that the "Native people have not been well served by the process of justice of non-native society." (p. 18). He recommended ways to address the inequalities, to improve police-community relations, and to respond to specific cultural needs of aboriginal people within the justice system. On behalf of the Province, the Attorney General officially apologized to the Chilcotin people for the Chilcotin War and the hanging of the Chilcotin Chiefs in 1864. The Attorney General also asked Marion Buller to carry out a province-wide consultation on aboriginal legal services to address the specific legal service issues and requirements of the province's aboriginal peoples. Her report "A review of legal services to aboriginal peoples in British Columbia", was published in 1994.

ISBN: 0772619476

1. Justice, Administration of -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 2. Carrier Indians -- Legal

status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 3. Chilcotin Indians -- Legal status, laws,
etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 4. Shuswap Indians -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British
Columbia -- Cariboo. 5. Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British
Columbia. 6. Indians of North America -- British Columbia -- Government relations. I. Sarich,
Anthony. II. British Columbia. Ministry of Attorney General. III. Title. IV. Title:
Cariboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry.

177 Cariboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry (B.C.)
Report on the Cariboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry compendium. -- [Victoria, B.C. : The Inquiry],
1993. 15 p. ; 28 cm.

Commissioner: Anthony Sarich.
This compendium lists the Commission's exhibits, witnesses and reports of incidents.

1. Justice, Administration of -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 2. Carrier Indians -- Legal
status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 3. Chilcotin Indians -- Legal status, laws,
etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 4. Shuswap Indians -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British
Columbia -- Cariboo. 5. Indians of North America -- British Columbia -- Government relations.
II. British Columbia. Ministry of Attorney General. III. Title.


Attorney General releases report on Cariboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry. -- [Victoria, B.C.] :
Ministry of Attorney General, 1993. 2, 2 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"93:70."
"October 28, 1993"
Available on the Internet.

Justice, Administration of -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 3. Carrier Indians -- Legal status,
laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 4. Chilcotin Indians -- Legal status, laws, etc. --
British Columbia -- Cariboo. 5. Shuswap Indians -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia
-- Cariboo. 6. Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia. 7.
Indians of North America -- British Columbia -- Government relations. 8. Governmental
investigations -- British Columbia. I. Cariboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry (B.C.) II. Title.

Judge Sarich to head Chilcotin Justice Inquiry. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Attorney
General, 1992. 1, 4 leaves ; 28 cm.


1. Justice, Administration of -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 2. Indian courts -- British
Columbia. 3. Indians of North America -- British Columbia -- Government relations. 4. Indians
of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia. 5. Criminal justice,
Carrier Indians -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 8. Chilcotin Indians
-- Legal status, laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo. 9. Shuswap Indians -- Legal status,
laws, etc. -- British Columbia -- Cariboo Region. I. Sarich, Anthony. II. Cariboo-Chilcotin
Justice Inquiry (B.C.) III. Title.

180 Buller, Marion R.
A review of legal services to aboriginal people in British Columbia. -- [Victoria, B.C. :

"February 1994"
This report was prepared at the request of the Attorney General to address the aboriginal legal

ISBN: 0772620938


1992. INQUIRY INTO SAFETY OF LOADING PROCEDURES USED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRIES.

181 History and mandate:
Commissioner: N. T. Nemetz.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-2980. File consists of Commission records.

1992. INQUIRY INTO SAFETY OF LOADING PROCEDURES USED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRIES. REPORT

182 Inquiry Into Safety of Loading Procedures Used By British Columbia Ferries.
In the matter of an inquiry pursuant to Section 1 of the Inquiry Act into safety of loading procedures used by British Columbia Ferries / Commissioner Nathan T. Nemetz. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations], 1992. 71 p. ; 28 cm.

Former Chief Justice of British Columbia Nathan Nemetz was requested by the Board of Directors of BC Ferries on August 14, 1992 to undertake an independent review of the Corporation's safety procedures with regard to docking and loading. The Inquiry was in response to a serious accident on August 13, 1992 while the M.V. Queen of New Westminster was loading at the Departure Bay (Nanaimo) Terminal. A van carrying the Askew family was on the loading ramp when the vessel moved forward, collapsing the ramp and plunging the van into the ocean below. "Tragically, Mrs. Askew and one daughter died. Mr. Askew was seriously injured, and his remaining daughter is still in hospital." (p. 2). Several other incidents were investigated. One accident on August 10, 1992 at the Denman Island ferry terminal occurred when the loading ramp gave way, sinking a logging truck as it boarded the M.V. Quintetsa. The driver and his dog escaped without injuries. Another incident occurred on August 14, 1992 at the Westview terminal when the M.V. Queen of Sidney prematurely departed, before the "all-clear" procedures had been completed. On August 18, 1992, Finance Minister Glen Clark announced that Nemetz had been granted full powers under Part 1 of the Inquiry Act to conduct an independent review and summon witnesses, as necessary. The Commissioner's report made fourteen recommendations to improve safety, which BC Ferries implemented.


1992. INQUIRY INTO SAFETY OF LOADING PROCEDURES USED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRIES. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS

183 British Columbia Ferry Corporation.
BC Ferries' Board of Directors met to review the findings and recommendations of the Nemetz Inquiry and to set direction for implementation within a fixed time frame. -- Victoria, B.C. : British Columbia Ferry Corporation, 1992. 2 leaves ; 28 cm.

Title supplied by cataloguer.
Available on the Internet.
News release no. 45/92.
"September 14, 1992"

1992. INQUIRY INTO SAFETY OF LOADING PROCEDURES USED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRIES. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


184 British Columbia Ferry Corporation. 
Ferry Corporation takes action on Nemetz recommendations. -- Victoria, B.C. : British Columbia Ferry Corporation, 1992. 1, 6 leaves ; 28 cm.

Attachment: Action list.
Available on the Internet.


185 British Columbia Ferry Corporation.
Nemetz recommendation put in place as follow-up to Denman ferry incident. -- Victoria, B.C. : British Columbia Ferry Corporation, 1992. 3 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
News release no. 46/92.
"September 24, 1992"
Contents: News release : Nemetz recommendation put in place as follow-up to Denman ferry incident -- Incident highlights.


186 British Columbia Ferry Corporation.
Synopsis, internal investigation August 13 accident, Nanaimo terminal. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : British Columbia Ferry Corporation, 1992. 3, 10 leaves ; 28 cm.

"October 8, 1992"
Limited distribution; photocopied.
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187 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 897, June 4, 1992, amended by Order in Council no. 1624, October 28, 1992 by adding " to inquire into and make recommendations concerning the arming of and use of force by armoured car guards and other security personnel"; further amended by Order in Council no. 1681, December 15, 1993, changing the reporting date from December 31, 1993 to May 31, 1994; and further amended by Order in Council no. 696, May 25, 1994 by striking out "May 31, 1994" and substituting "July 31, 1994".

Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 92-2802-1>44. Unit contains records of the commission.

The research reports were not published for distribution.
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188 Policing in British Columbia Commission of Inquiry.  

Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.  
Available on the Internet (Recommendations only).  
Tabled: March 27, 1995.  
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/183392/closingthegap.pdf  
ISBN: 077262240X


189 Policing in British Columbia Commission of Inquiry.  

Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.  
Tabled: March 27, 1995.

The creation of this police inquiry was prompted by public concern over three separate police shootings of suspects while conducting search warrants. The public was concerned about the use of force by police, the issue of police investigating themselves when there was a complaint about police conduct, and police actions when exercising a search warrant. The Commissioner's terms of reference were to report on the roles of the Attorney General, British Columbia Police Commission and police boards, as well as the use of force, police training, reporting and accountability. Judge Oppal was also asked to look at the broader aspects of policing. This included the selection and training of municipal police officers, regionalization and coordination of police services, community-based policing, aboriginal policing, private security and review of the Police Act and Regulations. Oppal's comprehensive report contained 317 recommendations, including 89 legislative proposals and 19 proposed new administrative structures. Some recommendations were: allow police to carry semi-automatic handguns; appoint an independent ombudsman to oversee how complaints against police are investigated; dissolve the British Columbia Police Commission; and create a new law enforcement branch to oversee police activities. The British Columbia Police Commission ceased in 1998 after passage of the Police Amendment Act, 1997 in July 1997. Most of the Commission's functions were transferred to the Police Services Division, Ministry of Attorney General. The Police Amendment Act, 1997 also set up the Office of the Police Complaint Commissioner, an independent agency reporting directly to the Legislative Assembly. The Office was responsible for overseeing complaints against municipal police to ensure they were handled fairly and impartially.  
ISBN: 0772622388


190 Policing in British Columbia Commission of Inquiry.  

Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.  
Includes bibliographical references: p. 45-88.  
Tabled: March 27, 1995. 
ISBN: 0772622450


191 Policing in British Columbia Commission of Inquiry.  

"February 28, 1993"  
Report submitted to Attorney General. 
Not tabled.
On May 12, 1992, Daniel Possee was shot to death by police searching for marijuana. In response to the jury's findings in the Daniel Possee Coroner's inquest, the Commissioner was asked to provide an interim report on the issue of police investigating police and whether the present structure of civilian oversight of police was adequate. In particular, he was asked to make interim recommendations on the investigation of police incidents and the execution of search warrants. Justice Wally Oppal issued his Interim report on February 28, 1993, half way through his investigation. This report outlined the seven main issues raised through public hearings and written submissions. These were: discontent about the complaint investigation and adjudication system; concern about the unwarranted use of force without the necessary accountability; the public desire for increased community policing; the lack of consensus on the effectiveness of regionalization of policing; the need for improvement in the selection, training and promotion of police officers; the criticism of the police process for obtaining and executing warrants on private residences; and lack of programs for aboriginal policing.
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"July 7, 1993"
Limited distribution ; photocopied.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"September 15, 1994. 94:54."
Available on the Internet.


Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal.
"This document has been prepared by the Ministry of Attorney General. It is an excerpt from the
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final report of the Commission of Inquiry into Policing in British Columbia, and contains Section G: Aboriginal Policing in its entirety."


Commissioner: Wallace T. Oppal. "This document has been prepared by the Ministry of the Attorney General. It provides excerpts from the final report of the Commission of Inquiry into Policing in British Columbia, includes Section F: Use of Non-Policing Personnel in its entirety, as well as pages H53-H66 from Section H: High-Risk Policing."
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1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. INQUIRY INTO WHETHER THERE WAS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF SHARES BY THE INVESTMENT BRANCH OF PROVINCIAL TREASURY AND LAND USE POLICY ANNOUNCED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 500, April 28, 1993.

Commissioner: Peter D. Seaton.

British Columbia. Inquiry Into Whether There Was A Conflict of Interest Relating to the Purchase of Shares by the Investment Branch of Provincial Treasury and Land Use Policy Announced by the Executive Council.

In the matter of an inquiry pursuant to Section 8 of the Inquiry Act into whether there was a conflict of interest relating to the purchase of shares by the Investment Branch of Provincial...
1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. INQUIRY INTO WHETHER THERE WAS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF SHARES BY THE INVESTMENT BRANCH OF PROVINCIAL TREASURY AND LAND USE POLICY ANNOUNCED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. REPORTS - Continued


 Includes transcripts of hearings and Commissioner's preliminary findings.


 252  British Columbia. Inquiry Into Whether There Was A Conflict of Interest Relating to the Purchase of Shares by the Investment Branch of Provincial Treasury and Land Use Policy Announced by the Executive Council.

 "July 27, 1993"
 Commission Counsel: Paul Williamson.

 "On February 9, 1993, a block of shares in MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. was purchased by the British Columbia Endowment Fund. On February 24, 1993, the Cabinet reached a decision concerning land use in Clayoquot Sound. The policy reduced but did not eliminate the area that could be logged." (p. 1). The Commissioner was asked to determine if the Government was in a conflict of interest in making decisions which could affect the profitability of MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. The Commissioner concluded that there was no conflict of interest, real or apparent, and recommended administrative procedural changes with respect to the investment of government funds.


 1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. INQUIRY INTO WHETHER THERE WAS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF SHARES BY THE INVESTMENT BRANCH OF PROVINCIAL TREASURY AND LAND USE POLICY ANNOUNCED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


 Caption title.
 At head of title: News release.
 "For immediate release. April 28, 1993."
 Available on the Internet.


 254  British Columbia. Premier.

 Caption title.
 At head of title: News release.
 Available on the Internet.
 "For immediate release. July 28, 1993"

1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. MCKENZIE INQUIRY.

255 History and mandate:

Appointed by Order in Council no. 910, dated July 9, 1993.

Commissioner: Lloyd G. McKenzie.

1993. BRITISH COLUMBIA. MCKENZIE INQUIRY. REPORT

256 British Columbia. McKenzie Inquiry.

Commissioner: Lloyd G. McKenzie.

Commissioner Lloyd McKenzie was appointed to inquire into an incident ten years previous in the Vancouver City Jail on November 16, 1983. William (Bill) Marshall was the senior duty officer in charge of the Vancouver City Jail in 1983 when Constable Peter Parlevliet struck a drunken prisoner, Alfred Richard Mountain, with a baton. The incident was never properly recorded or passed on to Internal Investigations, in accordance with departmental procedures. McKenzie heard from more than 40 witnesses during the Inquiry's public hearings. Testimony at the inquiry suggested a cover-up. Parlevliet was found not guilty in January 1994 on criminal charges in connection with the assault after testifying he struck the man to subdue him but did not intend to hurt him. Early in 1994 Vancouver's police chief, Bill Marshall, submitted his resignation after the McKenzie Inquiry found that he had ultimate responsibility that night in 1983, and that he was negligent in his duties and clearly responsible for the failure of police to investigate properly the assault allegation. The police board allowed Marshall to take early retirement rather than leave the police force in limbo, without a police chief, until the Inquiry report was completed. McKenzie also found that Sergeant Linde and Acting Staff Sergeant Smith defaulted in their responsibilities, though to a lesser degree. Alfred Mountain died in 1993 of alcohol and heroin poisoning, before the final report was completed. As a result of the McKenzie Inquiry findings the Attorney General asked David Edgar, Chair of the British Columbia Police Commission, to undertake a follow-up audit of the Vancouver Police Department. The Police Commission's initial audit, conducted in May - June 1993, was published in 1994.
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Charges announced against Vancouver police officer. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Attorney General, 1993. 5 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.


RCMP investigation and appointment of special prosecutor announced. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Attorney General, 1993. 2 leaves ; 29 cm.
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377370/bcag_nr_may_5_1993.pdf

Vancouver. 3. Police -- British Columbia -- Vancouver. 4. Police internal investigation --
British Columbia -- Vancouver. I. British Columbia. Criminal Justice Branch. II. Title.

Vancouver. 5. Police -- British Columbia -- Vancouver. I. McKenzie, Lloyd G. II. British
Columbia. McKenzie Inquiry. III. Title.

British Columbia Police Commission.
Report to the Attorney General : Legislative amendments to investigate alleged misconduct by a
Chief Constable and review of policies and procedures of Vancouver Police Department relating to
confidentiality of investigative information / submitted by the B.C. Police Commission. --

"May 31, 1994"

As a result of the McKenzie Inquiry findings the Attorney General asked the British Columbia
Police Commission to review the policies and procedures the Vancouver Police Department used to
maintain the confidentiality of information about individuals and investigations. The Commission
found these procedures to be generally adequate. The Police Commission was also asked to review
how allegations against a Chief Constable were investigated. The Police Commission recommended
several amendments to the Police Act and to the Police (Discipline) Regulation to allow the
Provincial Complaints Commissioner to investigate allegations made against a chief constable. At
that time, only chairs of police boards had that responsibility. The Attorney General deferred
action on these recommendations until the completion of Justice Wally Oppal's Commission of
Inquiry into Policing in British Columbia.

Limited distribution; photocopied.

British Columbia -- Vancouver. 4. Police -- British Columbia -- Vancouver. 5. Police internal

British Columbia Police Commission.
Vancouver Police Department : Section 42 - B.C. Police Act inspection, May-June 1993. --

Caption title: Vancouver Police Department inspection report.
Co-published by Ministry of Attorney General.
"January 26, 1994"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 077262044X
Limited distribution.

Title. IV. Title: Vancouver Police Department inspection report.
1993. VANCOUVER STOCK EXCHANGE & SECURITIES REGULATION COMMISSION (B.C.)

262 History and mandate:
Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 638, May 13, 1993, and amended by Order in Council no. 1502, October 28, 1993 and Order in Council no. 53, January 10, 1994, which extended the reporting date.

Commissioner: James G. Matkin.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 92-2934-1>15. The collection contains submissions, research, administrative and operational files.
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263 Vancouver Stock Exchange & Securities Regulation Commission (B.C.)

"October 1993"
Not tabled.

Commissioner James Matkin outlined both the circumstances and concerns regarding the administration of the Vancouver Stock Exchange which had been voiced during a policy review process. These included the quality of listed companies, manipulative trading practices and insider trading, misconduct and supervision of brokers, abusive promotional practices, administrative and regulatory performance, media coverage of the market, adequacy of civil remedies and the prosecution of criminal offences. (p. 1).


264 Vancouver Stock Exchange & Securities Regulation Commission (B.C.)

"James G. Matkin, Commissioner"
Includes bibliographical references.

James Matkin, the Commissioner, was a Vancouver lawyer, a former president and CEO of the Business Council of British Columbia, as well as a former Deputy Minister of Labour and then of Intergovernmental Relations in the British Columbia Government. In the first public inquiry into the Vancouver Stock Exchange in its eighty-year history, and after years of negative publicity, Matkin was appointed to examine and make recommendations on the responsibilities of the Vancouver Stock Exchange to regulate the securities market and the adequacy of its powers and activities to meet these responsibilities. The British Columbia Securities Commission was to be similarly reviewed. Recommendations were to be made on the adequacy of civil remedies; the effectiveness of offence provisions available under the Securities Act; as well as the allocation of resources required for criminal prosecution of securities-related offences. The final report recommended significant restructuring of the provincial securities regulation system, "reforms necessary to promote public confidence in the honesty, fairness and efficiency of the B.C. securities market". (p. i). The most contentious of the Commissioner's nineteen recommendations were: replacing the British Columbia Securities Commission with a securities exchange board similar to one in the United Kingdom; amending the Securities Act to give the Securities Commission or its successor rule-making authority; and the appointment of independent adjudicators to conduct hearings and render decisions. To provide better protection for investors, the Government initiated numerous legislative and regulatory reforms. In October 1994 the Government set up a Securities Fraud Office to strengthen investigations and prosecution of securities offences. In June 1995, the British Columbia Securities Commission's rule-making powers and enforcement tools were enhanced with the passage of the Securities Amendment Act, 1995 and the Securities Amendment Act, no. 2, 1995.

ISBN: 0772620431
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Caption title. 
At head of title: News release, Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations. 
"November 23, 1995 : 29/95" 
Available on the Internet. 


"February 1995"
"This is the third in a series of proposed legislative amendments to implement the Government's response to the Matkin Report..." p. [1]. 


"November 23, 1995" 
Limited distribution.
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This progress report summarizes the first six months of reforms following the Government's response to the Matkin report. Highlights include a new Securities Fraud Office, a new advisory committee for the British Columbia Securities Commission, and tighter rules for reverse takeovers on the Vancouver Stock Exchange.


"October 1994"


"April 29, 1994"

"PO20220-8"


Initiatives published in response to Government's response to Matkin report (Vancouver Stock
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Exchange & Securities Regulation Commission).


274 British Columbia Securities Commission.


1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.)

275 History and mandate:
Commissioner: Thomas J. Gove.
British Columbia Archives collection no. 93-5972-1>57. These Inquiry records include hearing transcripts, final report and sources reports. Some material is on diskettes.
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276 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection (B.C.)
"March 13, 1995"
Title supplied by cataloguer.
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.


277 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection (B.C.)


278 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection (B.C.)
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
Executive summary also available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Tabled: July 18, 1996.
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http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/231332/index.htm

The background to this inquiry was described by Justice Thomas Gove in the executive summary of his report: "On October 3, 1986, Matthew John Vaudreuil was born in the northern British Columbia community of Fort St. John. Five and a half years later, on July 9, 1992, he died in Vancouver. Throughout his life he was a client of the Ministry of Social Services. The public learned some of the details of his life and death in the Spring of 1994, after his mother pled guilty to his manslaughter. Many people were outraged. Some called for accountability and others demanded the resignations of public officials who were involved. On May 17, 1994, the Honourable Joy MacPhail, Minister of Social Services, addressed the Legislative Assembly. She filed a copy of the Superintendent of Family and Child Service's report into Matthew's life and death. The report said that Matthew suffered from neglect and abuse throughout his short life, and that services and programs intended to protect him failed to do so. The report concluded that Matthew should have been removed from his family home. At the same time, the minister introduced two new statutes that said would help to address the problems identified in the report. The Information and Accountability Act and the Child, Family and Community Service Act. The Ombudsman: Annual report 1996, section: Follow-up : Ombudsreport 1995 : after Gove. p. 21).

In November 1995 Judge Gove issued his report to Government. His complete report comprised two volumes, "Matthew's Story " and "Matthew's Legacy". In his Letter of Transmittal Gove wrote: "Matthew's Story' paints as clear a picture as possible of the events of Matthew's life and death. Parts of the story are only sketches, but overall an unmistakable pattern emerges of a boy routinely neglected, and emotionally and physically abused. Through it all, he was not protected - not by his mother, not by his community and not by those charged with protecting British Columbia's children." The concluding words of his comment were: "I am calling for radical change. I have no illusions about how difficult this will be... The choice is clear. We can tinker, knowing that tinkering cannot restore a flawed system. Or we can, together, build a new child welfare system that puts children in the centre. This would be Matthew's Legacy."

In her section titled: "Follow-up : Ombudsreport 1995, after Gove", published in her 1996 Annual report (p. 21), Ombudsman Dulcie McCallum summarized the Gove Inquiry as follows: Judge Gove "identified that public services to children were fragmented and that the lack of integration meant children 'fell through the cracks'. He made over one hundred recommendations to bring about significant changes in the way the government delivers services to children. He recommended a complete restructuring of public services to make them principle-based, universal, accountable, efficient and child-centred. Central to this new child welfare system was integration. Judge Gove recommended that a Minister for Children and Families be appointed to co-ordinate integrated services for children. He also recommended that government appoint a Transition Commissioner to oversee the implementation of his recommendations over a three-year period. The Ombudsman agreed to his recommendation that she monitor government's progress in implementing these proposed reforms. On January 29, 1996 Ms. Cynthia Morton, former Deputy Minister of Education, was appointed for a term of three years, to take the province through the transition to an integrated child welfare system. On September 17, 1996 Ms. Morton [Transmission Commissioner for Child and Youth Services] submitted a report [British Columbia's child, youth and family serving system : recommendations for change] to Premier Glen Clark, recommending that changes not wait for the three years ... The Premier appointed Ms. Morton to be the Children's Commissioner with a mandate to review immediately deaths of children, past and present.... On September 23, 1996, nearly six years after the release of the Ombudsman's report recommending integration of public services for children, [Ombudsman Public Report No. 22 (1990): Public services to children, youth and their families in British Columbia : the need for integration], the Premier announced the creation of the first Ministry for Children and Families...responsible for the delivery of services for children formerly provided by the Ministries of Health, Education, Attorney General, Women's Equality and Social Services." (British Columbia: Office of the Ombudsman. Annual report 1996, section: Follow-up : Ombudsreport 1996 : after Gove, p. 21).

In 1996 the Legislative Assembly established the Members Committee on the Response to the Gove Report. The work of this committee was continued from 1996 through 1998 by the Special Committee on the Response to the Gove Report. The Legislative Assembly in 1996 passed the Child, Youth and Family Advocacy Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 40). Also in 1996 the Legislative Assembly's Special Committee to Appoint a Child, Youth and Family Advocate selected an advocate to oversee the newly established Office of the Child, Youth and Family Advocate, an independent officer reporting directly to the Legislative Assembly. The Children's Commission Act (S.B.C. 1997, c. 11) was passed in 1997, formalizing Cynthia Morton's appointment as an independent officer of the Legislative Assembly. In 2002 both the Office of the Child, Youth and Family Advocate and the
1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS - Continued

Children's Commission were dissolved and their functions were absorbed by the provincial Coroners Service and the newly formed Office for Children and Youth (also known as the British Columbia Child and Youth Officer), reporting directly to the Attorney General (see: Office for Children and Youth Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 50, s. 22).
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Commissioner: Thomas Gove. 
"May 23, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


287 Hamilton, Keith R.
1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. BACKGROUND PAPERS - Continued

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"June 19, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


Herbert, Elaine I.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"March 1995"
"An examination of the policies and practices of on-reserve and urban First Nations initiatives of child welfare to ascertain differences in providing services to First Nations children at risk, children-in-care and their families."
Includes bibliographical references: p. 85-87.


Herbert, Elaine I.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"April 28, 1995"


Lum, Teresa.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"March 31, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references: p. 18.


MacDonald Jack A.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"March 27, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references: p. 74-76.
1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. BACKGROUND PAPERS - Continued


292 Martz, Lisa.
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
Includes bibliographical references.


293 Martz, Lisa.
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
Includes bibliographical references.


294 Perrin, Dan.
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"May 1995"


295 Reaugh, Rachel Paula.
Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"March 31, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references : p. [16]
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296  Ryan, Karen.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"April 18, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


297  Ryan, Karen.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"September 15, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


298  Samuels, Sharon.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"June 1995"
"Updated and revised version of the draft discussion papers: Reviews: F&CS Audit & Review Division and Audits: F&CS Audit & Review Division".
Includes bibliographical references.


299  Thorau, Kim.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"March 17, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.

1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. BACKGROUND PAPERS - Continued

300 Whitelaw, Robert.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"July 1995"
Includes bibliographical references: p. 144-145.


301 Whitelaw, Robert.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"July 6, 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


302 Whitelaw, Robert.

Commissioner: Thomas Gove.
"July 1995"
Includes bibliographical references.


1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS


Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/245811/gove0326.pdf

1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/265526/index.htm


"May 1997"


"May 17, 1994"


Limited distribution; photocopied.


Report lacks title.
Report attached to news release; some sections of report severed under Freedom of Information legislation.


1994. GOVE INQUIRY INTO CHILD PROTECTION (B.C.). REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


Available on the Internet.
Tabled: March 26, 1998.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/317838/pr36_getting_there.pdf
ISBN: 0772634998


309 British Columbia. Premier.

Caption title.
"Nov. 29, 1995"


310 British Columbia. Superintendent of Family and Child Service.

"May 16, 1994"
Limited distribution; photocopied.


311 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia in the matter of the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 209 and in the matter of the commission of inquiry into the adequacy of the services, policies and practices of the Ministry of Social Services as they relate to the apparent neglect, abuse and death of Matthew John Vaudreuil, pursuant to Order in Council 0692, approved and ordered May 19, 1994 ("the Gove Inquiry") between Joyce Rigaux, petitioner, and the Honourable Justice Thomas J. Gove, Commissioner of the inquiry into the adequacy of the services, policies, and practices of the Ministry of Social Services as they relate to the apparent neglect, abuse and death of Matthew John Vaudreuil, Attorney General of British Columbia, respondents : order : before the Honourable Madam Justice Allan. -- Vancouver, B.C. : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 1999. 3 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Running title: Gove report : order and reasons for judgment
"No. A970167. Vancouver Registry."
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/376924/gove_order.pdf
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/gove/order.htm
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312 Foley, Janice.
Report to Joint Steering Table on workload issues / prepared by Janice Foley. -- Victoria, B.C. : Ministry for Children and Families, 1996. 9 p. ; 28 cm.

Study conducted by Centre for Labour and Management Studies, Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration, University of British Columbia for Ministry for Children and Families and British Columbia Government Employees' Union.
Tom Knight, report committee chair.
"October 11, 1996"
Includes bibliographical references: p. 7-9.


313 Smallwood, Joan.

"November 28, 1994"
Limited distribution; photocopied.


314 Wynn, Sheila.

"February 21, 1995"


1994. PROWSE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY (B.C.)

315 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 506, April 27, 1994; amended by Order in Council no. 772, June 15, 1994, to postpone the reporting date, and Order in Council no. 523, April 27, 1994, giving Commission staff the right to inspect records and conduct inquiries.

 Commissioner: Jo-Ann E. Prowse.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 92-3787-1>17. These records include transcripts and exhibits.

1994. PROWSE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY (B.C.). REPORT

316 Prowse Commission of Inquiry (B.C.)
Report on the transfer of Daniel Michael Perrault to the New Haven Correctional Centre / Prowse Commission of Inquiry ; Jo-Ann E. Prowse, Commissioner. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : The Commission,
In February 1991 twenty-year-old Daniel Perrault beat an elderly night manager to death. As a young offender he was sentenced to 3 years at the Willingdon Youth Detention Centre. In July 1993 Perrault failed to return to Willingdon from a temporary absence pass. He turned himself in 10 days later; pleaded guilty to the escape, and was sentenced as an adult to 45 days imprisonment. After completing his escape sentence he was transferred to New Haven, an open custody correctional facility in Burnaby. Ten days later he walked away. After being unlawfully at large for almost a month he broke into a Surrey apartment and sexually assaulted a 28 year-old woman. He was arrested two days later and was sentenced to 14 years. (Cf. p. iii). "Public outrage at Mr. Perrault's transfer to New Haven and allegations of "cover-up" and "deals" led to the appointment" of this Inquiry. (p. iii). To restore public confidence in the correctional system, Justice Jo-Ann Prowse was appointed to inquire into and report "on the process and procedure followed by the Ministry of Attorney General in determining to transfer Daniel Michael Perrault to the New Haven Correctional Centre, and any public safety issues." (Order in Council no. 506, 1994). As well as appointing the Commission, the Attorney General introduced an amendment to the Correction Act to establish a new Investigation, Inspection and Standards Office which would investigate corrections incidents and complaints. This new Office would be independent of the Corrections Branch and report directly to the Attorney General. The Commissioner's report dispelled allegations of a cover-up but found that some staff made serious errors in judgement in the placement of Perrault. The Attorney General instructed the Corrections Branch to implement an objective risk management process throughout the youth and adult correctional system. He also expected that current proposed amendments to the federal Youth Offenders Act would require violent young offenders to be tried and sentenced in adult court. In August 1994 four employees of the Corrections Branch were disciplined for their infractions in policy and procedure in the management of the Perrault case.

ISBN: 0772622078

1996. B.C. HYDRO - IPC INTERNATIONAL POWER CORPORATION REVIEW.

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 1 by Order in Council no. 1078, September 26, 1996.

Commissioners: Christopher Considine and Neil de Gelder. Brian Smith appointed B.C. Hydro Chair by Premier on February 23, 1996.

Commission name supplied by compiler for purposes of this Checklist.

1996. B.C. HYDRO - IPC INTERNATIONAL POWER CORPORATION REVIEW. REPORTS

Smith, Brian R. D. (Brian Ray Douglas), 1934-

"April 13, 1996"
Report by Brian Smith.

In February 1996 public concern was raised about the International Power Corporation's share offering and particularly the purchase of shares by then BC Hydro Chairman, John Laxton, as well as senior Hydro executives, their families, and prominent individuals connected to the New Democratic Party. International Power Corporation (IPC) was a private sector company created to provide capital investment in B.C. Hydro's international power projects, including the Raiwind Project in Pakistan. On February 23, 1996 Premier Glen Clark appointed Brian Smith Chair of B.C. Hydro. The Premier requested Smith to carry out an immediate review of the IPC share offering and investments in the company. The interim report released April 24, 1996 found that then Hydro Chair John Laxton had purchased IPC shares in spite of clear and repeated instructions from then Minister responsible Glen Clark that board members were prohibited from investing in IPC. However, no such instructions had been given to Hydro employees or their families. To the contrary, Laxton had publicly and repeatedly encouraged employees and management to buy shares. (BC Hydro news release April 24, 1996: International Power Corporation interim report released).

Unfortunately the IPC share offering failed and Laxton was found to have secretly arranged to invest US $1.2 million to salvage the offering, concealing his share holding through an offshore company. The report notes Hydro lacked timely and adequate reporting systems to Government through the Crown Corporations and Cabinet Secretariats. Additionally the Raiwind project, as Hydro's first international equity investment partnership, lacked a strong review process and follow-up by Government. On September 26, 1996 corporate lawyer and former Superintendent of Brokers, Neil de Gelder, and Victoria lawyer Chris Considine were appointed as commissioners under the Inquiry Act.

Limited distribution.


Smith, Brian R. D. (Brian Ray Douglas), 1934-
BC Hydro - IPC review : report on the creation of IPC International Power Corp. and its joint venture with the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority for the Raiwind power project. -- [Vancouver : BC Hydro], 1997. ii, 260 p. ; 28 cm.

"March 1997"
Report by Brian Smith.
Commissioners and investigators: Christopher M. Considine, Neil de Gelder, D. Jeffrey Harder. Includes bibliographical references.

The inquiry was appointed "to inquire into and report to the Minister of Employment and Investment on the state and management of the business of the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority and the conduct of any person in the service of the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority so far as the conduct relates to the official duties of that person respecting the Authority." (Order in Council). The Interim report released in April 1996 addressed the major issues of the IPC share offering, except policy recommendations and highlighted matters of immediate concern to the public about the involvement of Cayman Island companies and the intermingling of public and private interests in the project. (Final report, p. 2). The final report released in March 1997 outlined the scope of the work undertaken; provided a description
of the history and structure of the Raiwind Project; included a discussion of the role played by offshore corporations in the project; reviewed the rationale for private sector participation in the project; examined the commercial and financial aspects of the project; reviewed issues that arose for BC Hydro on standards of conduct and conflicts of interest; reviewed issues that arose for government and BC Hydro on corporate governance and accountability for BC Hydro and its subsidiary, B.C. Hydro International (BCHIL); and provided a summary of the Review Team's principal investigative findings and recommendations. Comprehensive standards of conduct and guidelines on conflict of interest were recommended for BC Hydro executives and employees. (Final report, p. 3).

Limited distribution.
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Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"For immediate release ; 108 ; October 1, 1996"


"October 4, 1999"


1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CHILDREN'S COMMISSIONER.

327 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act, Part 1 by Order in Council no. 1073, September 23, 1996.
Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.

Commission name supplied by compiler for purposes of this Checklist.

The Children's Commission Act (S.B.C. 1997, c. 11) came into force in July 1997. The Children's Commissioner appointed under the above Order in Council continued to serve as commissioner under this new Act. Under the Order in Council Morton was appointed "as a commissioner to inquire into and report to the Attorney General on the cause of death of any child that dies in British Columbia and to ascertain whether further or better action by or on behalf of the Ministry of Children and Families or any other branch or institution of the executive arm of the government of British Columbia should have [been] taken". (Order in Council no. 1073, 1996).

In this Checklist the term "Children's Commissioner" is used to distinguish the Commissioner's work under the Inquiry Act from her work after the passage of the new Children's Commission Act. This Checklist does not include the publications of the ongoing British Columbia Children's Commission, which was created in 1997 and ceased in July 2002, when its functions were absorbed into the newly created Office of Children and Youth and the provincial Coroners Services (see Office for Children and Youth Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 50, s. 22).

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CHILDREN'S COMMISSIONER. REPORT


Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.
"January 31, 1997"
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/276318/Default.htm

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CHILDREN'S COMMISSIONER. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
"May 20, 1997"


330  British Columbia. Premier.

Available on the Internet.


331  British Columbia. Transition Commission for Child and Youth Services.

Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.
"September 17, 1996"

In response to recommendations of the 1994 Gove Inquiry on Child Protection Cynthia Morton, former Deputy Minister of Education, was appointed January 29, 1996 for a three-year term to take the province through the transition to an integrated child welfare system. On September 17, 1996 Morton's Transition Commission for Child and Youth Services submitted this report to Premier Glen Clark, recommending that changes not wait for the three years. On September 23, 1996 Premier Glen Clark announced the creation of a new Ministry of Children and Families to integrate the child and family programs of the ministries of Social Services, Health, Attorney General, Education and Women's Equality. In addition, the Premier announced the creation of a new independent children's commissioner. He appointed Cynthia Morton "as a commissioner to inquire into and report to the Attorney General on the cause of death of any child that dies in British Columbia and to ascertain whether further or better action by or on behalf of the Ministry of Children and Families or any other branch or institution of the executive arm of the government of British Columbia should have [been] taken". (Order in Council no. 1073, 1996). Morton was appointed under Part 1 of the Inquiry Act, reporting to the Attorney General and Minister Responsible for Multiculturalism, Human Rights and Immigration. In May 1997 the Government introduced the Children's Commission Act (S.B.C. 1997, c.11) which would ensure a comprehensive fatality review and external complaint process for children. Morton continued her appointment as children's commissioner under the new Act.


1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CHILDREN'S COMMISSIONER. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.
"April 1996"
Translations of this document are also available in French, Chinese and Punjabi.


Commissioner: Cynthia Morton.
"30 April 1996"


1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS.

335 History and mandate:


After Smith was appointed the Inquiry was also known as the Smith Inquiry.

In the press the Commission was commonly referred to as "Bingogate".

British Columbia Archives collection no. 93-8333-1>11, 13>21, 27>36, 46>58, 60>86, 105-131, 135-139, 142, 144-160, 167-188. Commission records. The Archives has prepared a CD ROM of the Commission material, minus confidential material. The material is subject to Freedom of Information legislation. The draft Interim report was sealed by the Court.
1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS


Available on the Internet.

I. Title.


"May 2000"
Commissioner: Murray L. Smith.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


Available on the Internet.
1997-2000 on microfilm.
http://web.archive.org/web/20010301203137/www.smithinquiry.com/Pages/news_index.html


Available on the Internet.
1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS - Continued

Rulings by Murray L. Smith, Commissioner.
Donald Sorochan, Special Prosecutor.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/325275/index.htm


American National Standards Institute
National Bureau of Standards


Available on the Internet.
Commissioner: Murray L. Smith.
Donald Sorochan, Special Prosecutor.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/334637/index.htm


341 Smith, Murray L.

Title supplied by cataloguer.
In the matter of the Inquiry Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 224 and, In the matter of a commission appointed by Order in Council the 27th day of March 1997, to inquire into the regulation of the use of charitable gaming proceeds and assets of societies in British Columbia including activities of the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and any other politically-linked organizations.

THIS RECORD IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. The report is in the British Columbia Provincial Archives. IT IS SEALED BY COURT ORDER. Supreme Court Justice Ray Paris ruled on December 3, 2004 to keep the report sealed. The Judge ruled the draft report was "the unfinished work of a rescinded public inquiry".

The Commission of Inquiry into the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and Uses of Gaming Proceeds, also known as the Smith Inquiry, was created April 24, 1996 "as a result of information that had come to the attention of provincial government authorities that a society called the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society had over the course of many years diverted proceeds from bingo games which it conducted to legally non-permitted uses. By the combination of the provisions of the Criminal Code related to gaming and provincial government regulations in British Columbia, 25 percent of the gross proceeds of such gaming had to be paid out for charitable purposes. A forensic audit conducted at the instance of the provincial government by Mr. Ron Parks disclosed that, during the 1980s in particular, over 80 percent of the funds that should have been paid out to charities were diverted back to NCHS and used mainly to pay off debts arising from two real estate ventures, as well as for some other non-legitimate purposes." (British Columbia Supreme Court decision: Citation: British Columbia (Attorney General) v. British Columbia (Information and Privacy Commissioner) et al., 2004 BCSC 1597. Date: 20041203. Docket: L031378. Registry: Vancouver. Introduction, section 3: The history of the Smith Commission of Inquiry). The Commission's terms of reference were to investigate the activities of the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and related entities and any other politically-linked...
1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS - Continued

organization; to inquire into the adequacy of rules and restrictions governing the use of proceeds from licensed gaming; to examine the use of proceeds from gaming for political purposes; to inquire into the adequacy of past and present rules and restrictions governing the use of proceeds from licensed gaming; to inquire into existing legislation; and to make recommendations for better regulation, including the form and content of legislation and administrative measures that may be necessary to implement these recommendations. “In early 1997 because of ill health, the original Commissioner, Nathan T. Nemetz (previously the Chief Justice of British Columbia) was replaced by Mr. Murray Smith, who had been legal counsel to the Commission. The original due date for the filing of the report of the Commission (March 31, 1997) was extended a total of six times, the last extension being to August 31, 2001.” (British Columbia Supreme Court decision: Citation: British Columbia (Attorney General) v. British Columbia (Information and Privacy Commissioner) et al., 2004 BCSC 1597. Date: 20041203. Docket: L031378. Registry: Vancouver: Introduction, section 3: The history of the Smith Commission of Inquiry). The Commission commenced public hearings in 1999, which were later suspended due to ongoing criminal proceedings. In May 2001 the New Democratic Party lost the General Election. On June 22, 2001 the new Liberal Government issued an Order in Council rescinding the Commission which had already lasted for five years. The Attorney General, Geoffrey Plant, issued a statement which said in part the following: “This has been a long process, and it’s time to bring the Smith Commission of Inquiry to an end. I don’t think we’ll learn anything more about gaming in B.C. by giving the commission more time and money.... Since then ... the government has made substantial changes to the face of gaming in the province. The gaming branch and gaming commission have been reorganized, and there are new policies and procedures for licensed charitable gaming. As well, police, ministry staff, and special prosecutors investigated the dealings of the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society, which resulted in charges, convictions and fines. The final report of the commission was to have been due Aug. 31. However, the commission recently requested an extension of four months to Dec. 31 - the seventh extension since it was established. In addition, court proceedings have been launched challenging the commission’s jurisdiction to make adverse findings concerning the conduct of certain officials. The cost of the commission to date is about $6 million, and another $2 million could well be spent by year’s end, including publicly funded legal fees for some of the people who received notices of adverse findings from the commission,” Attorney General Plant continued. “I do not believe the taxpayers would be well served by this additional expenditure and delay. It’s simply not in the interest of the public, or the public purse, to continue with this inquiry. It’s time to close the book on the long nightmare of Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and move forward.” (News release no. 46, June 22, 2001: "Smith Commission told to wrap up Gaming Inquiry"). In 1999 former New Democratic Party cabinet minister Dave Stupich pleaded guilty to fraud, involving the misappropriation of an estimated $1 million from the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and was sentenced to serve two years less a day under house arrest.


Smith, Murray L.


Caption title.


At head of title: In the matter of the Inquiry Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 224 and, In the matter of a Commission appointed by Order in Council the 27th day of March 1997, to inquire into the regulation of the use of charitable gaming proceeds and assets of societies in British Columbia including activities of the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and any other politically-linked organizations. Available on the Internet.

http://www.libc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/347020/MSmith_statement.pdf

1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS

343 British Columbia. Gaming Policy Secretariat.

Cover title.
"July 14, 2000"
Available on the Internet.


344 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly.

Caption title.
"1995 Legislative Session: 4th Session, 35th Parliament. First reading."
Available on the Internet.

This Members bill was introduced on March 31, 1995 by the Liberal Opposition Member Harry de Jong. The Bill did not proceed beyond first reading.


Available on the Internet.


Charges announced in Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society investigation. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: Ministry of Attorney General, 1998. 2 leaves; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"98:47. May 5, 1998."
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377080/bcag_may_5_1998.pdf


Report and decision of John D. Taggart, Q.C., Special Prosecutor appointed pursuant to Section 7 of the Crown Counsel Act ... in the matter of allegations relating to certain payments made...
1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

following the resignation of Robert Arthur Williams from the Legislature of the Province of British Columbia. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Attorney General, 1998. 72 p. ; 28 cm.

"May 1998"
Includes attachment information regarding charges laid against David Daniel Stupich, Elizabeth Marlow, Joseph Denofreo and Marjorie Boggis.


Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"01:71. June 22, 2001."
Available on the Internet.


349 British Columbia. Premier.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For immediate release. April 24, 1996."
Available on the Internet.


350 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia : Her Majesty the Queen against David Daniel Stupich : reasons for sentence / Mr. Justice Josephson. -- Vancouver, B.C. : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 1999. 3 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
"Date: 19990903. Docket: CC990807. Registry: Vancouver."
"September 3, 1999"
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377231/s99_2089.txt


351 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia in the matter of the Judicial Review Act ... and in the matter of the decision of Celia Francis ... between:  the Attorney General of British Columbia, petitioner, and Information and Privacy Commissioner of British Columbia, Ted Hayes ... Brian Smith ... , respondents : between Robert C. Simson ... Brian Smith ... , petitioners, and, Information and Privacy Commissioner, Minister of Management Services and Royal British Columbia Museum, respondents : before The Honourable Mr. Justice Paris : reasons for judgment. --
1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NANAIMO COMMONWEALTH HOLDING SOCIETY AND USES OF GAMING PROCEEDS. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

[Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2004] [20] leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: British Columbia (Attorney General) v. British Columbia (Information and Privacy Commissioner) et al., 2004 BCSC 1597. Date: 20041203. Docket: L031378. Registry: Vancouver"
"Docket: L031340, L031346, L031349, L031350, L031353, L031355, L031356, L031358. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/pubdocs/docs/373027/In_the_Supreme_Court_of_British_Columbia.htm

Supreme Court Justice Ray Paris ruled the interim report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society and Uses of Gaming Proceeds was a draft report and thus was "the unfinished work of a rescinded public inquiry". He ruled on December 3, 2004 to keep the report sealed.


352 Henderson, A. G.

"April 30, 1994"; part II, "June 22, 1994".


Report by Ronald H. Parks.
Report to Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations.
Limited distribution; photocopied.


1996. BRITISH COLUMBIA INQUIRY INTO GASOLINE PRICING.

354 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 0624, May 16, 1996.

Commissioner: Mark K. Jaccard.

British Columbia Archives collection no. GR-3062. Records include correspondence, submissions, research material, clippings, notes and the report.
Retail gasoline prices in British Columbia rose by about 10 cents per litre during the Spring of 1996. In response to public concern the Government appointed Mark Jaccard, the Chair and CEO of the British Columbia Utilities Commission, to investigate gasoline pricing in the Province. His terms of reference were "to examine: factors that contribute to changes in the retail price of gasoline in B.C.; factors underlying the different retail prices charged for gasoline in different areas of B.C.; the fairness of, and economic rationale for, the price structure of gasoline at the refining, wholesale and retail levels in B.C.; the extent to which retail prices of gasoline reflect the cost of crude oil in domestic and international markets; the effectiveness of market competition in regulating gasoline prices to ensure fair prices for consumers; and the government's regulatory authority with respect to petroleum product prices."

(Final report, executive summary, p. i). The Inquiry lasted four months at an estimated cost of $130,000. The Commission issued an interim report on July 5, 1996, laying out the inquiry process and key research questions. It received submissions from stakeholders as well as collecting and analyzing data using its own research staff. On August 28, 1996 the Commission released its preliminary findings and sought feedback from interested parties. Jaccard released the final report on September 30, 1996. The report contained numerous recommendations to improve the fairness of gasoline pricing throughout the Province.

1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS' COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. - Continued

British Columbia Archives accession no. 93-3369-1>58. Commission records including contracted research reports.

1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS' COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS

Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia.

Background information: workers' compensation in British Columbia: a brief summary. --
Vancouver, B.C.: Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation, 1997. 3 p.; 28 cm.

Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/285784/RylComBakgrnd.pdf


Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia.
For the common good: 222 recommendations: Royal Commission reports on workers' compensation system. -- Vancouver, B.C.: Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia, 1999. 6 p.; 28 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: Commission news release.
Available on the Internet.
"Jan. 20/99."
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/rcwc_nr1.pdf
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/373022/rcwc_nr1.pdf


Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia.
For the common good: final report of the Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia. -- [Vancouver, B.C.]: Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia, [1999]. 3 v. + 5 charts on folded sheets.

Commission Chair: Gurmail S. Gill.
"January 20, 1999." --Letter of transmittal
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Not tabled.
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/report.htm
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/326840/report.htm

The Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia was mandated to examine the statutory framework, mandate, structure, organization, governance and administration of the provincial workers' compensation system. Through extensive public hearings the Commission sought to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current system and to define the future of workers' compensation in the province. This royal commission was the fourth to review the compensation system since the three-member Pineo Select Committee of 1915, which had led to the Province's first Workmen's Compensation Act in 1916. The first royal commission, initiated under the Liberal Government of Duff Pattullo, with Chief Justice Gordon Sloan of the Appeal Court of British Columbia as the sole commissioner, was appointed July 1, 1941. It released its report on September 15, 1942. Justice Sloan was appointed by the Byron Johnson Coalition Government to head a second royal commission in June 1949. His report was tabled February 20, 1952. British Columbia's third royal commission on workers' compensation was established on February 1, 1962, with the final report tabled January 27, 1966.

This, the fourth royal commission on workers' compensation, was struck on April 30, 1996. On November 7, 1996 Gurmail Singh Gill, a B.C. Provincial Court Judge, was appointed to head a three-member Commission. The other Commissioners were Oksana Exell, former director of the B.C. and Yukon chapter of the Canadian Federation of Independent Business, and Gerry Stoney, former president of the IWA-Canada. The Commission traveled to 38 communities, held 56 public
meetings, received 2,036 written submissions, and produced numerous research papers over 26 months. The Commission's goal was to create a more equitable, efficient and effective workers compensation system for all British Columbians. The Commission's first report "Report on sections 2 and 3 (a) of the Commission's terms of reference" was released on October 31, 1997. Its final report, running 1,348 pages, praised the Workers' Compensation Board's fiscal responsibility, but noted the Board lacked direction from its Board of Governors and failed in its mandate to provide fair and equitable benefits to injured workers. The Commissioners recommended improvements to the Workers' Compensation Board's administration and service delivery, as well as suggestions for clarifying and improving delivery of compensation benefits. The Commission's work resulted in amendments to the Workers' Compensation Act and occupational and safety regulations, as well as the implementation of an ongoing system of policy and regulatory review under the direction of the Workers' Compensation Board.
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This first report, with more than 60 recommendations, called for a separate occupational health and safety statute that would see the promulgation of regulations shift from the Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) to the Provincial Government. The report outlined a legislative framework for occupational health and safety, as well as a regulatory review process, which would be ongoing and completed every three years, keeping up with changes in the workplace. More generous fatality benefits were also recommended.
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This index lists the briefing documents prepared by the Workers' Compensation Board of British Columbia, Policy and Regulation Development Bureau on topics that may fall within the Royal Commission's terms of reference. Each paper covers a general subject area, for example, pensions and rehabilitation. The papers summarize past history, discuss general principles, compare the B.C. system with other jurisdictions and summarize particular issues. Their purpose is to give background information that will orientate the Commission or others to some major issues.
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465 Submission to the Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia : attachment B : factual overview of selected evaluation activity at the WCB. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia], 1998. 23 p.; 29 cm.

Addition to title by Cataloguer.
Attachments A, B and D published; Attachment C not published.
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345631/McdavidSemmens_attachB.pdf


466 Submission to the Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia : attachment D : an assessment of program evaluation activities for the case management initiative in the BC Workers’ Compensation Board. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia], 1998. 22 p.; 29 cm.

Addition to title by Cataloguer.
Available on the Internet.
"May 15, 1998"
Attachments A, B and D published; Attachment C not published.
Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345633/McDavid_Semmens.pdf

1. Workers’ Compensation Board of British Columbia -- Evaluation. 2. Workers’ compensation --
1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS’ COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RESEARCH REPORTS - Continued

British Columbia. I. Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia.

467 Thomason, Terry.

http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345611/Thomason_Benefits_Rationale.pdf


468 Thorau, Kim.
Comparative review of occupational health and safety in Canadian jurisdictions / prepared for Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia ; prepared by Kim Thorau ; Perrin, Thorau & Associates Ltd. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation in British Columbia], 1997. 88, [ca. 8] p. ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/perrin-thorau-review-ohs.pdf

1. Industrial hygiene -- Canada. 2. Industrial hygiene -- British Columbia. 3. Workers’ compensation -- British Columbia. I. Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia. II. Perrin, Thorau & Associates Ltd. III. Title.

469 Tunks, Eldon.
Natural history and efficacy of treatment of chronic pain arising from musculoskeletal injury / Eldon Tunks, Joan Crook and Mikaela Crook. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia], 1998. 38, [ca. 18] p. ; 29 cm.

Available on the Internet. includes bibliographical references.

1. Musculoskeletal system -- Wounds and injuries -- Treatment. 2. Chronic pain -- Treatment. 3. Workers’ compensation -- British Columbia. I. Crook, Joan M. (Joan Marie), 1937- II. Crook, Mikaela. III. Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia. IV. Title.

470 Wallbank, Rosemary.
Terms of reference item 3(c) relating to rehabilitation and re-employment matters : final report / submitted by Rosemary Wallbank, the October Group, Nancy Cameron, John Sehmer. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia], 1998. 414 p. ; 30 cm.

http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/wallbank01.pdf
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/wallbank02.pdf
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/352071/index.htm


471 Weltz, Angela.
The organizational capacity of the Workers’ Compensation Board of British Columbia : a human
1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS’ COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RESEARCH REPORTS - Continued


Available on the Internet.
"December 7, 1998"
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/weltz-grover.pdf
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345622/weltz_grover.pdf


Caption title.
Issued by Institute for Work and Health.
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.


473 William M. Mercer Limited.

Available on the Internet.
"June 4, 1998"
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/mercer-parta.pdf
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345620/mercerparta.pdf


474 William M. Mercer Limited.

Available on the Internet.
"June 4, 1998"
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/mercer-partb.pdf


475 Worker employability and earning capacity. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia, 1998] 11 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Running title: Report to the Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia.
Available on the Internet.
1996. ROYAL COMMISSION ON WORKERS' COMPENSATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS. RESEARCH REPORTS - Continued


476 Worker radiation health protection / submitted to the Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia ; prepared by the OHS Legal Research Team (Legal Consultants) being: George K. Bryce and George R. Heinmiller. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Royal Commission on Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia]. 1997: 12 leaves ; 28 cm.

"Follow-up report #2."
Available on the Internet.
"September 29, 1997"
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/rcwc/research/Followup2Health.PDF
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/345553/Followup2Health.pdf


1997. BC UNITY PANEL.

477 History and mandate:

Appointed October 25, 1997 by Premier Glen Clark.

Commissioners:  Jake Kerr and Alice McQuade.

Location of submissions and original transcripts unknown.

1997. BC UNITY PANEL. REPORT


"February 12, 1998"
Commissioners:  Jake Kerr and Alice McQuade.
On cover: BC's unity talks.
Portions also available on the Internet.
Not tabled.
Unable to determine location for original transcripts and submissions of panel.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/317429/index.htm

In September 1997, nine Premiers and the two Territorial Leaders met in Calgary to consider the state of Canadian unity. Their deliberations ended with the establishment of seven principles which they hoped would guide discussions on renewing the Canadian federation. These principles became known as the Calgary Framework, and each leader committed to return to his Province or Territory to consult with citizens for their views on the Framework. (Report executive summary).

On October 25, 1997, Premier Glen Clark appointed the BC Unity Panel to tour the Province to find out what citizens thought about national unity and British Columbia's place in the federation of Canada. The Unity Panel, consisting of 22 private citizens and elected officials (MLAs and MPs, from all parties), embarked on the most extensive consultation process on national unity in the Province's history. The Panel sought the opinions of British Columbians and heard concerns on other issues deemed important to national unity. The Province's citizens strongly supported the Calgary Declaration and its seven principles. They also identified other issues of importance to them in the national unity debate. The majority wanted Quebec to remain part of Canada. Concerns over the equality of provinces, discrepancies in transfer payments and a lack of British Columbia representation in the federal system were voiced in every part of the Province. (Report letter of transmittal).

On May 19, 1998 the British Columbia Legislative Assembly endorsed the Calgary Framework on Canadian Unity.

1997. BC UNITY PANEL. REPORT - Continued

VI. Title: BC's unity talks. VII. Title: Framework for discussion on Canadian unity.

1997. BC UNITY PANEL. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS


Letter of transmittal and errata sheets attached to Consensus report.
"The Reference Group came together in accordance with the terms of the National Unity Project undertaken by Gordon Wilson at the request of the British Columbia Government. The group reviewed three papers submitted by Gordon Gibson, John Munro and Gordon Wilson." Cf. Consensus report.
Tabled: July 30, 1997.
Some volumes out-of-print.

This major study on British Columbia and Canadian unity was completed in July 1997 and laid the groundwork for the BC Unity Panel, which was struck in October 1997.
ISBN: 0772633614 (set)


480 British Columbia. Premier.

Available on the Internet.


481 Petter, Andrew.

Available on the Internet.

1997. BC UNITY PANEL. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

482 Premiers' Meeting (1997 : Calgary, Alta.)

Commonly referred to as The Calgary Framework, or The Calgary Declaration.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/320161/canadians_on_unity.pdf


1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION.

483 History and mandate:


Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 93-5972-1>11. Collection consists of Commission records, including audiotapes of interviews, copy of the Commission website on CD, office files and maps on CDs.

The Act established a permanent three-person Commission to review electoral districts of the Province and to report to the Legislature after every second general election. The three Commissioners must be as follows: 1) a judge or retired judge of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, and who is nominated by the Lieutenant Governor; 2) a person who is not a member of the Legislative Assembly or an employee of the Government and who is nominated by the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, after consultation with the Premier and the Leader of the Official Opposition; and 3) the Chief Electoral Officer appointed under the Election Act, as required by s. 2(c). The Commissioners, so appointed, were respectively, Chief Judge Wood, retired judge of the British Columbia Court of Appeal, Reverend Hough, and Chief Electoral Officer Robert Patterson.

1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION. REPORTS


Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.

This leaflet describes the Commission's purpose, with dates and locations of community public hearings.


"June 3, 1999"
Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.
Available on the Internet.
Tabled: June 3, 1999.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/Public/PubDocs/bcdocs/330393/1999ebcommrpt.pdf
1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION. REPORTS - Continued

I. Wood, Josiah.  II. Patterson, Robert.  III. Hough, Katherine.  IV. Title.  V. Title: British Columbia Electoral Boundaries Commission report to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.


"December 3, 1998"
Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/Public/Pubdocs/bcdocs/325804/1998ebcommrpt.pdf

The Commission was appointed under the Electoral Boundaries Commission Act, which required that an independent commission be appointed after every second general election to review and make proposals to the Legislative Assembly regarding the Province's electoral districts. The Commission was to make proposals regarding the area, boundaries, names and number (which must not be less than 75 and no more than 81) of electoral districts in British Columbia. (Report, 1998, p. 9). To ensure fair representation the Commission was guided by the principle of representation by population, with the objective being to have an equal number of people in each electoral district (the "electoral quota"). The last changes to British Columbia's electoral boundaries were made in 1989, after the Royal Commission on Electoral Boundaries recommended changes in their final report tabled in December 1989. The 1997 Electoral Boundaries Commission submitted its report to the Legislative Assembly on December 3, 1998. The Commission then held 46 public hearings in 44 different communities. On June 3, 1999 the Commission tabled amendments to their initial report. It recommended an increase from 75 to 79 electoral districts to compensate for population growth in the Lower Mainland. Several other districts were realigned. The Amendments report augmented, but did not supersede the first report, as both reports were intended to be read together. These recommendations were implemented in a new Electoral Districts Act (S.B.C. 1999, c. 31) which received Royal Assent on July 15, 1999. New electoral districts came into effect on April 18, 2001, with the dissolution of the 36th Parliament.

I. Wood, Josiah.  II. Patterson, Robert.  III. Hough, Katherine.  IV. Title.  V. Title: British Columbia Electoral Boundaries Commission report to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.


"August 12/98"
Commissioners: Josiah Wood, Katherine Hough and Robert Patterson.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/324071/electoral_wrap.pdf

News release contains frequently asked questions about the Commission.

1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT.

History and mandate:

Appointed under the Legislative Procedure Review Act (R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 231).

Commissioner: E. George MacMinn.

Chapter 1, section 1 of the Act stated: "The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly is appointed,
1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. - Continued

and subject to this Act continues to act as a special commissioner to investigate, inquire into
and, if considered advisable, make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly respecting the
usages, customs, practices and procedures of the Legislative Assembly, the rules, Standing Orders
and the conduct of business of the Legislative Assembly, the Parliaments of the United Kingdom
and of Canada and other legislative bodies the Speaker considers advisable."

1997. BRITISH COLUMBIA. LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE REVIEW ACT. REPORT

489 MacMinn, E. George.
Parliamentary practice in British Columbia / by E. George MacMinn. -- 3rd ed. -- Victoria, B.C. :

Includes bibliographical references and index.
Not tabled.

Mr. George MacMinn, Clerk of the House, produced this 3rd edition of the Standing Orders of the
British Columbia Legislative Assembly, together with rules of practice. Previous editions were
ISBN: 077263095X

Legislative Assembly. Standing orders. 3. Parliamentary practice -- British Columbia. I.
British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Office of the Clerk. II. British Columbia. Legislative
Procedure Review Act. III. Title.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PECKFORD INQUIRY.

490 History and mandate:

Appointed by the Premier Glen Clark August 27, 1998.

Commissioner: Brian Peckford.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PECKFORD INQUIRY. REPORTS

A question of balance : the 1998 Fraser River sockeye run : initial report of the Peckford
p. ; 28 cm.

"September 25, 1998"
"The Peckford Inquiry".
Not tabled.

"At the end of August [1998], a large group of BC fishermen had taken their boats to the water
and were preparing to blockade Seymour Narrows near Campbell River to draw attention to their
belief that the Department of Fisheries and Oceans had created unnecessary hardship for their
families and their communities. These fishermen asked the Federal Minister of Fisheries to
listen to their legitimate concerns. He refused to meet with them. On August 27th, the Premier
of British Columbia met with the organizing committee of these fishermen in Campbell River. The
fishermen agreed not to blockade the Narrows in return for an inquiry into the management of
the 1998 fishery. Premier Clark asked me [Peckford] to lead this Inquiry and review the
management of the 1998 Fraser River sockeye fishery." (p. 1). In the public hearings and written
submissions "people publicly stated their frustration and confusion about what was happening in
fishing-dependent communities, and their belief that the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
was directly responsible." (p. 1). In spite of this, the federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans representatives refused to meet or cooperate with the Commissioner. The initial report
contains Peckford's brief analysis of the Fraser River fishery and some observations on the
current situation. He recommended that the federal government provide financial assistance to
fishermen, crew and processing plant workers who had been adversely affected by the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans 1998 Fraser River Sockeye Plan. He also recommended that the federal and
provincial governments establish a joint working arrangement to develop policies and programs for
the Pacific salmon fishery. The Pacific Salmon Treaty between the United States and Canada
should also be reviewed.
ISBN: 0772637490
1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PECKFORD INQUIRY. REPORTS - Continued


"The Peckford Inquiry."
Not tabled.

Brian Peckford, former Premier of Newfoundland, was appointed August 27, 1998 to find solutions to the mounting frustration expressed by fishermen and workers in the fishing industry. This frustration was largely directed at the federal Department of Fisheries and Ocean's management and conservation policies. During the Commission's public hearings the themes of accountability, independence, sharing of decision making, and the aboriginal fishery recurred as major concerns. The final report contained 38 recommendations. He urged the federal government to provide similar compensation programs to fishermen and their families on the Pacific coast that they provided on the East coast when government actions created similar hardship. He reiterated his recommendations from his initial report regarding federal-provincial cooperation, and that Pacific Salmon Treaty negotiations with the United States be re-activated. Substantive and meaningful consultations with the First Nations were essential. "Frankly put, the salmon fishery will not work effectively without the full and active participation of the First Nations. Furthermore, there must be direct local involvement [of] native and non-native in the management of this fishery." (p. 31). Peckford proposed "the establishment, with the approval of First Nations, the Government of Canada and the Government of British Columbia, a new Agency that would replace the existing functions of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the newly created Provincial Ministry of Fisheries. The new Agency would be established through legislation of the Parliament of Canada and the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia, and it would be located in British Columbia. (p. 30-31). Peckford concluded "The most important over riding [sic] point of this exercise is a new structure, with specific local, communal power sharing with other partners and individual ownership, encompassed in the principles of sustainability and bio-diversity". (p. 44).
ISBN: 0772637512

British Columbia Archives accession no. 93-2998-1>2. Commission records.

Commission also known as Inquiry Into Six Mile Ranch, Kamloops on the Lake Resort.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PERRY COMMISSION.

493 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 47, dated January 16, 1998. Also appointed pursuant to the Agricultural Land Commission Act (R.S.B.C 1996, c. 10, s. 43(1)).

Commissioner: David Perry.

British Columbia Archives accession no. 93-2998-1>2. Commission records.

Commission also known as Inquiry Into Six Mile Ranch, Kamloops on the Lake Resort.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PERRY COMMISSION. REPORTS

494 British Columbia. Perry Commission.


"February 23, 1998"
Pagebrook, Inc. wanted to build a large-scale resort, including a marina, golf course, and 950 units of housing on Six Mile Ranch, located west of Kamloops on the shores of Kamloops Lake. The proposal would require that a portion of the land to be excluded from the Agricultural Land Reserve. Pagebrook applied to the Agricultural Land Commission for this exclusion. The ALC determined the proposal was unsuitable for the site and rejected the applications for exclusion and for special use of ALR land. After rejection of the proposal the Ministry of Agriculture retained Murray Rankin, a Victoria lawyer, to assist in developing a revised proposal. Rankin completed his report in December 1997, in which he recommended that Cabinet should declare the proposal to be in the ‘provincial interest’. Cabinet exercised their discretion under Agricultural Land Commission Act, sections 39-43 to declare the proposal of ‘provincial interest’. Although their declaration was “final and binding” according to section 42(2) of the ALC Act, Cabinet appointed David Perry on January 16, 1998 to investigate the application through a public hearing process. "The mandate of such a Commission of Inquiry is significantly wider than that given to the ALC, as the Inquiry must investigate "probable environmental, economic, social, cultural and heritage effects, and, without limitation, the agricultural effects" of the application (s. 43(1) of the ALC Act."

The Commissioner held hearings in Kamloops and Vancouver and received more than 600 oral and written submissions. Perry recommended that Cabinet approve the proposal for a resort on Six Mile Ranch, however if certain requirements and time frames were not met, Cabinet should withdraw its approval. The Commissioner recommended some steps to ensure the Perry Commission did not become a precedent for developers to avoid the Agricultural Land Reserve. They "included creating a definition of 'provincial interest' with the help of the Agricultural Land Commission and incorporating the definition into the Agricultural Land Commission Act or its regulations; appointing an environmental assessment board; and clarifying the balancing test of competing interests that form 'provincial interest'." (British Columbia. Perry Commission. Six Mile Ranch recommendations released, February 27, 1998 (news release)).
1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PERRY COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

Commissioner: H.A.D. Oliver.
Available on the Internet.
Tabled: June 4, 1998.
Limited distribution.


497 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture and Food.
Includes: Six Mile Ranch backgrounder.
Available on the Internet.


498 British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
Available on the Internet.


499 Rankin, T. Murray.
"December 12, 1997"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


"28 November 1997"
Report attributed to Brian French, RBF Land Resource Consultants Ltd. by the press.
Report prepared for and released by Murray Rankin.
Limited distribution; photocopy.
1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. PERRY COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION.

501 History and mandate:


Commissioner: Derek Thompson.

Numerous technical reports prepared by and for the Commission are not included in this Checklist, and are no longer available. The Legislative Library does not have these reports. Refer to document listed below entitled: Report listings.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION. REPORTS


Commissioner: Derek Thompson.

Not tabled.

In June of 1998 the British Columbia Government announced that SkyTrain would be extended along the Broadway-Lougheed-Coquitlam-New Westminster corridor. On September 17, 1998, (with terms of reference dated September 16, 1998) Cathy McGregor, Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks and Minister responsible for the Environmental Assessment Office, established an independent review by Special Commissioner Derek Thompson to address environmental issues related to the construction and operation of the Lower Mainland’s new SkyTrain link. Thompson, the assistant deputy minister responsible for the Land Use Co-ordination Office, had 25 years experience with land use and community consultation processes around the Province. Project Assessment Director David Johns of the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office and his staff assisted the Commissioner and provided technical and administrative support. “In appointing the Special Commissioner the provincial Cabinet framed a mandate for the SkyTrain Review.” (Interim report, Terms of Reference, p. 14). The provincial government made the decision to use ALRT (SkyTrain) technology and to accelerate the rapid transit project, and had set up the Rapid Transit Project Office to undertake the construction of the new SkyTrain. The Commission’s mandate was to review environmental issues related to construction and operation of the proposed SkyTrain project; to oversee a public consultation process to provide advice and recommendations on SkyTrain routes and related environmental impacts; to develop recommendations for preventing and mitigating any environmental impacts; and to continue to provide ongoing independent follow-up and monitoring throughout the design phase of the project. The Commissioner issued an Interim Report in December 1998 and its final report in May 1999. The final report identified the potential environmental impacts of the SkyTrain extension project and outlined what actions were required by the Rapid Transit Project Office in order to meet federal and provincial standards. The Commissioner also developed a proposal for a Community Legacy Program to provide lasting benefits for the neighbourhoods along the new route. This program included a regional greenway network for walking and cycling. The Commissioner also recommended that the Government confirm their commitment to future completion of the "T" line to Coquitlam and Port Moody.


1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION. REPORTS - Continued


Caption title.
"May 12, 1999"
Includes: Highlights of SkyTrain Community Legacy Program.
Available on the Internet.


"December 1998"
Commissioner: Derek Thompson.
Not tabled.
Issued in December 1998, the Interim Report identified the principal biophysical and urban environmental issues requiring further analysis, including crime and safety, biophysical environment, noise and vibration, visual impacts and aesthetics, and station integration and connectivity.


Caption title.
"September 17, 1998"
Includes: Provincial Special Commission with staff from EA Office to review SkyTrain extension : terms of reference.
Available on the Internet.


Caption title.


Caption title.
1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION. REPORTS - Continued

"Last update: May 19, 1999"
"This page contains a complete listing of all reports available on this website"
Available on the Internet.
llbc url
Library does not have these technical reports. Report links broken on original website.

I. Title.
Prepared by SNC Lavalin, Transportation Division.
"May 1998"
Available on the Internet.

2. Local transit -- British Columbia -- Vancouver Metropolitan Area.
4. Urban transportation -- British Columbia -- Vancouver Metropolitan Area.

Caption title.
"September 29, 1998"
Includes: Public consultation chronology : rapid transit project.
Available on the Internet.

I. Title. II. Title: Information bulletin (British Columbia. SkyTrain Extension Review. Special Commission) IV. Title: News release (British Columbia. SkyTrain Extension Review. Special Commission) V. Title: Public consultation chronology : rapid transit project.

Prepared by Norecol Dames & Moore.
"August 1998"
Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/326547/skytrainreview.pdf
Printed from the Internet.

I. Title. II. Title: Special Commission, SkyTrain Review : information bulletin III. Title: Information bulletin (British Columbia. SkyTrain Extension Review. Special Commission) IV. Title: News release (British Columbia. SkyTrain Extension Review. Special Commission) V. Title: Public consultation chronology : rapid transit project.

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORT

1998. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SKYTRAIN EXTENSION REVIEW. SPECIAL COMMISSION. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

"November 1987"
Available on the Internet.
Public report no. 8


1998. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

512 History and mandate:


Commissioner: David Barrett.


This is the first Barrett Commission. The second Barrett Commission, appointed in 1999, was referred to as Part II. This first Barrett Commission was not called "Part I", as the appointment of a second inquiry was not foreseen at that time.

1998. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORT


"June 1998"
Available on the Internet.
This is the report of the first Barrett Commission; in 1999 Barrett was appointed to a second Commission of Inquiry. This second inquiry published its reports in 2000, calling them Part II. Tabled: June 18, 1998.
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/condo/
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/321749/Barrett1_contents.pdf

Dave Barrett, former Premier of British Columbia under the New Democratic Party Government 1972-1975 was appointed to review "the adequacy of protection, and accountability to, consumers for faulty condominium construction, and to determine the reasons for, and the factors contributing to, faulty construction". (Order in Council). The Commission was also asked to recommend any measures needed to ensure consumer protection and accountability for this construction. The Commission was created in response to public pressure for the Government to address the "leaky condo" situation in which water damage was making condominiums unlivable. The public wanted to know who was at fault and who was going to pay for the huge repair bills facing owners. The Commission held extensive public hearings and received numerous written submissions. "Presentations were made by condominium owners, strata council representatives as well as individuals, and groups involved in various public and private sector aspects of the industry. In total, more than 730 written submissions were received. In addition, the Commission reviewed existing legislation, public and private reports, and the approaches of other jurisdictions regarding effective residential construction activity." (Final report, Executive summary). The Commissioner's report included proposed draft legislation. The Government responded by enacting the Homeowner Protection Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 196) and setting up the Homeowner Protection Office.

1998. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
REPORT. RELATED REPORTS

514 British Columbia.
Restoring confidence - protecting consumers: Provincial response to the Barrett Commission. --

Available on the Internet.
Accompanied by 3 news releases: Provincial response to the Barrett Commission: Highlights (July
13, 1998) -- Barrett Commission report received (June 17, 1998) -- Dave Barrett appointed to
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/324085/restoring_confidence.pdf

Building failures -- British Columbia. 4. Building -- Contracts and specifications -- British
Columbia. 5. Condominiums -- British Columbia. 6. Construction industry -- Corrupt practices --
British Columbia. 7. Warranty -- British Columbia. I. Barrett, Dave, 1930-. II. Commission of
Inquiry into the Quality of Condominium Construction in British Columbia. III. Title. IV.
Title: Barrett Commission report received. V. Title: Dave Barrett appointed to investigate leaky
condo problem. VI. Title: Provincial response to the Barrett Commission: Highlights.

515 British Columbia. Building Policy Section.
Building envelope failure issues and the BC Building Code. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: Building Policy
Section, Corporate Policy Branch, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1998. 16 p.; 28 cm.

"June 1998"
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/327615/building_envelope.pdf

Building failures -- British Columbia. 4. Building -- Contracts and specifications -- British
Columbia. 5. Condominiums -- British Columbia. 6. Construction industry -- Corrupt practices --
British Columbia. 7. Warranty -- British Columbia. I. Title. II. Title: British Columbia

516 British Columbia. Building Policy Section.
Building envelopes and the BC Building Code: a review / prepared by Building Policy Section,
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: The Section, 1997 [i.e. 1998] 9
p.; 28 cm.

"Jan. 12, 1997" [i.e. 1998]
Available on the Internet.

Building failures -- British Columbia. 4. Building -- Contracts and specifications -- British
Columbia. 5. Condominiums -- British Columbia. 6. Construction industry -- Corrupt practices --
British Columbia. 7. Warranty -- British Columbia. I. Title. II. Title: British Columbia

517 British Columbia. Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations.
New act improves condo operations - MacPhail. -- [Victoria]: British Columbia, Ministry of
Finance and Corporate Relations, 1998. 1, 1 p.; 28 cm.

Available on the Internet.

-- British Columbia. 4. Condominiums -- Law and legislation -- British Columbia. I. MacPhail,
Joy. II. Title.

Province implements Barrett Commission recommendations: Kwan introduces Homeowner Protection

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Accompanied by: [Backgrounder] Restoring confidence, protecting consumers: Provincial response
to the Barrett Commission: Highlights.
1998. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORT. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

"July 13, 1998"
"File number: MA 98-040"
Available on the Internet.
Refers to: Barrett Commission: Commission of Inquiry into the Quality of Condominium Construction in British Columbia.
"... to assist owners of leaky condos ..."-p. 1.


1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY.

519 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Members' Conflict of Interest Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 287) on March 17, 1999 at the request of the Executive Council.

Commissioner: H.A.D. Oliver.

Commission name established by Compiler for purpose of this Checklist.

On March 5, 1999 Premier Glen Clark asked the Conflict of Interest Commissioner, H.A.D. Oliver, to investigate whether he was in a conflict of interest in his Government's granting of approval-in-principle for a proposed charitable casino for the North Burnaby Inn. On March 17, 1999 Oliver received the same request from Cabinet, acting at Clark's behest, to conduct a full investigation and inquiry into whether the Premier was in a conflict of interest in granting a conditional charity casino licence to the North Burnaby Inn. A request under s.19 of the Members' Conflict of Interest Act entitled the Commissioner to conduct an inquiry, with the same powers to summon witnesses and documents and question witnesses under oath as a Commissioner appointed under the Inquiry Act.

1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY. REPORTS

520 British Columbia. Commissioner of Conflict of Interest.

Interim opinion [as to whether Cabinet had made a decision to grant an approval-in-principle of a gaming licence for the North Burnaby Inn]. -- Victoria, B.C. : Office of the Conflict of Interest Commissioner, 1999. [2], 1 p. ; 28 cm.

"March 8, 1999"
Commissioner: H.A.D. Oliver.
Title supplied by cataloger.


521 British Columbia. Commissioner of Conflict of Interest.

Opinion of the Conflict of Interest Commissioner pursuant to s.19(3) of the Members' Conflict of Interest Act in the matter of a request by the Executive Council and an inquiry pursuant to s.21 of the Members' Conflict of Interest Act into whether the Honourable Glen Clark, M.L.A. has been in breach of any of the sections of the Members' Conflict of Interest Act in connection with the granting of approval-in-principle of a gaming licence for the North Burnaby Inn/545738 B.C. Ltd. -- Victoria, B.C. : Office of the Conflict of Interest Commissioner, 2001. 1 v. (various pagings : [ca. 108 p.]) ; 29 cm.

Cover title.
Commissioner: H.A.D. Oliver. Cf. P. 92, main section.
"January 25, 2001"
Contents: Appendix A: Ruling on application of Derrick Luu for funding of council fees -- Appendix B: Ruling on application of Pacific Press, Publisher of the Vancouver Sun -- Indemnity
On March 5, 1999 Premier Glen Clark asked the Conflict of Interest Commissioner, H.A.D. Oliver, to investigate his role in a casino licence granting matter. On March 17, 1999 Oliver received a request from Cabinet, acting at Clark's behest, to conduct a full investigation and inquiry into whether the premier was in a conflict of interest in the granting of a conditional charity casino licence to the North Burnaby Inn. A request under s.19 of the Members' Conflict of Interest Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 287) entitled the Commissioner to conduct an inquiry, with the same powers to summon witnesses and documents and question witnesses under oath as a Commissioner appointed under the Inquiry Act. The last such full-fledged inquiry conducted by a Conflict of Interest Commissioner was in 1991 when then-Commissioner Ted Hughes [Hughes Inquiry] found Premier Bill Vander Zalm was in conflict for mixing personal and government business in the sale of Fantasy Gardens Inc. This led to the Premier's resignation. On November 19, 2002 Oliver presented his opinion report to the Legislative Assembly, finding that "Mr. Clark breached section 3 of the Act, by exercising an official power when he was in an apparent conflict of interest, and section 7 of the Act, by accepting a personal benefit that was connected directly or indirectly with the performance of his duties of office". (Opinion, January 25, 2001). As to a monetary penalty Oliver noted: "In considering an appropriate monetary penalty in this case, however, it is my conclusion that little need be added to the penalty which has been imposed by the course of events. The criminal investigation in relation to this matter led to Mr. Clark's resignation as Premier. He has thus already paid the ultimate political price. In addition, Mr. Clark has now been charged criminally and will face the adverse publicity of a public trial." (p. 90). In the criminal trial that followed Glen Clark was subsequently found not guilty.


Consists of Letter from PricewaterhouseCoopers outlining the casino request-for-proposals. Also correspondence between the provincial government and the proponents of the North Burnaby Inn.


1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SUPREME COURT

524 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen, against Dimitrios Pilarinos and Glen David Clark and BCTV, a division of Global Communications Limited ... [et al.] : reasons for judgment on application for expanded media coverage of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2001. 39 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: R. v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2001 BCSC 1332"
"Date: 20010925. Docket: CC0011402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
"Date and place of hearing: September 10-14, 2001".
Printed from the Internet.


525 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and Glen David Clark : preliminary ruling on the co-conspirators exception to the hearsay rule of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2002. 15 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2002 BCSC 855"
"Date: 20020607. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


526 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and Glen David Clark : reasons for judgment of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2002. 50 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2002 BCSC 1267"
"Date: 20020829. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


527 British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and Glen David Clark : ruling on authorization to intercept private communications of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2001. 44 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY. REPORTS.
RELATED REPORTS. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SUPREME COURT - Continued

"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2001 BCSC 1690"
"Date: 200111204. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/356009/2001BCSC1690.htm

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --  
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

528       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and  
Glen David Clark : ruling on constitutional validity of section 122 of the Criminal Code of the  
Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2002. 19 p. ;  
28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos & Clark. 2002 BCSC 452"
"Date: 20020326. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --  
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

529       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and  
Glen David Clark : ruling on the admissibility of the "overhear conversations" of the Honourable  

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos & Clark. 2002 BCSC 798"
"Date: 20020524. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --  
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

530       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and  
Glen David Clark : ruling on the application for the release of the transcript of Glen Clark's  
evidence from the conflict of interest inquiry of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. --  
Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2002. 4 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2002 BCSC 867"
"Date: 20020607. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --  
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

531       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and  
Glen David Clark : ruling on the motion for a directed verdict of the Honourable Madam Justice  
Bennett. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2002. 11 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2002 BCSC 810"
"Date: 20020528. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
1999. BRITISH COLUMBIA. NORTH BURNABY INN CASINO LICENCE CONFLICT OF INTEREST INQUIRY. REPORTS.
RELATED REPORTS. BRITISH COLUMBIA. SUPREME COURT - Continued

Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

532       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Her Majesty the Queen against Dimitrios Pilarinos and
Glen David Clark : supplemental reasons for judgment of the Honourable Madam Justice Bennett. --
Vancouver : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2001. 6 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Citation: HMTQ v. Pilarinos and Clark. 2001 BCSC 1725"
"Date: 20011211. Docket: CC001402. Registry: Vancouver"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

   -- Burnaby.  4. Conflict of interests -- British Columbia.  5. Gambling -- Government policy --
   British Columbia -- Burnaby.  I. Bennett, Elizabeth.  II. Title.

533       British Columbia. Supreme Court.
Warrant to search. -- Vancouver : British Columbia Supreme Court, 1999. 3 leaves ; 28 cm.

Dated the 2nd day of March, 1999. -- Cf p. 3
Caption title.
Warrant to search Premier Glen Clark's house.
Signed by Justice P.D. Dohm.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/332902/warrant_to_search.pdf

   Vancouver.  4. Prime ministers -- British Columbia -- Dwellings.  I. Dohm, Patrick D.  II. Title.

534       Clark, Glen David, 1957-
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia in the matter of the Judicial Review Procedure Act
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241 and a petition for relief in the nature of certiorari and in the matter of
an application to quash search warrant BLO127, a warrant to search the residence located at 3454
Anzio Drive, Vancouver, B.C. issued by the Honourable Associate Chief Justice P.D. Dohm March
2, 1999 in The Supreme Court British Columbia holden at Vancouver, British Columbia between: Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Clark and : Her Majesty the Queen. -- Vancouver : Supreme Court of British
Columbia, 1999. 15 leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"August 20, 1999"
"Date: 19990820 ; Docket: BL0146, Registry : Vancouver"
Includes: Petition to the court; Notice of hearing of petition; Affidavit; Letter from Mike
Farnworth, Minister of Employment and Investment.
Available on the Internet.

   Supreme Court. Ill. Title.

535       Information to obtain a search warrant. -- Vancouver : [British Columbia Supreme Court], 1999. 98
   leaves ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
Information presented to obtain a warrant to search Premier Glen Clark's house.

   Vancouver.  4. Prime ministers -- British Columbia -- Dwellings.  I. British Columbia. Supreme
   Court.
History and mandate:


Commissioner: David Barrett.


This second Barrett Commission, appointed in 1999, was referred to as Part II. The first Barrett Commission, appointed in 1998, was not called "Part I", as the appointment of a second inquiry was not foreseen at that time.
and accountability to homeowners for faulty condominium construction; the causes for the financial failure of New Home Warranty of British Columbia Inc.; and the impacts on homeowners, the industry and the economy because of this situation. The Commission was to make recommendations for necessary changes in legislation, regulations, and administrative practices. The reconvening of the inquiry was precipitated by the failure of New Home Warranty of British Columbia Inc., (NHW), the province’s primary insurer of new residential construction. The Commission held 50 public hearings, heard 180 presenters and received 336 submissions. In his final report Barrett urged immediate financial support for homeowners, many facing financial disaster as a result of the "leaky condo syndrome" and proposed that compensation and reconstruction funds be set up. In response to the report findings, the Government improved construction industry licensing requirements, required mandatory third-party home warranty insurance for builders, and offered no-interest reconstruction loans to qualified applicants.

1999. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE QUALITY OF CONDOMINIUM CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA (1999). REPORTS. RELATED REPORT

543 Ramsay, Shayne.

"September 17, 1999".
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/334666/presentation_barrett.htm


2000. COMMISSION ON THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND DOCTORS IN THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

544 History and mandate:

Appointed under the Inquiry Act by Order in Council no. 1384, dated October 5, 2000.

Commissioner: Judith Korbin.

2000. COMMISSION ON THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND DOCTORS IN THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS

545 Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia.
The final report of the Korbin Commission. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia, 2000. 84 leaves ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Cataloguer title: Final report of the Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia.
Judith Korbin, Commissioner.--Foreword.
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Not tabled.
Printed from the Internet.

The Inquiry was called to resolve a dispute with the Province's doctors that had resulted in doctors withdrawing their services from 18 hospitals to protest low on-call pay, lack of funding to recruit and retain doctors and poor hospital resources. A government-appointed mediation team recommended little more than the $40-million package doctors had already rejected. (Times Colonist, Friday, December 22, 2000, p. A4: "B.C. commissioner recommends changes in bargaining for doctors"). Judith Korbin was appointed sole commissioner to "inquire into how the Provincial Government and health authorities should enter into contractual relationships with medical practitioners to (a) serve the public interest, and (b) provide certainty and continuity in the provision of patient care". (Order in Council). She was also asked to recommend the elements that should be included in such contracts, and to suggest changes, if any, to Acts or regulations to implement her recommendations. The Commissioner recommended balancing the rights of the public to be provided with doctors' services with the right of doctors to be paid reasonably. She reported that a sufficient annual budget for doctors' services and remuneration was necessary. A joint working committee should be established to deal with outstanding issues. An independent public body should be established to settle contractual issues if the parties were unable to resolve problems themselves.

2000. COMMISSION ON THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND DOCTORS IN THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. REPORTS - Continued

546 Commission on the Contractual Relationships Between the Government and Doctors in the Province of British Columbia.

Available on the Internet.
Commissioner: Judith Korbin.
Not tabled.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/341682/index.htm

II. Title.

2001. CARRIER LUMBER INQUIRY.

547 History and mandate:
Commission name supplied by Compiler for purposes of this checklist. No official report published.

No Order in Council was made to officially appoint Chief Justice Bryan Williams as commissioner, although Premier Ujjal Dosanjh announced on February 29, 2001 that he had asked former Chief Justice Bryan Williams to undertake an inquiry into the Carrier Lumber controversy. Confusion arose when Williams, in a brief written statement, wrote: "I advised him that I would not take it on at that time because an inquiry should not be undertaken until the matters before the court had been resolved and all police reviews had been completed." After the completion of legal matters, which could take more than a year, Williams would, if asked, consider conducting an inquiry. (The Vancouver Sun, Saturday, March 10, 2001, p. A3: Premier's choice to head Carrier probe won't do it, by Jim Beatty). The Carrier Inquiry was prompted by a British Columbia Supreme Court ruling on July 29, 1999, when Justice Glen Parrett ruled that the Government wrongly broke its contract with Carrier Lumber Ltd. when it cancelled the company's forest licence, apparently to appease two First Nations bands, the Nemiah and the Ulkatcho, which claimed the logging area as their own. Parrett called the Government's actions arrogant, deceitful, duplicitous and unethical. He also found that the Government failed to disclose more than 2000 pages of relevant documents to the court. On August 24, 1999 the Government launched an appeal of Parrett's judgement. In February, 2001, after 18 months work on the appeal, the Government dropped its case after more than 44 boxes of documents were found in a basement storage room of the Ministry of Forests' Office in Victoria. (The Vancouver Sun, Thursday, March 1, 2001, p. D3: Premier established inquiry into Carrier fiasco, by Jim Beatty). On February 6, 2001 the Government announced an agreement to resolve the long-standing dispute through mediation. With this effort to reach an out-of-court settlement, as well as an investigation by the RCMP commercial crime squad that the Government had withheld evidence in the case, the Premier agreed that the inquiry was on hold. (The Vancouver Sun, Saturday, March 10, 2001, p. A18: Dosanjh botches an old Glen Clark tactic, by Vaughn Palmer).

2001. CARRIER LUMBER INQUIRY. RELATED REPORTS

Carrier Lumber decision appealed / Attorney General. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Attorney General], 1999. 1 leaf ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
News release "24/08/1999."
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/376962/2510_asp.pdf


Province, Carrier Lumber agree to mediation / Ministry of Attorney General. -- [Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Attorney General], 2001. 1 leaf ; 29 cm.
2001. CARRIER LUMBER INQUIRY. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
News release "Feb. 6, 2001 01:32."


British Columbia. Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia between: Carrier Lumber Ltd., plaintiff and: Her Majesty the Queen in right of the Province of British Columbia, defendant : reasons for judgment of the Honourable Mr. Justice W.G. Parrett. -- [Vancouver] : Supreme Court of British Columbia, 1999. ca. 100 leaves ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
"Date:  19990729.  Docket: 30093, Registry: Prince George."
"Carrier Lumber Ltd. v. H.M.Q."
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/343654/reasons_for_judgement.txt


2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM.

History and mandate:

Appointed by Premier Gordon Campbell, assisted by Attorney General Geoffrey Plant, by a Motion unanimously passed in the Legislative Assembly on April 30, 2003. A special committee of the Legislative Assembly was established to review the Citizens' Assembly staffing and mandate. The Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform refined the Premier's initial terms of reference on May 16, 2003. The Electoral Reform Referendum Act (S.B.C. 2004, c. 7) assented to May 20, 2004 further established electoral reform procedures.

Commission chair: Jack Blaney.

Commissioners: 161 citizens of British Columbia randomly selected, using the British Columbia voters list. The initial selection was balanced as to gender, age and geographical make-up. Two members, one man and one woman, were selected from every electoral district. The full list of members is printed in the final report.

Selected major reports of the Citizens' Assembly are included in this compilation. For a more complete listing please refer to the Citizens' Assembly's website archive on DVD and also the British Columbia Legislative Library's online catalogue.

2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS


Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"Created 4 October 2004."--Footers.
Printed from the Internet.
Stapled in LLBC copy: List of abstracts of published submissions received by the Citizens' Assembly (2 p.)
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/371912/index.htm

Premier Gordon Campbell promised in 2001 that, if elected, his government would establish a citizens' assembly on electoral reform. In September 2002, the Government appointed Gordon Gibson to advise on the mandate and make-up of a citizens' assembly. Mr. Gibson's report: "Report on the Constitution of the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform" led on April 30, 2003 to the creation of the Citizens' Assembly, which was passed by unanimous motion passed in the Legislative Assembly. Gibson's initial recommendation of one member per electoral district was doubled to two members per district. A special committee of the Legislature, the Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform, was established to review selection of the Assembly Chair and senior staff and to receive progress reports. The Committee endorsed the Government's nominee, Jack Blaney, as Chair of the Assembly. Dr. Blaney was a former president of Simon Fraser University and Chair of the Fraser Basin Council. Selection of the 161 citizens followed, based on a random pre-selection from the British Columbia voters list. "Never before in modern history has a democratic government given to unelected, "ordinary" citizens the power to review an important public policy, and then seek from all citizens approval of any proposed changes to that policy. The British Columbia Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform has had this power and responsibility and, throughout its life, complete independence from government." (Citizens' Assembly Final report, p. 1).

The Assembly's "mandate was to assess different models for electing members of the Legislative Assembly and to recommend whether the current system for provincial elections should be retained or whether a new model should be adopted. Elsewhere, such a task has been given to politicians or to electoral experts. Instead, British Columbia chose to make history and to give this task to the voters." (Citizens' Assembly Final report, p. 1). For eleven months the Assembly studied voting systems, held 50 public hearings and received 1,603 written submissions. The Assembly wanted to learn what values, hopes and desires should underlie the Province's electoral system, before making their recommendation. On March 21, 2004 the Assembly issued a preliminary statement on their findings. On December 10, 2004 the Assembly submitted its final report and recommendations to the people and Government of British Columbia. The final report recommended that the First Past the Post electoral system should be replaced with the Assembly's BC-STV model.

A referendum was held on May 17, 2005, as part of the provincial general election. To pass the referendum required at least 60% overall voter approval as well as approval of more than 50% in at least 48 (60%) of the Province's 79 electoral districts. "Based on the final results, only one of the required thresholds was met. Voters voted 'yes' by more than 50% in 77 of 79 electoral districts. Of the total valid votes cast, 57.69% voted 'yes' on the referendum question." (Elections British Columbia news release, June 9, 2005: Chief Electoral Officer announces results of the referendum on electoral reform.). Since only one of the two thresholds required under section 3(2) of the Electoral Reform Referendum Act (S.B.C. 2004, c. 47) was met, the referendum did not pass.

ISBN: 0772652538

2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS - Continued

Making every vote count : the case for electoral reform in British Columbia : technical report /  
British Columbia Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : Citizens'  

Available on the Internet.
"December 2004"
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN: 0772652600  
Limited paper distribution.


Making every vote count [electronic resource] / Citizens' Assembly of British Columbia. --  
x 15 cm.

Label title.
DVD.

Election law -- British Columbia -- Citizen participation.  8. British Columbia -- Politics and  
government. I. Title. II. Title: BC-STV animation.

Making every vote count [electronic resource] : public website DVD / Citizens' Assembly of  
British Columbia. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform, 2004. 1 DVD :  
sd., col. ; in case 13 x 15 cm.

Label title.
DVD.
"A complete archive of the website of the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform, from its launch  
on 23 November 2003 to its last update on 21 December 2004."

British Columbia -- Politics and government. I. Title.

Irregular.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/366059/index.htm

Legislative Assembly -- Elections.  3. Election law -- British Columbia -- Periodicals.  4.  
Election law -- British Columbia -- Citizen participation -- Periodicals.  5. Elections --  
British Columbia -- Periodicals. I. Title.

A preliminary statement to the people of British Columbia. -- Colour ed. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] :  
Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform, 2004. 8 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Web page listing title: Preliminary statement to the people of British Columbia, issued by the  
Assembly 21 March 2004.
Available on the Internet.
Also available in Punjabi, Chinese and French.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/369022/20final.pdf


http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/367000/index.htm


Guide to the submissions : a list of 80 submissions of 4 or more pages on electoral systems. -- [Vancouver, B.C.]: Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform, 2004. 3, 6 p. ; 29 cm.

http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/372860/index.htm


Designing a citizens' assembly : initial discussion of issues. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: Ministry of Attorney General, 2002. 1 v. (various pagings) ; 29 cm.

http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/356873/designing.pdf


2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

the referendum on electoral reform ([1] leaf)
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/376662/index.htm


563 Gibson, Gordon, 1937-

Cover title.
Submitted to the Attorney General by Gordon F. Gibson.
Co-published by the Office of the Premier.
Available on the Internet.
"December 23, 2002"
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/360794/index.htm

In September 2002 Premier Gordon Campbell's Government appointed Gordon Gibson to outline how a citizens' assembly should be chosen, function and be structured. This report provided the blueprint for setting up the Citizens' Assembly. The report was released April 28, 2003, along with the Government's response to the recommendations. The primary change to Gibson's initial recommendation was that the suggestion of one member per electoral district was doubled to two members per district.


Available on the Internet.
ISBN: 0772654549


2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM

565 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform.

Cover title.
At head of title: The Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.
"Fifth Session, Thirty-seventh Parliament."
2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE CITIZENS' ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM - Continued


1. British Columbia. Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform. 2. British Columbia. Legislative Assembly -- Elections -- Planning -- Citizen participation. 3. Elections -- British Columbia. I. Bray, Jeff. II. Title. III. Title: Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform final report. IV. Title: Report (Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform). V. Title: Report (British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Special Committee on the Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform) VI. Title: Media release (British Columbia. Legislative Assembly) VII. Title: Citizens' Assembly Committee releases final report.


2003. BRITISH COLUMBIA. CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY ON ELECTORAL REFORM - Continued

Available on the Internet.
"November 2003"
ISBN: 077265106X


2005. BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW.

History and mandate:

Appointed November 2, 2005, reporting to Minister of Children and Family Development. On November 18, 2005 the Panel was reconstituted to a single member. On November 30, 2005 the terms of reference and reporting dates were revised.

Commissioners: E. N. (Ted) Hughes, former Judge and Conflict of Interest Commissioner (Chair); Tl'azt'en Nation Grand Chief Ed John, former Minister of Children and Families; Jane Morley, Child and Youth Officer; Terry Smith, Chief Coroner; Joyce Preston, former Child and Youth Advocate; and Maureen Nicholls, a former commissioner of the Public Service Employee Relations Commission, chair of the Workers' Compensation Board and a former deputy minister. Judge Thomas Gove, Commissioner of the 1994 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection, was to be available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process. On November 18, 2005 this original panel was reconstituted with Chair Ted Hughes as its single member. He was to consult with and seek the expert advice of the other five previously announced panel members mentioned above. The Honourable Thomas Gove would remain available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process, and Maureen Nicholls became the project's executive director. The inquiry's name then changed from the Child and Youth Review Panel to the BC Children and Youth Review.

2005. BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW. REPORTS

Hughes, E. N.


"April 7, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Not tabled.

Stapled in LLBC copy: News release : Hughes calls for stability in B.C. child protection. (2 p.) ; Highlights (2 p.) ; Statement : Ministry of Children and Family Development: Minister responds to B.C. child and youth review. (2 p.) ; Backgrounder. New funding & new initiatives equal enhanced services. (1 p.)

The review files and submissions are held by the Ministry for Children and Family Development; access is via request under Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/402223/index.htm

On November 2, 2005 a Child and Youth Review Panel was appointed to examine the province's system of oversight, public reporting and advocacy with respect to the protection of children and youth. The Panel was appointed to address increasing public concern that children's deaths in the province were not being properly investigated or publicly reported. The deaths of Sherry Charlie and Savannah Brianna Marie Hall, in particular, brought back memories of the death of Matthew Vaudreuil, whose death had resulted in the 1994 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection. As recommended by Judge Thomas Gove, the Inquiry had resulted in the appointment of a permanent Children's Commissioner, as well as a permanent Child, Family and Youth Advocate. Both of these Officers were independent and reported directly to the Legislative Assembly. In 2002 both the Office of the Child, Youth and Family Advocate and the Children's Commission were dissolved and their functions were absorbed by the provincial Coroner's Service and the newly formed Office for Children and Youth (also known as the British Columbia Child and Youth Officer), reporting to the
This Panel was struck to review the effectiveness of this new structure and to recommend improvements. The Commission chair was Ted Hughes, a former Saskatchewan judge who has served as Conflict of Interest Commissioner in British Columbia, the Yukon and the Northwest Territories and was the Chief Adjudicator with respect to settlement of Indian Residential School claims. The other commissioners were: Jane Morley, a lawyer and mediator, who was serving as the British Columbia Child and Youth Officer; Joyce Preston, who served as the Province's Child, Youth and Family Advocate from 1995 to 2001; Tl'az'ten Nation Grand Chief Ed John, a former British Columbia Minister for Children and Families and former law professor who has served six terms on the First Nations Summit political executive; Terry Smith, the provincial Chief Coroner, who was responsible for the independent review of all reportable children's deaths in the province; and Maureen Nicholls, a former commissioner of the Public Service Employee Relations Commission, chair of the Workers' Compensation Board and a former deputy minister. The Honourable Judge Thomas Gove, Commissioner for the 1994 Gove Inquiry into Child Protection, was to be available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process.

The Panel's terms of reference were divided into two parts. For Part 1 the Panel was to examine the system for the review of deaths of children, including the way results of reviews were publicly reported and internally addressed, and was to recommend improvements. For Part 2 the Panel was to examine the roles and responsibilities of the Ministry of Children and Family Development, the Child and Youth Officer, the Chief Coroner, the Ombudsman, the Public Guardian and Trustee as they related to advocacy for children and youth. The Panel was to investigate the roles and responsibilities these institutions had in monitoring and public reporting on the Government's performance in protecting and providing services for children and youth in British Columbia. Improvements were to be recommended. This final report was due by January 31, 2006. Controversy arose surrounding the discovery that the deaths of 713 children had not been properly investigated after the Government dissolved the British Columbia Children's Commission in 2002. On November 18, 2005 the original six-member panel was reconstituted with Ted Hughes as its single member. He was to consult with and seek the expert advice of the other five previously announced panel members mentioned above. The Honourable Thomas Gove would remain available to provide advice and participate in a consultative process. On November 30, 2005 the terms of reference and reporting dates were revised.

On April 7, 2006 Hughes released his final report. Six supplementary reports were released in the months following. "My strongest impression from this review is one of a child welfare system buffeted by an unmanageable degree of change", said Hughes. "The need for equilibrium and stability is a central theme of my report". (News release: Hughes calls for stability in B.C. child protection, April 7, 2006). He continued: "A revolving door in senior leadership positions, major shifts in practice, functions and processes, and significant funding cuts have created a climate of instability and confusion that has only detracted from the Ministry of Children and Families' work on behalf of children". Hughes called for the appointment of a new, independent body to oversee the child welfare system. The Representative for Children and Youth would be appointed as an Officer of the Legislative Assembly for a five-year term, and report to an all-party standing committee. A Special Committee to Appoint a Representative for Children and Youth was struck in response to Hughes recommendations.

Hughes noted the ever-increasing numbers of aboriginal children being taken into care. The child welfare system must find better ways of responding to the needs of the aboriginal community and the aboriginal delegated agencies urgently required better training, equipment and office support. Hughes recommended the Government commit itself to a decentralized child welfare system, "which means supporting it with adequate resources, time, a dedicated team, and budget stabilization". (Report, p. 149). On November 22, 2006 the Province's first Representative for Children and Youth, Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond, was appointed under the new Representative for Children and Youth Act (S.B.C. 2006, c. 29). After fulfilling an interim role as the Child and Youth Officer, Turpel-Lafond assumed her full responsibilities as the Representative for Children and Youth on April 1, 2007.

ISBN: 0772655200 :
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571 McBride, Michele.
Report on child advocacy and complaint resolution process / Michele McBride. -- [Victoria, B.C.]

Cover title.
"April 2006"
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.

British Columbia. 3. Children -- British Columbia -- Death. 4. Child abuse -- Investigation --
British Columbia. 5. Foster home care -- British Columbia -- Evaluation. I. Hughes, E. N. II.
BC Children and Youth Review. III. M. McBride & Associates Management Consulting Inc. IV.
British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development. V. Title. VI. Title: BC Children and Youth Review : report on child advocacy and complaint resolution process.

572 McKinnon, Ian.
BC's children in care : improving data and outcomes reporting / Ian McKinnon. -- [Victoria, B.C.]

Cover title.
"April 2006"
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/403108/Outcomes_Reporting.pdf

British Columbia. 3. Children -- British Columbia -- Death. 4. Child abuse -- Investigation --
British Columbia. 5. Foster home care -- British Columbia -- Evaluation. I. Hughes, E. N. II.
BC Children and Youth Review. III. British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development. IV. Title. V. Title: Improving data and outcomes reporting. VI. Title: BC Children and Youth Review : improving data and outcomes reporting.

573 Perrin, Dan.
Child and Youth Review, 2006. 22 p. ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Running title: Workload, training & budget changes.
"April 2006"
This report is undertaken by Ted Hughes at the request of the British Columbia provincial government. Cf. Purpose, p. 3.
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
This report considers caseload, workload, and training of social workers, and the effects of
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ministerial budget cuts on child protection resources.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/405502/Budget_Changes.pdf


574 Taylor, Wendy.

Cover title.
"April 2006"
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
This report discussed child death review policies in various jurisdictions: United States, Great Britain, Australia, Canada.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.


575 Taylor, Wendy.

Cover title.
"April 2006"
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.


576 Thorau, Kim.
Oversight, accountability and reporting / Kim Thorau. -- [Victoria, B.C.]: BC Children and Youth Review, 2006. 43 p.; 29 cm.

Cover title.
"April 2006"
2005. BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW. REPORTS - Continued

This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/403110/Oversight_Accountability_and_Reporting.pdf


577  Tully, Catherine.
Cover title.
"April 2006"
This review came out of the appointment of Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., to conduct an independent review of the child welfare system in BC. Cf. Introd. [Review submitted to the Minister of Children and Family Development was commissioned following the death of Sherry Charlie, a Nuu-chah-nulth child, who died in care on Sept. 4, 2002]
Available on the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.
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578  British Columbia. Coroner's Court.
Caption title, leaf [2]
Coroner: Liana Wright. Cf. Leaf [1]
Issued by the Office of the Chief Coroner.
"Coroner's case no: 2002-146-0036." -- Leaf [1]
"Verdict received on the 17th day of February AD, 2006."-- Leaf [1]

579  British Columbia Coroners Service.
Cover title.
"Terry Smith, Chief Coroner of British Columbia."--P. [ii]
2005. BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued

Includes bibliographical references.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/407128/955_Transition_Files.pdf


580 British Columbia Coroners Service.

Cover title.
Available on the Internet.
"February 2006"
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/401244/Information_Package_BCCS.pdf


581 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Select Standing Committee on Children and Youth.

Cover title.
At head of title: Legislative Assembly, Province of British Columbia.
"Gordon Hogg, Chair"
Includes index.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/404940/index.htm
ISSN: 1911-1932


582 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Special Committee to Appoint a Representative for Children and Youth.

Cover title.
At head of title: Legislative Assembly, Province of British Columbia.
"John Rustad, Chair"
Includes index.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/404310/index.htm
ISSN: 1911-0626


583 British Columbia. Legislative Assembly. Special Committee to Appoint a Representative for Children and Youth.
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Special Committee to Appoint a Representative for Children and Youth report. -- Victoria, B.C. : Special Committee to Appoint a Representative for Children and Youth, 2006. ii, 5 p. : port. ; 29 cm.

Cover title.
At head of title: The Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.
"Second Session, Thirty-Eighth Parliament."
"John Rustad, Chair. "--Covering letter.
"November 2006"
Tabled: November 22, 2006.
Stapled in LLBC copy: News release : Representative for Children and Youth recommended (2 leaves).
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/406942/index.htm
ISBN: 0772656479


B.C. to create representative for children and youth. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Ministry of Attorney General, 2006. 2, 2 leaves ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"For immediate release. 2006 AG0025-000545. May 4, 2006."
Available on the Internet.
Contents: News release : B.C. to create representative for children and youth (2 leaves) -- Backgrounder : The Representative for Children and Youth Act, Bill 34 (2 leaves)
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/402776/bcag_nr_may_4_2006.pdf


585 British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development.

Caption title.
[Nov. 30, 2005?]?
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
Child and Youth Review Panel was modified Nov. 18, 2005 and the former panel chair, Ted Hughes, became the sole member of the "panel".
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/379584/index.htm


Director's case review : death of S.C., a child not in care, April 26, 2005 : final. --
2005. BC CHILDREN AND YOUTH REVIEW. REPORTS. RELATED REPORTS - Continued


Cover title.
"Reviewer: Nicholas Simons"
A summary is available separately under title: Summary of Director's case review, S.C.
Library's copies have "Information bulletin" appended: Summary of review of child's death released. (July 21, 2005).
Library's copies have Media Advisory appended: "Attention assignment editors. (Aug. 4, 2005).
Copies of the severed Director's case review on the death of Sherry Charlie will be made available on request. Sections of the report have been severed in accordance with confidentiality requirements..."

http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377549/index.htm


Caption title.
At head of title: Statement.
"Feb. 18, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


588 British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development.

Caption title.
At head of title: Statement.
"April 7, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/402212/bccfd_s_apr_7_2006.pdf


589 British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development.
Minister responds to Child and Youth Officer report. -- Victoria, B.C. : Ministry of Children and Family Development, 2006. 2 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"Oct. 20, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Refers to report: Confidential report to the Attorney General from the Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia on the continued placement of children in the home where the Nuu-chah-nulth child died. (September 29, 2006).
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/406199/bccfd_s_oct_20_2006.pdf
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Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
"2005CFD0017-000996"
"Nov. 2, 2005"
Ted Hughes, chair of Panel.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
Judge Thomas Gove will not be part of the panel, but will be available to engage in discussions with the panel, at the panel's request. Cf. Backgrounder.

1. Child welfare -- Government policy -- British Columbia. I. Hughes, E. N. II. Title. III. Title: News release (British Columbia Ministry of Children and Family Development) IV. Title: Backgrounder (British Columbia Ministry of Children and Family Development)


Caption title.
At head of title: Information bulletin.
"Nov. 18, 2005"
Panel modified: Ted Hughes, former chair, is now it's single member.
Available on the Internet.


Caption title.
At head of title: Statement.
"Feb. 24, 2006"
Statement concerning the report from the Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia [Jane Morley]: Report to the Attorney General of British Columbia under Section 6 of the Office for Children and Youth Act on the Director's case review relating to the Nuu-chah-nulth child who died in Port Alberni on September 4, 2002.
Available on the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/401388/bccfd_s_feb_24_2006.pdf
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593 British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development.

Caption title.
"July 2005"
Recommendations following review of the death of 19-month-old Sherry Charlie, and Nuu-Chah-Nulth Community and Human Services. [Director's case review : death of S.C., a child not in care, April 26, 2005 / Reviewer Nicholas Simons].
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/379581/sc_recommendation.pdf


594 British Columbia. Ministry of Children and Family Development.

Cover title.
Running title: Summary of Director's case review, S.C.
Web index page title: Accountability : Director's Case Reviews.
"June 9, 2005"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/377410/index.htm


Caption title.
At head of title: Factsheet.
"October 20, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/406248/BCCS_FACTSHEET.pdf
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Caption title.
Issued by Deputy Solicitor General.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/406273/ChildDeathReview.pdf

Columbia -- Mortality.  4. Governmental investigations -- British Columbia.  I. Title.

Hughes to complete Deputy Solicitor General's review. -- [Victoria, B.C.] ; Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General, 2005. 2, 2 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
Contents: News release : Hughes to complete Deputy Solicitor General's review -- [Letter from
Printed from the Internet.

Columbia -- Mortality.  I. Hughes, E. N. II. Les, John. III. BC Children and Youth Review.  IV.
Title.  V. Title: News release (British Columbia. Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor
General)  VI. Title: Child death review investigation.

Ombudsman suspends investigation into child protection practices. -- [Victoria, B.C.] ;
Ombudsman, British Columbia, 2005. 1 leaf ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
At head of title: News release.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.

-- British Columbia -- Evaluation.  3. Children -- Services for -- Government policy -- British
Columbia -- Evaluation.  I. Title.  II. Title: News release (British Columbia. Office of the
Ombudsman)

599 British Columbia. Representative for Children and Youth.
Progress report on the implementation of the recommendations of the BC Children and Youth Review
/ Representative for Children and Youth. -- 2007- . -- Victoria, B.C. : Representative for
Children and Youth, 2007- v. ; 28 cm. Annual.

Cover title.
"Hughes review."
Representative for Children and Youth: 2007- , Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond.
Printed from the Internet.
Includes bibliographical references.
Cover title.
Representative for Children and Youth: 2007- , Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/429933/index.htm

1. Child welfare -- British Columbia -- Periodicals.  2. Foster children -- Services for --
British Columbia -- Periodicals.  3. Foster children -- Government policy -- British Columbia --
Periodicals.  4. Foster children -- Mortality -- British Columbia -- Periodicals.  5. Child
health services -- British Columbia -- Periodicals.  I. Turpel, Mary Ellen, 1963-  II. Hughes, E.
N. III. Title.  IV. Title: BC children and youth review : an independent review of BC's child
protection system.  V. Title: Progress report on the implementation of the recommendations of the
BC Children and Youth Review ("Hughes review")
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600 British Columbia. Transition Steering Committee on the Implementation of the Recommendations from the BC Children and Youth Review.

Caption title.
Submitted by Allan Seckel, David Morhart and Lesley du Toit. Cf. P. 5.
Available on the Internet.
Contents: Status of Hughes recommendations.
Printed from the Internet.


601 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.
Child and Youth Officer speaks about release of severed Sherry Charlie report. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia, 2005. 2 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Jane Morley, Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.
"For immediate release, Aug. 4, 2005."
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


602 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Cover title.
Running title: Child and Youth Officer's report to the Attorney General : continued placement of children.
Child and Youth Officer: Jane Morley. Cf. Prefatory material.
Includes bibliographical references.
Printed from the Internet.


603 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.
Report to the Attorney General of British Columbia under Section 6 of the Office for Children and
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"February 15, 2006"
Letter of transmittal (4 leaves) stapled inside front cover.
This report is not an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the child's tragic death. This report addresses why were the terms reference for the Director's case review changed, and why did it take more than two and half years to complete the case review. Cf. Introd.
Available on the Internet.
Stapled in LLBC copy: Information bulletin: Addendum to Child and Youth Officer's report released (1 p.) ; Supplementary report to the Attorney General respecting the Director's case review relating to the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child in Port Alberni on September 4, 2002. (5 p.).
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/401356/index.htm


604 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Title from subject line.
Submitted to Hon. Wally Oppal, Attorney General of British Columbia.
"March 30, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


605 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Cover title.
Stapled in LLBC copy: News release : Learning from the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child. (July 20, 2006. 2 p.)
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/404581/index.htm
ISBN: 0772655723
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606 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.
Statement from Jane Morley, Child and Youth Officer, on the Hughes report. -- Victoria : Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia, 2006. 2 p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.
"April 12, 2006"
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


607 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.
Statement from Jane Morley, QC, Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia. -- [Victoria, B.C.] : Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia, 2005. 3 p. ; 29 cm.

Caption title.
Web page listing title: Statement from Jane Morley, QC, on investigating and reporting on the death of Sherry Charlie.
"For immediate release, Sept. 22, 2005."
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.


608 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"11/24/2005."--Footers.
"This summary is intended to clarify some of the confusion around the various processes that relate to the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child [Sherry Charlie] who died in Port Alberni, on September 4, 2002."--Intro., P. 1.
Printed from the Internet.


609 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Caption title.
"12/22/2005."--Footers.
Available on the Internet.
"This summary is intended to clarify some of the confusion around the various processes that relate to the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child [Sherry Charlie] who died in Port Alberni, on September 4, 2002."--Intro., P. 1.
Printed from the Internet.
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610 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"02/24/2006"--Footers.
"This summary is intended to clarify some of the confusion around the various processes that relate to the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child [Sherry Charlie] who died in Port Alberni, on September 4, 2002."-- Introd., P. 1.
Printed from the Internet.

611 Child and Youth Officer for British Columbia.

"Updated March 31, 2006"
Caption title.
Available on the Internet.
"This summary is intended to clarify some of the confusion around the various processes that relate to the death of the Nuu-chah-nulth child [Sherry Charlie] who died in Port Alberni, on September 4, 2002."-- Introd., P. 1.
Printed from the Internet.

612 Legal Services Society of British Columbia.

Web page listing title.
Comprises a letter from the Legal Services Society, signed by Mark Benton, Executive Director, to Ted Hughes, B.C. Children and Youth Review.
"February 2, 2006."--Caption.
Available on the Internet.
Printed from the Internet.
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/406742/Hughes_submission.pdf

613 Young, David W.
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Title from subject line of letter.
"November 6, 2002"
Signed by: David W. Young, Director of Child Protection Responsible for Aboriginal Agencies.
Review conducted by Nicholas Simons.
Portions severed under Freedom of Information and Privacy legislation.
Photocopied from Clerk's Papers.

Ministry of Children and Family Development. 4. Child abuse -- Investigation -- British
Columbia. 5. Children -- Services for -- Government policy -- British Columbia. 6. Child
Ministry of Children and Family Development. III. Title.

614 Young, David W.
Letter Director's review - Charlie, Sherrie [sic] BD: 2001 Jan 17 DD : 2002 Sep 04. -- [Victoria,

Title from subject line of letter.
"September 26, 2002"
Signed by: David W. Young, Director of Child Protection Responsible for Aboriginal Agencies.
Review conducted by Nicholas Simons.
Portions severed under Freedom of Information and Privacy legislation.
"REF:114668"
Photocopied from Clerk's Papers.

Ministry of Children and Family Development. 4. Child abuse -- Investigation -- British
Columbia. 5. Children -- Services for -- Government policy -- British Columbia. 6. Child
Ministry of Children and Family Development. III. Title.

2005. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION.

History and mandate:

Appointed by Order in Council no. 906, December 13, 2005, pursuant to the Electoral Boundaries
Commission Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 107) and the Electoral Boundaries Commission Amendment Act,
2005 (S.B.C. 2005, c. 30). Order in Council no. 178, March 27, 2006, appointed Stewart Ladyman,
replacing Commissioner Burgart.

Commissioners: Bruce Cohen, Stewart Ladyman and Harry Neufeld.

The Electoral Boundaries Commission Act established a permanent three-person commission to review
electoral districts of the Province and to report to the Legislature after every second general
election. The three commissioners must be as follows: "1) a judge or retired judge of the
Supreme Court of British Columbia, and who is nominated by the Lieutenant Governor; 2) a person
who is not a member of the Legislative Assembly or an employee of the Government and who is
nominated by the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, after consultation with the Premier and the
Leader of the Official Opposition; and 3) the Chief Electoral Officer appointed under the
Election Act", as required by s. 2(c) of the Act. The Commissioners, so appointed, were
respectively, Chief Judge Bruce Cohen, Louise Norma Burgart, a life-long educator and
owner/director of Apex Mountain Resort, and Chief Electoral Officer Harry Neufeld. On March 27,
2006 Steward Ladyman, an educator, replaced Commissioner Louise Norma Burgart.

NOTE: This Checklist was published prior to the completion of the electoral district change
process. As such this Checklist does not list Commission reports or related reports of interest
published after April 2008. Please refer to the Legislative Library's library catalogue for
further information.
2005. BRITISH COLUMBIA. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES COMMISSION. REPORTS


Previously published as: British Columbia. Electoral Boundaries Commission. Preliminary report to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.

CD-ROM title: Preliminary report and other information: preliminary report, summary report, large and small-scale maps, other important information.

"Submitted to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia on February 14, 2008. (Note: This report will be published and distributed, together with a DVD containing the commission's reports, in March 2008.)"

"The white copy that was delivered to you on February 14 was limited to 200 copies, mostly for distribution to Members of the Legislative Assembly, the press gallery and legislative libraries, the commission's internal needs and the news conference held on the afternoon of February 14."

"The report we delivered on February 14, 2008 and the published version that the commission is delivering today are identical in content with the exception of formatting, pictures and a few corrections for typos and grammatical corrections. It would have been the commission's preference to only produce a single version of the report; however, to meet its statutory deadline, the commission submitted the "MS Word" version to the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on February 14." -- Accompanying transmittal letter dated March 27, 2008 for published version of final report.

CD-ROM in pocket on inside back cover.

"February 14, 2008."

Available on the Internet.
Tabled: February 14, 2008.


This report is the "white" copy of the final report in MS Word format. See the published final version entry for expanded information.
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Previously published as: British Columbia. Electoral Boundaries Commission. Preliminary report to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.

CD-ROM title: Preliminary report and other information: preliminary report, summary report, large and small-scale maps, other important information.

"Submitted to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia on February 14, 2008."

"The report we delivered on February 14, 2008 and the published version that the commission is delivering today are identical in content with the exception of formatting, pictures and a few corrections for typos and grammatical corrections. It would have been the commission's preference to only produce a single version of the report; however, to meet its statutory deadline, the commission submitted the "MS Word" version to the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on February 14." -- Accompanying transmittal letter dated March 27, 2008.

CD-ROM in pocket on inside back cover.

"February 14, 2008."

Available on the Internet.
Tabled: March 31, 2008.

Stapled in LLBC copy: [Transmittal letter dated March 27, 2008 signed by Leo Perra, Executive
increasing the current 79 electoral districts to 85 was given royal assent on April 10, 2008. The Electoral Districts Act (S.B.C. 2008 c. 14), approved in their place. “The proposals for the North and Cariboo-Thompson Regions are not approved and the alternatives contained in Appendix P of the Report relating to these regions are approved in their place.” (British Columbia Legislative Assembly. Votes and Proceedings of British Columbia, March 13, 2008, p. 1). The Electoral Districts Act (S.B.C. 2008 c. 14), increasing the current 79 electoral districts to 85 was given royal assent on April 10, 2008.

To ensure the province’s electoral boundaries accurately reflected population change over time, the Electoral Boundaries Commission Act required that a review be undertaken after every second general election. The results of the 2005 referendum on electoral reform also showed great public interest in holding another vote on the STV (single transferable vote) voting model recommended by the British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform. Under the Electoral Boundaries Commission Amendment Act, 2005 (S.B.C. 2005, c. 30) the 2005 Electoral Boundaries Commission had two tasks. The Commission was to determine what electoral boundaries and representation would look like in the province under an STV system. It was also to examine electoral boundaries and representation under the existing electoral system. With this comparative information the public would be better able to make an informed choice when the next referendum on electoral reform was held. The Act gave the Commission flexibility to recommend up to 85 electoral districts (an increase of six from the current 79 electoral districts) should this be required to protect the representation of northern residents in the Legislature. It also allowed the Commission to recommend up to 85 Members of the Legislative Assembly under STV for the same reason. The Commission must recommend that same number of members under both systems.

An initial report was to be submitted to the Speaker by August 15, 2007 and the final report was to be submitted by February 2008. Originally the referendum was to take place in conjunction with the municipal elections in November 2008. On April 27, 2006 Premier Gordon Campbell announced that, due to administrative and cost concerns raised by the Chief Electoral Officer, the referendum would be held in tandem with the general provincial election on May 12, 2009.

The Commission’s “Preliminary report”, released on October 15, 2007, was not universally well-received. For further details see the listing in this Checklist for the "Preliminary report". Following the release of its "Preliminary report", the Commission held public hearings and received written and oral submissions regarding its proposals for the SMP (single member plurality) and BC-STV (British Columbia - single transferable vote) electoral districts. The final report entitled "Amendments to the preliminary report" was tabled February 14, 2008. This report made approximately 50 amendments to the original report. "Comparing the commission’s final proposals to the Preliminary Report: the number of electoral districts in the Columbia-Kootenay region is increased from three to four; the number of electoral districts in the Vancouver Island and South Coast region is increased from 14 to 15; the number of electoral districts in the North region is unchanged at seven; the number of electoral districts [in] the Cariboo-Thompson region is unchanged at four; and the proposals to add one electoral district in each of the Okanagan, Fraser Valley, Surrey, Burnaby/Tri-Cities, and Vancouver regions are unchanged. This will result in a net increase of four electoral districts, for a total of 83 single member plurality electoral districts. The number of proposed BC-STV electoral districts remains at 20, with the district magnitude of the Columbia-Kootenay electoral district increasing from three to four, and the district magnitude of the Capital Region electoral district increasing from six to seven.” (Commission news release: Electoral Boundaries Commission amends its proposals for British Columbia electoral district boundaries, February 14, 2008). The Commissioners, anticipating that politicians may not adopt their report with reduced northern representation, included an appendix with suggested boundaries for the Cariboo and northern ridings. Legislators could then adopt the main report, with an amendment to preserve two northern seats.

The Commission report also outlined proposed electoral boundaries under a STV (single transferable vote) electoral system, should British Columbians choose to adopt it. On March 6, 2008 the Liberal Government introduced Bill 6, the "Electoral Reform Referendum 2009 Act", requiring the Government to hold a second referendum respecting the single transferable vote electoral system, to be held in conjunction with the next general election on May 12, 2009. For information on the results of the first referendum, held May 17, 2005, see this Checklist under Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform.

On March 13, 2008 the Liberal Government moved a motion, approved unanimously by the Opposition New Democratic Party, to adopt the proposals in the Electoral Boundaries Commission final report, with the following alteration: "The proposals for the North and Cariboo-Thompson Regions are not approved and the alternatives contained in Appendix P of the Report relating to these regions are approved in their place." (British Columbia Legislative Assembly. Votes and Proceedings of British Columbia, March 13, 2008, p. 1). The Electoral Districts Act (S.B.C. 2008 c. 14), increasing the current 79 electoral districts to 85 was given royal assent on April 10, 2008.
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Contact Legislative Library for access to files.


Paper version of large-scale maps (also on CD-ROM) deposited at British Columbia Archives.


The Commission's Preliminary report (454 pages) and Preliminary report summary (32 pages) were released August 15, 2007. "After considering more than 150 written submissions, reviewing input from 34 public consultation sessions in 30 communities, listening to presentations from subject-matter specialists, reviewing province-wide and local maps as well as countless hours of deliberation, the commission has proposed adjustments for the boundaries of most of the province's electoral districts." (Commission news release: Electoral Boundaries Commission submits proposals, August 15, 2007) The Commission's proposals included: one less electoral district in the Cariboo-Thompson region, from five districts to four; one less electoral district in the Columbia-Kootenay region, from four districts to three; one less electoral district in the
North region, from eight districts to seven; four new electoral districts in the Lower Mainland, (one each in Vancouver, Surrey, the Fraser Valley and the Burnaby-Port Moody-Coquitlam area); and one new electoral district in the Okanagan region, from six districts to seven. "The net effect of the proposed changes is an increase of two electoral districts, bringing the proposed number to 81. The commission has also proposed boundaries for 20 B.C. single transferable vote (BC-STV) electoral districts with 81 MLAs." (Commission news release: Electoral Boundaries Commission submits proposals, August 15, 2007).

The proposed reduction of members in rural ridings resulted in strong public protest. This led Premier Gordon Campbell on October 24, 2007 to introduce the "Electoral Boundaries Commission Amendment Act 2007", Bill 39, which would preserve the status quo for rural representation and also direct the Commission to propose 87 electoral districts, an increase in eight new seats. This Liberal Government amendment failed to gain the support of the Opposition New Democratic Government. As a result, the Government withdrew the Bill, leaving the Commission to redraft its proposals under its original terms and constraints as mandated in the Electoral Boundaries Commission Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 107). (Commission Information update, December 2007).
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